
 
  

 

PRESIDENTIAL REPORT AY 2019/2020 
 

It is with great honour that I present to you the Annual Report for the Academic Year 2019/2020, detailing the 
developments in NUS Students’ Community Service Club (CSC) during the term of office. 
 

1. Club Directions  
 
This year, the club’s development was centred on 3 directions – Bridging, CSC Family and 
Empowerment. These directions served to direct the club to grow in a way that is relevant and 
engaging. They are further elaborated below:  
 
Bridging – Bridging represents the club’s direction to raise more communication, awareness and 
collaborative efforts between the constituents of the club. This includes more cross programme 
awareness, more communication with our partner organisations and increased outreach and 
engagement from the MC to our programme committees  
 
CSC Family – CSC family represents the club’s direction to unite volunteers under one common identity 
to promote a stronger club identity 
 
Empowerment  - Empower represents the club’s direction to tap on the strengths of our beneficiaries 
as well as equipping our volunteers with relevant skills to enhance their volunteering experience. It 
also emphasises the club’s intended growth in development of volunteering leaders through 
workshops and opportunities to step up.  

 
2. 41st NUS Students’ Union  Council 

 
I. Representatives 

 
The Council Representatives of CSC in the 41st NUS Students’ Union (NUSSU) Council are: 
 
Mr  Tan Wei Xiang   President 
Ms. Linette Ong Hui SHan                          Vice-President (Special Projects) 
Ms  Pooja Ramesh  Business Director 
 
The Executive Committee Representatives of CSC in the 41st NUSSU Council are: 
 
Mr. Shaun Tan Zheng Jie   Vice President (Internal) 

II. Council Activities 
The Council Representatives attended four (4) Council Meetings convened by the Council 
Chairperson, Mr Zhou Xizhuang Michael, during the term of office. During the meetings, 
issues such as the NUSSU Unity Relief Fund and COVID-19 related updates were 
discussed.  

 
3. NUS Volunteer Network 

 
I. Representatives 
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The representatives of CSC in the 13th Steering Committee of the NUS Volunteer Network 
(NVN) are: 
 
Mr. Tan Wei Xiang   President  
Ms. Valarie Ting Jingyi    General Secretary   
 

II. NVN activities 
 

The NVN is an established collaboration between NUS Students’ Community Service Club, NUS 
Volunteer Action Committee, NUS Rotaract Club and Red Cross Youth - NUS Chapter. The 
network aims to work together to lower barriers to volunteerism amongst the NUS community 
and raise awareness of the importance of volunteerism.  
 
This year, the NVN organised a networking session with the executive committees of the 4 
groups. During the networking session, the steering committee sought to raise awareness within 
members on the activities of other clubs. At the same time, small group discussions were held to 
generate talk and conversations on common problems that surface amidst volunteering projects 
and endeavours.   
 
At the same time, NVN looked at organising GAP Week, a week of activities to raise awareness of 
the strengths of beneficiaries and sought to shape the views of the NUS population towards 
volunteerism. GAP is an acronym for Graciousness, Advocacy and Perspective. Envisioned to be a 
carnival-like event that took place over a period of 2-3 days, the event sought to involve social 
enterprises as well as beneficiary partner organisations to set up booths within NUS to sell 
related merchandise that were crafted by beneficiaries. This sought to direct the perspective of 
the NUS population to think of our beneficiaries beyond what they may “need” from volunteers 
but as people with their individual strengths as well.  
 
 
The event also sought to generate greater awareness of the volunteering scene in NUS through 
several proposed exhibitions educating on the opportunities available and different beneficiaries 
volunteers could work with. 
 
Unfortunately, due to COVID-19, the event could not come to fruition.  

 
4. Management Committee (MC) 

 
I. Members 

 
Eleven (11) CSC members were successfully elected into the 18th Management Committee. Seven 
(7) additional members were co-opted into office- One (1) Vice-President (Regular Programmes) , 
two (2) Deputy Publications and Publicity Directors, (2), two (2) Deputy General Secretaries, one 
(1) Deputy Volunteer Management Director and one (1) Deputy Volunteer Welfare Director.   
 
President      Tan Wei Xiang 
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Vice-President (Regular Programmes) 
(Co-opted)     Loo Chuan Jie 
 
Vice-President (Special Projects)  Linette Ong Hui Shan 
 
General Secretary    Valarie Ting Jingyi   
 
Deputy General Secretary (Co-opted)  Melanie Low Jia Chen 
 
Deputy General Secretary (Co-opted)  Teo Ruifang 
 
Finance Secretary    Chua Yan Jie Atricia 
 
Deputy Finance Secretary   Tay Wee Shing Kervin 
 
Volunteer Management Director  Lai Wei Xuan 
 
Deputy Volunteer Management Director  
(Co-opted)     Goh Mei Qi  
 
Volunteer Welfare Director   Karina Loo Kai Ling 
 
Deputy Volunteer Welfare Director  Lim Shu Hui 
 
Deputy Volunteer Welfare Director (co-opted) Alicia Poh Xiao Xuan 
 
Publications and Publicity Director  Chee Zhong Quan  
 
Deputy Publications and Publicity Director  
(Co-opted)     Tan Yan Shen Brendan 
 
Deputy Publications and  
Publicity Director (Co-opted)   Gwenice Gwee Rou Hui  
 
Business Director    Pooja Ramesh   
 
Deputy Business Director    Lim Jia Yin, Sarah  
 

II. Duties and meetings 
 

The management committee serves to provide support, direction and cohesiveness to the club’s 
project and programmes. Each cell played an integral role in engaging the club’s beneficiaries and 
volunteers and had specific administrative and logistical areas that they were charged to manage 
to ensure the club’s day to day operations.  
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Aside from that, the management committee was split into sub committees to facilitate the 
planning and execution of outreach events such as NUS Student Life Fair, Open Day Student Village 
and NUS CSC RVP Outreach.  
 
Management Committee meetings were held at least once every two months during the term of 
office, and focused on cell updates and discussion of MC events. This ensured that members of 
the management committee were not just cognizant of what their cell has achieved but what other 
cells had done as well, allowing for the management committee to be cohesive in its operations 
and ensuring initiatives placed forward by each cell remained relevant to the club’s interest.  
 
During management committee meetings, reflections were held amongst MC members on their 
individual volunteering experiences to share and encourage MC members to be on the ground and 
be in touch with the needs of the beneficiaries. 
Outside of management committee meetings, due to the diversifying of programmes and volatile 
programme changes brought upon by COVID019, each cell provided a bi-weekly update to the 
Presidential cell who would compile it and send on the common chat with MC members so that 
MC members stay on top of more detailed club developments.  
 
Lastly, to facilitate handing over procedures, a handover template was conceived to allow for a 
smoother transition between the incoming and outgoing management committees.  
 

5. Colours Award (AY1819) 
 

The Colours Awards aims to recognise outstanding volunteers for their contributions to the club’s 
activities and cause. The Colours Award Committee was elected by the Management Committee 
to facilitate the selection of nominated candidates and recipients of the awards. The Colours 
Award Committee worked closely with the Management Committee for the relevant 
administrative procedures and execution of the awards ceremony.  
 

I. Colours Award Committee 
 

Chairperson               Tan Wei Xiang 
 
Members                    Lee Huiying 
                                     Sim Shi Rong  

         
 

 
II. Award Ceremony  

 
The Colours Award Ceremony was held on 17th Jan 2020 at LT 27. The Colours Awards Committee presented 2 
Gold, 12 Silver, 24 Bronze and 46 Merit Awards in appreciation of the efforts of our volunteers in the academic 
year 2018/2019. In addition, 61 Volunteers received the Long Service Awards in recognition of their 
contributions to the Club.  
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6. Colours Award (AY19/20) 
 

In AY1920, Colours Award was envisioned to be conducted and held in lieu of a end of the year 
Appreciation Dinner that sought to acknowledge the efforts of all volunteers during the Academic 
Year. As such, the timeline of Colours Award was pushed forward ahead of the conventional 
timeline to be positioned during the end of the Academic Year.  

I. Colours Award Committee 
 

Chairperson               Tan Wei Xiang 
 
Members                    Loo Chuan Jie 
                                     Linette Ong Hui Shan   

         
II. Award presentation  

 
To further recognise the efforts for volunteers, additional award segments such as “Most Hardworking 
Volunteer” were created to additionally recognise volunteers that were not nominated.  
 
Due to COVID-19, a physical ceremony was not possible. Instead, award winners were announced on CSC’s 
social media platforms.  
 
 

7. Award Recognition for projects and programmes 
 
In the 2nd Student Life Awards, Grant A Wish XVI was awarded “Distinction” under the 
“Community Service Award” Category and Project C.A.N. XVI was awarded “Merit” under the 
“Community Service Award” Category as well.  
 

8. Outreach events   
  

The conventional outreach events that CSC is involved in are Open Day Student Village, Student 
Life Fair and RVP Outreach.  
 
Due to the onset of COVID-19, these outreach events continued with online engagements instead.  
 
Open Day Student Village 
 
ODSV-20 was conducted in the form of an Instagram Live instead in alignment with plans 
coordinated by NUSSU. During the Instagram Live, the MC briefly shared on our programmes as 
well as answered questions that the public had regarding our club.  
 
Student Life Fair  
 
Student Life Fair (SLF) this year was conducted over a  5 day period and was held online. To increase 
our online outreach, we developed several initiatives such as a new brochure to introduce 
programmes under our pipeline, a new video, introductory instagram posts on our programmes 
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as well as a dedicated telegram channel for interested freshies and students to find out more 
about CSC where we will post relevant content. At the same time, an online information session 
was also held on the 5th day of SLF on ZOOM platform to allow students to have their queries 
answered through video conferencing.  
 
RVP Outreach 
 
To recruit volunteers for our RVPs, RVP outreach was conducted online and included initiatives 
such as instagram challenges, a new RVP flyer and RVP promotional instagram stories.  
 

9. Developments 
 

a. COVID-19 Response 
 

As COVID-19 evolved, regulations introduced by the school with regards to CCAs evolved over 
time. Aligned to the changing regulations and circumstances experienced by Singapore, NUS CSC 
oriented its projects and programmes accordingly. Aside from that, regulations were introduced 
as well internally to step up safety measures to protect our volunteers and beneficiaries. Lastly, 
there were new initiatives and additional action uptaken by the club as well to aid community 
efforts against COVID-19.  
 
CSC’s response can be summarized into 4 main stages that are further elaborated below.  
 
Timeline of nationwide response and NUS response 
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I. Stage 1  
 
In response to the outbreak of COVID-19, some RVPs were suspended in order to protect the 
beneficiaries and reduce risk of spread.  
 
During this stage, aligned with tighter school restrictions, CSC introduced the following measures:  
 
- Mandatory temperature taking for all activities and committee meetings  
- Mandatory travel declaration  
 
To promote safe conduct of activities, CSC procured in-ear thermometers as well as hand sanitizers 
for club-wide use.  

  
 
II. Stage 2  
 
During this stage, the school introduced tighter restrictions on CCAs, including suspension of 
activities that are physically intensive and having a wider distancing between people during 
activities.  
 
Project directors and chairpersons were engaged to develop contingency plans. These contingency 
plans included how their projects were to adapt should school regulations and restrictions on 
social distancing and pax limits remain in effect during their project term. These engagements also 
serve to guide the volunteer leaders on ways their project/programme can adapt beyond the 
conventional framework to remain relevant and meaningful.  
 
III. Stage 3  
 
As the nation entered circuit breaker, all project directors and chairpersons were encouraged to 
develop plans for full online engagements. Project Directors and chairpersons were engaged to 
brainstorm on possible ways the project could innovate equally meaningful activities online.  
 
IV. Stage 4 
 
Resumption of CCAs were allowed with tight restrictions. This included:  
 
- A maximum pax of 50  
- Mandatory mask wearing 
- Social distancing between groups and individuals  
- No interaction between students of different Zones* 
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*NUS was divided into 5 physical distinct zones and students were only allowed to engage with students from the same 
zone.    

 
Project directors and chairpersons were encouraged to think of online forms of engagement as 
much as possible. At the same time, for those seeking resumption of physical activities, project 
directors and chairpersons were guided to ensure that they adhered with school guidelines and 
safety measures  
 
V. Care packs for healthcare workers  
 
To show support for our frontline healthcare workers, CSC spearheaded an initiative to collect 
appreciation messages from the NUS school population. It was hoped that these messages would 
be able to provide morale support for the healthcare workers to help them in the fight against 
COVID-19. In total, 58 messages were collected. 
 
Alongside these messages, CSC prepared welfare packs that were delivered to the healthcare 
workers. Each welfare pack consisted of:  
 
- 1 x Pokka Coffee bottle  
- 1 x Socks 
- 1x green tea sachet 
- 1x feet cooling pad 
- 1x hand cream  
 
VI. Contribution to NUSSU Unity Relief Fund  
 
The NUSSU Unity Relief Fund was conceived by the NUSSU Executive Committee to support 
students that were financially compromised due to COVID-19. To show solidarity to fellow 
students, CSC donated 5,000 dollars from our reserves to increase the reach of the funding. 
 
VII. Publicity for external fundraisers and community initiatives   

  
During COVID-19, vulnerable and financially needy groups were particularly affected. This gave 
rise to a wide range of community ground up fundraisers and initiatives to support these groups 
to ensure they were not neglected. To increase the awareness of such initiatives to the NUS 
population, CSC publicised a weekly list of such initiatives that students could support.  
 

 
b. Collaborations 

 
 

I. Consultative relationship with YouthCorps Singapore 
 

A consultative relationship was established with YouthCorps Singapore this year which allowed us 
to gain more technical expertise on relevant areas such as reflections. This allowed us to work 
towards a stronger reflection culture in CSC. At the same time, YouthCorps Singapore assisted us 
in finding potential beneficiary organisations to expand our programmes. Future MCs are 
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recommended to continue and sustain this relationship to improve the quality and conduct of club 
programmes. 

 
II. Publicity Collaborations 

 
To widen the scope of volunteering opportunities that was offered to volunteers, CSC frequently 
publicised external volunteering opportunities offered by external organisations. Such 
collaborations were formed mostly through email requests for publicity blasts. The requests were 
evaluated on whether it could serve to promote volunteerism to students. This was mostly judged 
by whether the opportunity involved interaction with beneficiaries.  
 
III. Collaboration with other student groups 
 
A collaboration between NUS Students’ Sports Club and NUS Students’ Cultural Activities Club was 
conceived this year. Unfortunately, both did not come to fruition.  
 
For NUS Students’ Sports Club, a potential collaboration was discussed in which beneficiaries, 
specifically those from the Intellectually Disabled sector from CSC would join RunNUS. Through 
this collaboration, it was hoped that the event would serve to raise more awareness of the 
strengths of our beneficiaries. However, our beneficiaries were not able to join the event due to 
schedule clashes. Future MCs can consider once again exploring this collaboration in consultation 
with our beneficiary partner organisations.  
 
For NUS Students’ Cultural Activities Club (CAC) , a potential collaboration was discussed in which 
performing art groups under CAC would perform at various CSC events such as RVP major outings. 
However, as there was low interest that was expressed by the performing arts group under CAC, 
the collaboration eventually did not come to fruition. Future MCs can consider discussing possible 
avenues of collaboration in the same vein in consultation with the performing groups under CAC, 
keeping in mind their needs as well.  
 
 

 
c. eXternal Partner Arm (renamed RVP: Opportunities Track) 

 
The eXternal partner arm was restructured and expanded this year. To expand and increase the 
awareness of the programmes under this arm, it was shifted as a “track” under the overall RVP 
arm.  
 
I. Project ASPIRE 
 
Established in AY17/18, Project ASPIRE is a programme that works with MSF to provide tutoring 
volunteering opportunities to youth at risk. Building upon the successful collaboration in AY 18/19, 
this year Project ASPIRE was continued and served the MWS’ Girls’ Residence and Singapore Boys’ 
Hostel.  
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Building upon feedback received last year, a more collaborative relationship was established this 
year with more frequent communication between CSC and the beneficiary organisations. This 
resulted in greater streamlining of the programme and was also useful in helping to reoriente the 
programme amidst the COVID-19 crisis. 
 
As COVID-19 worsened, physical sessions were suspended and the programme instead 
transitioned to online tutoring sessions for both hostels. As communications were harder on 
online video calling platforms, the tutor to tutee ratio was reduced and sessions were spread out 
through the day instead of just being in the evening. This ensured that the tutoring sessions remain 
helpful to the beneficiaries.  
 
II. Kent Ridge Tutoring Programme   

 
To increase volunteering opportunities for NUS Students, a collaboration was formed between 
SHINE Children and Youth Services and Kent Ridge Secondary School (KRSS) to provide tutoring 
opportunities to the students under KRSS. The programme received an overwhelming response 
from the NUS student population.  
 
However, due to the onset of COVID-19, physical sessions were unfortunately suspended. Instead, 
online tutoring sessions were conducted during the summer to serve a small group of students 
under KRSS. 
Future MCs are recommended to continue this collaboration and resume physical sessions after 
COVID-19.  
 
III. Other programmes  
 
The presidential cell hoped to increase the scope of this arm this year to allow for more 
volunteering opportunities to be offered to NUS Students. Relevant discussions were held with 
organisations and programmes such as Y.M.C.A and Care Corner. Nevertheless, these programmes 
did not come to fruition due to scheduling considerations as well as COVID-19. Future MCs are 
recommended to continue to explore different ways to expand this arm.  
 
 

d. LEAP Projects  
 
The LEAP Project arm was developed in reference to the CSC Grant introduced during the 12th MC 
to allow for students to propose their own projects. Previously known as adhoc projects in 
AY18/19, the LEAP Project arm was renamed to its current naming to better reflect the nature and 
objectives of the arm. LEAP is an acronym that represents: 
 
Leadership 
Engagement  
Aspire 
Potential  
 
The objectives of the arm are as follows:  
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1. To allow more avenues to allow volunteers to step up to spearhead community service 
initiatives at the forefront  
 
2. Allow NUS CSC to potentially reach out to other sectors 
  
3. In light of changing community needs, to inject fresh ideas into CSC’s pipeline of projects and 
create a testbed for potential new Special Projects. 
 
Under this arm, 3 new projects were introduced and accepted after receiving proposals from the 
NUS population. The projects were each supported with 500 dollars seed funding.  They were 
namely:  
 
Project There Is Love 
A project to encourage women empowerment and clothing sustainability.  
 
Sweats and Swerves  
A project that aims to empower youths at risk through sports 
 
PAWsitive League  
A project that seeks to raise awareness on the needs of the animal community 
 
Due to the onset of COVID-19,  Sweats and Swerves was suspended and the 2 other projects 
increased their online outreach efforts.  
 
Further information about the projects is detailed in the LEAP AGM report AY 1920.  
 

e. Alumni volunteering event  
 
In order to improve alumni relations within the club, a volunteering event for alumni volunteers 
was conceived and planned by the Business Cell and Volunteer Welfare Cell of the 18th 
Management Committee. The event was envisioned to allow for alumni volunteers to serve CSC 
beneficiaries and at the same time serve as a platform for get together. A pre-event survey was 
conducted to better understand the interest and needs of the alumni volunteers  
 
At the same time, aside from alumni volunteers, the event hoped to engage current and incoming 
volunteer leaders as well to participate in the event. This was planned to encourage organic 
interactions between CSC alumni and volunteer leaders to encourage learning and widening of 
perspectives 
 
Unfortunately, the event was suspended due to COVID-19.  
 
Event details   
Event name: Project ALIVE 
Volunteer pax: 50 
Beneficiary pax: 50 
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Event date: June to July  
Beneficiary group: Children/youth  
 
Beneficiary organisation  
As we wanted to prioritize and foremost  serve our beneficiaries under our RVPs, we engaged 
Yishun Reading Odyssey to see their interest in joining the event. While they initially showed 
interest, unfortunately, due to the uncertainty surrounding COVID-19, they were not able to 
commit to the event.  
 
We hence engaged external partner organisations and eventually worked with STARdy Kaki.  
 
Programmes 
 
A brief programme proposal was planned that included station games that carried enrichment 
themes such as financial literacy and environmental sustainability. Aside from that, additional 
programme elements were planned to increase the engagement of alumni. This included specially 
designed CSC lanyards as Volunteer Management Gifts as well as a video that would have included 
interviews with alumni volunteers.  
 

 
 

f. Introduction of Vice President (Exploratory Programmes)  
 
Recognising the need for the club to increase external engagements as well as strengthen the 
eXternal Partners arm and LEAP Projects arm, a new Vice President role was introduced after a 
discussion amongst 18th MC members during the 7th MC meeting. The role was included in the 
line up of positions available for nominations for elections 2020.  
 
By introducing the new role, it was hoped that the club will be able to balance internal and external 
growth. Aside from giving more attention to the LEAP Projects arm and eXternal partners arm, the 
Vice-President (Exploratory Programmes) would help to increase our outreach and collaborative 
efforts with other student groups. This allows the club to tap on the niche areas of other clubs to 
add value to our programmes.  
 
 

g. 18th MC Retreat 
 
The 18th MC Retreat took place over two (2) days from 11th January 2020 to 12th January 2020. An 
initiative conceived during the 15th MC, the retreat serves to develop the MC so that they can 
better direct the club’s operations. This year, the retreat was held in collaboration with the Office 
of Student Affairs, with emphasis placed on allowing the retreat to serve as a platform for MC 
members to be more introspective and better understand their working styles. At the same time, 
there were team building elements incorporated to allow the MC to be more bonded.   
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10. Suggestions for Future Developments 

 
a. Continual expansion and development of eXternal Partners arm 

 
The eXternal Partners arm of CSC was introduced by the 5th Management Committee in order to 
expose volunteers to increased volunteering opportunities outside of NUS, without taking an 
additional toll on manpower and other resources on the Club. While collaborations with existing 
partners Trybe and BP Mentoring had been weak, partnership with Project ASPIRE in the past three 
academic years has been fruitful and aligned to the original intended objective of the eXternal 
partner arm.  
 
This year, efforts were invested to expand this arm to increase the scope of programmes. This 
resulted in a successful collaboration with Kent Ridge Secondary School. Future MC cells can 
explore developing this arm, including expanding the lineup of programmes as well as further 
developing individual programmes that are already established within this arm such as Project 
ASPIRE.  
 

b. Development of LEAP Project arm 
 
The administrative framework for this arm has been established this year, inclusive of proposal 
templates, induction materials, rubrics,  post project review reports etc. Future MCs should focus 
their efforts towards a developmental framework to further empower project directors that are 
accepted into the programme. A workshop was conducted this year in collaboration with NUS 
Centre for Future-ready Graduates  to allow project directors to better understand their 
leadership styles and how to better communicate with their team members. Similar initiatives 
can be conducted in the future and further integrated into a PD developmental framework.  
 

c.  Volunteer Development 
 

Volunteering workshops have been carried out over the past 2 academic years to engage 
volunteer leaders so that they are more well equipped with the necessary skills to reach out to 
beneficiaries and volunteers. Such workshops have been useful in empowering volunteer 
leaders.  
 
However, future MC cells should work towards integration of these workshops and their 
materials into a developmental framework for volunteer leaders as workshops are often limited 
by the fact that they are one-off.  Possible ways of integration  includes tapping on induction 
materials as a platform to have a pre-workshop engagement with volunteer leaders as well as 
regular follow ups. As leadership development is a journey that takes time,  a framework would 
be helpful in shaping and developing volunteer leaders over time to fully utilise and practice the 
knowledge that is covered during workshops and other relevant materials.   
 

 
d. Beneficiary Engagement  
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While the club has taken significant steps in volunteer development and programme 
diversification  in the past few years which has definitely value-added to the work of the club, it 
is important to prioritise and place beneficiaries at the heart of what we do. Further 
developments should be undertaken within such a perspective.  Programmes should constantly 
be evaluated from the point of view of the beneficiaries and volunteer leaders should be 
developed with more technical expertise on judging how their programmes would impact the 
community. This would ensure that our volunteer leaders serve with the right mindset and that 
our programmes will continue to remain relevant to the needs of the community.  
 

e. Development of a stronger CSC family spirit 
 
Whilst there has been proactive efforts to engage volunteers across different programmes, it can 
be observed that the sense of identity towards the club has been on a decline. It is important 
that future MCs continue to work towards a stronger club identity through active 
communication and feedback channels with volunteers. A strong club identity goes a long way in 
volunteer retainment as well as creating a stronger sense of volunteerism amongst volunteers. 
There must be heavy consideration from the perspective of the average volunteer to better 
resolve this issue to retain the longevity of the CSC Family spirit. 
 
 
 
 

Reported by: 
 
Tan Wei Xiang (Mr.) 
President 
18th Management Committee 
NUS Students’ Community Service Club 
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
Part of the NUS Volunteer Network 
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VICE-PRESIDENT (REGULAR PROGRAMMES) REPORT AY 2019/2020 
 

The Vice-President of Regular Programmes (VPRP) oversees the functioning of the 14 Regular Volunteering 
Programmes (RVPs). The VPRP is also involved in meetings with external partners and organizations. 
 

1. RVP Directions  
 
The RVPs development was centred on 3 directions – Dare to be different, Empathy, Self-care. 
 
i. Dare to be different – This direction was  chosen to encourage RVPs to diversify their programmes 
to ensure that the events/activities not only met the needs of the beneficiaries but also incorporated 
elements of empowerment in it. RVP leaders were encouraged to integrate empowerment in the three 
phases of programme implementation - Ideation, Execution, Closeout. The purpose of incorporating 
empowerment is to remind RVP leaders that giving is bidirectional and beneficiaries can also be at the 
“giving” end of a helping relationship. Furthermore, by supporting beneficiaries to step up, it helps to 
increase their self confidence, knowing that they too are capable of giving back.  
 
Ideation Phase - Encourage beneficiaries to plan for activities.  
Execution phase - Support beneficiaries to be station masters or facilitators of workshops.  
Closeout Phase - Conducting debriefs on areas that beneficiaries have done well during Ideation and 
Execution Phase. Additionally, process areas of improvements with them.  
 
ii. Empathy – The value of empathy extends to three key stakeholders that RVP leaders are working 
with: Committee members, Beneficiaries and Partner Organization.  
 
Committee members - It is inevitable that RVP leaders will face challenges during their RVP journey. 
This may result in disputes among committee members. They may also have to cope with committee 
members who are not committed to their role. RVP leaders are encouraged to use an empathetic 
approach to handle such obstacles.  
 
Beneficiaries - It is important for RVP leaders to understand the needs of the beneficiaries, why their 
RVP were set up and what their RVP aims to fulfill. This will guide them in their leadership of their 
program. 
 
Partner Organization - To maintain a strong relationship with the Partner Organization, RVP leaders 
need to be understanding of the organizations’ decisions. This can be achieved by thinking from the 
organizations’ perspective and recognising how these decisions impact the beneficiaries. This was 
especially important during the Covid-19 period during which Partner Organizations made the decision 
to scale down or cancel events.  
 
iii. Self-care - As the RVP journey may be tiring, RVP leaders are encouraged to take proper self-care 
to ensure that they are able to manage their roles and other areas of life as well.  
 

 
2. Overview of Regular Programmes 
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a. RVP Sectors 
 
This year, the Regular Volunteering Programmes was categorised into three categories: 
Regular Track, Growth Track and Opportunities Track. Regular Track and Growth Track were 
under the purview of VPRP while Opportunities Track was under the supervision of the 
President. 
 
i. Regular Track - It encompasses the past years’ 11 Regular Volunteering Programmes. The 
RVPs are categorised into three sectors: Children/Youth, Elderly/Terminally Ill, and 
Intellectual Disability.  
 
For a programme to be classified under Regular Track, it has to fulfill the following criterias:  
 
i. Implemented for the whole duration of the academic year (i.e. 1 Aug 2019 - 31 Jul 2020). 
ii. Committee members can plan for activities/events for the beneficiaries. 
iii. The programme requires funding from NUS CSC to support activities/events planned by 
the Committee Members.  
 
There were some changes to the following Regular Track Programmes:  
 
Youth Beacon from the Children/Youth sector had their last session on 11 August 2020. This 
is due to a decrease in the number of youths in the programme. They will not be continuing 
their volunteering programme for the next academic year and hence will be permanently 
removed from Regular Track programmes. 
 
Best Buddies terminated their partnership with Movement for the Intellectually Disabled of 
Singapore (MINDS) at Eunos due to difficulties working with the Partner Organization. They 
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have started their new partnership with Special Olympics Singapore in the second semester 
of AY19/20. They will be facilitating workshops for the athletes (youths with special needs). 
They will be moved to the Growth Track as this would be a new program. Once the programme 
is stabilised and can meet the criterias of a Regular Track programme,  they will be promoted 
back to Regular Track.  
 
ii. Growth Track - Growth Track is established to allow NUS CSC to explore new volunteering 
programmes for NUS students. Growth Track is conducted on a shorter term (i.e. 3 to 6 
months). If successful, the VPRP can consider adopting and scaling up the programme under 
Regular Track.  
 
Before a programme is adopted under Growth Track, the VPRP has to consider its potential 
to be promoted to a Regular Track Programme. This includes: (1) whether the programme is 
able to be implemented for the whole of the academic year, (2) whether committee members 
can initiate their own events/activities on top of Partner Organization’s existing programmes, 
(3) compatibility of the Partner Organisation, (4) whether NUS student volunteers can add 
value to the beneficiaries (role of volunteers), (5) whether NUS CSC have sufficient budget to 
scale up the programme. 
 
For a programme to be classified under Growth Track, it has to fulfill the following criterias: 
 
i. Implemented for a period of 3 to 6 months. 
ii. Committee members can plan for activities/events for the beneficiaries. However, some 
Partner Organizations may want the committee members to ride on their existing 
programmes first to allow the committee members to have a better understanding of the 
needs of the beneficiaries. Committee members can explore activities/events to plan that can 
add value to the beneficiaries on top of the existing Partner Organization’s programmes they 
are attending either mid way or at the end of the program.. 
iii. The programme requires funding from NUS CSC to support activities/events planned by 
the Committee Members.  
iv. Potential to be adopted to Regular Track programmes.  
 
This year, 3 new RVPs have been started under this track in the second semester of AY19/20, 
namely InstaGramps, Project heART and VoICE.  
 
InstaGramps - InstaGramps initial plan was to conduct social media classes for elderly living 
in Redhill. However, due to Covid-19, they were unable to carry out face to face sessions. As 
such, they had to change their direction of the project. InstaGramps partners with St Luke’s 
ElderCare Ang Mo Kio Residence. They currently carry out activities like letter befriending and 
online zumba with the elderly residents. On top of that, they are conducting dialect classes 
for volunteers. They started in May 2020 and will end in August 2020. InstaGramps may be 
promoted to a Regular Track programme for AY20/21. 
 
Although NUS CSC already has 3 elderly programmes, InstaGramps was still accepted as their 
programmes differ from the general programme structure of the 3 elderly programmes. 
During the initial acceptance of InstaGramps, it focuses more on skills based programmes 
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where the committee members will come up with various social media topics to teach the 
elderly and an opportunity to apply the skills that they learn. The 3 other elderly programmes 
center on regular befriending, festive celebrations and outings. 

 
Project heART - Project heART partners with Very Special Arts (VSA). Their programme aims 
to provide opportunities for youths with special needs through the arts. Committee members 
are tasked to come up with and facilitate art workshops.  
 
NUS CSC already has 2 Intellectual Disability Regular Programmes (excluding Best Buddies). 
Project heART was still accepted as it focuses on skills based volunteering which differs from 
the weekly themed sessions that the other Intellectual Disability programmes focus on. 
Project heART started in May 2020 and will end in Dec 2020.  
 
VoICE - VoICE partners with Archdiocesan Commission for the Pastoral Care of Migrants & 
Itinerant People (ACMI). VoICE's initial plan was to carry out befriending sessions with migrant 
workers and together with the migrant workers plan for an escape room session for the public 
to understand more about the hardships that migrant workers in Singapore face. However, 
due to Covid-19, VoICE cannot have any interactions with the migrant workers. Instead, they 
are planning a card game to highlight the challenges that migrant workers face. VoICE started 
in April 2020 and will end in Dec 2020.  
 
VoICE was accepted because NUS CSC does not have any Regular Programmes that help the 
migrant worker community. Hence, this allows NUS CSC to introduce a new volunteering 
sector to the NUS student population.  
 
iii. Opportunities Track - External Partners (XPs) was renamed and re-categorised under 
Opportunities Track. The reason for the restructuring of programmes is to ensure that these 
programmes can receive more recognition and to allow a gradual progression of programmes 
from Opportunities Track to Growth Track and to Regular Track.  
 
For a programme to be classified under Regular Track, it has to fulfill the following criterias:  
 
i. The programme does not follow our academic calendar (Aug to end Jul of the following 
year). These programmes may only be needed on a short term, e.g. tutoring programmes 
during the school term of Primary and Secondary school students.  
ii. The programmes may be carried out during school hours/working hours. 
iii. Does not allow committee members to plan additional activities/events on top of the 
Partner Organization’s programmes.  
iv. Does not require funding from NUS CSC.  
 
Although programmes under Opportunities Track are short-term programmes, it is still 
advisable for them to have a committee to ensure smooth communication with the Partner 
Organization and to ensure that volunteers are committed to the programme.  

 
 

b. Committee and Sub-Committee Positions 
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As of AY2019/20, the available RVP Committee positions are as follows: 
 
i. Chairperson (Internal) 
ii. Chairperson (External) 
iii. Chairperson 
iv. Vice-Chairperson 
v. Secretary 
vi. Treasurer 
vii. Volunteer Management Head 
viii. Publicity Head 
ix. Programmes Head 
x. Logistics Head 
xi. Volunteer Welfare Head 
xii. Marketing Head 
 
The AY2019/20 Regular Track programmes have the flexibility to decide the roles required to 
support the growth of the RVP and whether a committee member can hold two positions at 
the same time. Committee members are encouraged to recruit sub-committee members to 
assist in Special Events planning. Sub-committee positions provide opportunities for their 
regular volunteers to step up to plan for activities/events and through this deepen their sense 
of belonging in the Regular Programme.  
 
The committee under Growth Track and the incoming committee of AY2020/21 Regular Track 
programmes are encouraged to fulfill both the Administrative Functions and Engagement 
Functions of each role. The purpose of this emphasis is to help increase volunteers’ knowledge 
on topics related to their beneficiary group and to fully utilise their social media account in 
raising awareness about their causes.  
 
Examples of Administrative Functions and Engagement Functions: 
 

Role Administrative Functions Engagement Functions 

Volunteer 
Management 
Head 

● Creating volunteer sign 
up form 

● Managing volunteer 
attendance sheet 

● Gathering feedback from 
volunteers and 
beneficiaries about the 
programme 

● Conduct volunteer 
training 

● Conduct expectation setting and 
reflections 

● Manage volunteer retention issues 
● Encourage volunteers to stay in 

programme by building friendships 
with volunteers and understanding 
volunteers’ motivation for joining 
the programme 

● Brining volunteers’ ideas to life 
● Increase volunteers’ knowledge 

about the sector through human 
library activity, experiential 
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workshops etc  

Publicity Head ● Preparing publicity 
materials  

● Posting publicity 
materials on social media 
accounts 

● Raising awareness about the sector 
of beneficiaries they are 
serving/advocacy work through 
social media accounts 

● Coming up with interactive filters 
and templates for social media 
followers (eg. social issue BINGO 
template, true or false questions) 

 
Due to Covid, some RVPs have to resort to recruiting committee members who are not from 
their RVPs for the AY2021 iteration. There was some fear that this might dilute the RVP culture 
because some traditions may not be continued. However, this is beneficial for RVPs who may 
not be doing well in the past year. The addition of new committee members who were not 
originally from the RVP, may bring new ideas and new ways engaging volunteers and 
beneficiaries.  

 
c. Volunteer Count 

 
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, many of the regular sessions and special events of RVPs were 
cancelled. Some RVPs could carry out non-contact sessions (e.g. Zoom sessions or letter 
befriending). However, this is subjected to the approval of the Partner Organizations. Some 
RVPs, especially the Elderly/Terminally Ill sector, could not carry out non-contact sessions as 
their beneficiaries do not own technology devices or are not tech-savvy. Some organizations 
did not allow non-contact sessions due to logistical issues, e.g. some children homes do not 
own sufficient computer/laptop devices to allow online tutoring sessions to take place. 
 
The table below details the number of volunteers for each Regular Programme under Regular 
Track in AY 2019/20, with figures rounded to the closest whole number: 
 
*Numbers as of 31 Jul 2020 

Sector RVP Volunteer Count 

Average 
Attendance 

Over 50% 
Attendance 

Over 75% 
Attendance 

Children/ 
Youth 

Clementi Youth Sparks  18 19 9 

Dayspring 6 1 0 

TEACH! 16 22 15 
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Yishun Reading Odyssey 29 33 29 

Youth Beacons 2 3 2 

Elderly/ 
Terminally 
Ill 

Havenue 3 4 1 

L-derly Befrienders 9 7 1 

T.H.E.Seniors 11 5 1 

Intellectual 
Disability 

Bishan Home for the 
Intellectually Disabled 

16 12 4 

MINDSville@Napiri 11 13 3 

Total 121 119 65 

 
d. Regular Sessions and Special Events Count 

 
Covid-19 has resulted in many regular sessions and special events being cancelled from Feb 
2020 onwards.  
 
The following table details the number of regular sessions and special events (e.g. camps, 
major outings, or mini celebrations) that each Regular Programmes under Regular Track had 
in AY 2019/20: 
 
*Numbers as of 31 Jul 2020 

Sector RVP Regular 
Sessions 

Special Events 

Children/ 
Youth 

Clementi Youth Sparks  22 2 

Dayspring 34 2 

TEACH! 21 1 

Yishun Reading Odyssey 13 1 
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Youth Beacons 10 3 

Elderly/ 
Terminally Ill 

Havenue 42 1 

L-derly Befrienders 27 3 

T.H.E.Seniors 26 1 

Intellectual 
Disability 

Bishan Home for the 
Intellectually Disabled 

6 6 

MINDSville@Napiri 13 2 

Total 214 22 

 
 

3. New Initiatives and Recommendations 
 

a. Establishment of Regular, Growth and Opportunities Track 
 

 
 
To increase the number of volunteering opportunities for the NUS student population and to 
ensure that there is a progressive pathway to develop the regular programmes, the Regular 
Volunteering Programmes division underwent a restructuring (refer to Section 2aii).  
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The Regular Track, Growth Track and Opportunities Track was developed to allow Partner 
Organizations to have a clear understanding of how the volunteering programmes can further 
develop in NUS CSC.  
 
i. Transition from Opportunities Track to Growth Track 
 
The two programmes under Opportunities Track are tuition programmes - KRSS and Project 
ASPIRE. Since the Children/Youth sector is the most popular among NUS students, the next 
President and VPRP can explore moving the two programmes up to Growth Track. Although 
the programme may not follow the academic calender of NUS, this is the case for some of the 
Children/Youth sector programmes under Regular Track as well. Some potential ideas to 
explore for the two programmes is community service mentorship programme, where CSC 
can fund up to $200 for the community service ideas by the Primary or Secondary school 
students and NUS volunteers can serve as mentors.  
 
ii. Transition from Growth Track to Regular Track  
 
In the event where a Regular Track programme is terminated. This will allow the smooth 
transition of replacement of the Regular Track programme by Growth Track programme.  
 
Overall, it is recommended for the next VPRP to explore new programmes that do not fall 
within the three sectors: Elderly, Children/Youth and Intellectual Disability. However, if the 
VPRP wishes to explore more programmes that fall under the three sectors, he/she should 
look out for skills based volunteering programmes that differ from the general structures of 
the Regular Programmes under Regular Track. The VPRP should also take into account 
whether the next Management Committee has sufficient budget to sustain these new 
programmes. In addition, the VPRP should critically analyse this current structure with the 
President Cell to review whether this RVP structure is aligned to their objectives and directions 
for the club. In the event if the VPRP and President Cell conclude that this RVP structure is not 
in accordance with their club direction, they should restructure the RVP division.  
 

b. Empowerment Fund 
 
The Empowerment Fund was created to replace the Sector-Based Initiative (SBI). This was due 
to the poor response of the SBI in the last academic year (AY2018/19) as RVPs may not see 
the value of inter-sector collaboration.  
 
The Empowerment Fund is initiated to allow Regular Track programmes to propose ideas that 
incorporate the value of empowerment. The budget allocation is approved on a case by case 
basis. Each RVP can propose more than one idea.  
 
Below are the guidelines for Empowerment Fund: 
 
i. Any activities that tap on the strength of the beneficiaries. Eg. Beneficiary to teach a skill, be 
a station master for the activity or be a planning comm member etc.  
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ii. Any activity that allows beneficiaries to give back to society. Eg. Making gifts for their fellow 
peers/staff/parents or neighbourhood/beach clean up etc.     
ii. Activities that teach beneficiaries to become more empathetic towards a certain group of 
people. Eg. Conducting elderly simulation activities to let children/youth understand the 
physical changes that elderly faces or build terrariums in the dark to let beneficiaries 
understand how the visually impaired feel etc. 
 
However, due to Covid-19 these events were cancelled. Below are ideas proposed by some 
RVPs: 
 
Dayspring - The girls will take part in a baking session led by trained facilitators from The Little 
Things. This segment aims to introduce baking as a life skill which allows the girls to take the 
next step towards self-sufficiency. Also, by allowing the girls to make personalised baked 
goods for their peers, it encourages the girls to be more empathetic towards one another. 
 
T.H.E.S. - T.H.E.S. intended to purchase board games and make some card games that were 
to be used during Saturday regular visits. This aims to promote interactions with elderly using 
different tools and  as well as help to enhance their cognitive thinking skills, coordination skills 
and dexterity to keep them physically and mentally active.  
 
YRO x Havenue - To create awareness among the children of the daily difficulties faced by the 
elderly to develop greater empathy and understanding, YRO wanted to plan a learning journey 
to HCA Hospice.  
 
The next VPRP is encouraged to continue the Empowerment Fund. However, the initial budget 
of $800 was insufficient and the application window has to be closed early. More funding is 
required for this.  

 
c. X-Change 

 
X-Change is a mid-point check in and Empowerment Fund brainstorming session. This session 
is opened up to all RVP committee members.  
 
Activities that were carried out are as follow: 

● RVP Sharing: Each RVP has to prepare slides that introduce their programmes, what 
they have done, and what are some challenges they face. RVP leaders will choose 3 
RVPs that they would like to learn from. Through this cross-sharing session, RVP 
leaders can learn the strengths and from the challenges/failures that each RVP face 
- identify new programmes, reflection methods and volunteer bonding ideas to 
adopt.   

● Empowerment Analysis: Shared some Empowerment Fund ideas that other RVPs 
proposed, conducted a needs analysis exercise and lastly a Empowerment Fund 
brainstorming session. Through this session, the RVP leaders can think of new ideas 
to diversify the current programmes while ensuring that the new programmes 
proposed retain the value of empowerment.  
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Evaluation of the activities conducted:  
● RVP Sharing: RVPs that are struggling would find this session beneficial. Many RVPs 

identified the Mentimeter as a useful tool to use for volunteer reflection.  
● Empowerment Analysis: It is good to create allocated time for RVP leaders to 

brainstorm for Empowerment Fund ideas. Through this session, 4 RVPs wanted to go 
ahead with the ideas that they have come up with.    

● Engage Youth Corps to conduct the needs analysis workshop. Engaging other 
external vendors may be challenging because of the high workshop fee.  

 
d. Revision of the Budget Proposal 

 
The budget proposal was revised due to the confusion created by the previous budget 
proposal. Many RVP leaders had the impression that the budget could be allocated for 
volunteers for Special Events. Hence, the new budget proposal has clearer guidelines on how 
the budget is calculated. Furthermore, the MC Finsect was not informed when RVPs applied 
for grants. Due to the complexity of the claim process of grants, it created issues for MC 
Finsects. As such, Grant Guidelines were created by MC Finsects for the RVPs.  
 
Additionally, the budget proposal also included claims sheets for Regular Sessions, Special 
Events and External Events. External Events category is created to encourage RVPs to 
volunteer in events planned by their Partner Organizations. These events do not use any 
budget from NUS CSC. Volunteers can now receive endorsement hours for participating in 
External Events.  
 
As many RVPs did not fill up the Pre-Event Proposal (PEP) and Post-Event Reflection (PER), the 
PEP and PER are incorporated into the claims sheets. Furthermore, many RVPs did not submit 
their volunteer attendance for their Special Events. Hence, it should be emphasised that 
volunteer attendance has to be submitted before reimbursement is processed. 
 

e. Telegram Chat 
 
A telegram chat was created for committee members under Growth Track. This chat was 
created for two reasons. Firstly, there are some Chairpersons who do not disseminate 
information to their committee members. Secondly, create a platform for MC members and 
RVP leaders to communicate with each other. The next VPRP can consider implementing this 
chat for the incoming RVP leaders. The various MC cells will coordinate posts to share their 
expertise.  
 

f. Collaboration with Youth Corps 
 
Together with MC VM, we collaborated with E3 Network from Youth Corps to plan a Volunteer 
Coordinator Workshop for the incoming RVP leaders. The workshop focused on conducting 
volunteer reflection to help committee members build a reflective culture in RVPs. The sign 
up for this session was really high. 73 volunteer leaders turned up for this workshop. Most of 
the RVP leaders feedbacked that the session was insightful and they learnt different reflection 
activities that they can adopt.  
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The next Management Committee can explore more training sessions with E3 Network for 
the RVP leaders. A potential workshop to explore is how to utilise Zoom functions to carry out 
online volunteering or bonding sessions.  

 
 

4. RVP Outreach 
 
This year the RVP Outreach is conducted online due to the Covid-19 Pandemic and zoning 
regulations by NUS.  
 
i. Initial plan (if there was no Covid-19) 
 
RVP Outreach was to be conducted during the second week of school for three days. Each day wsa 
to be carried out at a different location - U-town and CLB Walkway. The backup location was at 
YIH Student Lounge as per past year where RVP Outreach events were carried out at YIH Student 
Lounge. However, the traffic to the outreach event was low due to the inconvenience travelling to 
YIH. Hence, different locations were chosen to increase convenience and promote traffic to the 
outreach. The talks held by the RVPs after the event were removed due to the poor sign up last 
year.  
 
The following areas can be explored for the next RVP Outreach:  
 
1. Different locations that has more traffic 
2. Activities that would encourage NUS students to visit all booths  
3. Recorded video presentations allowing RVPs to introduce their RVPs in depth (for interested 

volunteers who cannot attend the outreach) OR conduct it over Zoom 
4. Push forward the RVP Outreach to the first week of school because most Children/Youth RVPs 

require more time for their selection process 
 
ii. Online outreach (due to Covid-19) 
 
The RVP Outreach was pushed forward to Week 1 instead of Week 2 because a few Children and 
Youth RVPs expressed that they would need more time for their selection process. The next VPRP 
may want to consider conducting the RVP Outreach earlier, especially for CYS because their first 
session starts in July.  
 
Below is a summary of what the RVP Outreach team did: 
● Posted Insta Stories to introduce the various RVPs.  
● Two NUSSU blasts to recruit volunteers.  
● Insta challenge with prizes to increase traffic to NUS CSC instagram and telegram.  
● Zoom session for RVP leaders to introduce their volunteering programmes and Q&A session.  
 
Evaluation of what we did: 
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● Posting of Insta Stories to introduce the various RVPs: Helped to drive traffic to the RVP 
Instagram and interested volunteers can find out more about the RVPs through their 
Instagram. 

● Insta Challenge: The response was poor because there was little publicity for this activity.  
● Zoom Session: At first the team was skeptical of the sign up rate for this session because the 

physical session for the previous outreach was very poor. However, the turnout for the Zoom 
session exceeded our expectations. There were about 200 students who turned up for this. 
The next VPRP may want to consider adopting this for the next outreach.  

● Overall, there were 511 sign ups to join RVPs. 
 
 

5. Advice to the Next VPRP 
 
The upcoming VPRP should consider doing the following: 
● Continue the Empowerment Fund because it provides a platform for RVP leaders to propose 

new ideas. Recommend to implement it at the end of Semester 1 when RVP leaders are more 
familiar with the RVP programme and have a better understanding of the needs of the 
beneficiaries.  

● Focus on the vertical expansion of the RVPs. Recruit a committee for each sector that will 
focus on advocacy and public education work while publicising the various RVPs under the 
sector. In addition, they can focus on helping the RVPs to diversify their programmes and plan 
bonding sessions for each sector. This committee will not interfere with the RVP programmes 
that are currently running. 

● Continue collaboration with Youth Corps to provide workshops for RVP leaders. CSC does not 
have the expertise to conduct such workshops.  

● Strive a balance for RVPs to be both volunteer and beneficiary centric.  
● Encourage RVPs to diversify their programmes, especially Elderly and Intellectual Disability 

Sectors.  
● Exploring other sectors such as animals, environmental, prison, and mental health sectors 

(refrain from taking in children/youth tuition programmes). From this year’s and past years’ 
RVP Outreach, the number of sign ups exceed the number of volunteers RVPs can take in. 
Hence, this means that CSC can potentially open up more volunteering opportunities for NUS 
students.  

● Work closely with the Management Committee on the following matters: 
 

Management 
Committee 

Things to work on/Take note of 

Business Consider focusing on service sponsorship, other than item and 
monetary sponsorship. 
 
Collate festive events sponsorship request from RVPs. 

Finsect Set Volunteer Appreciation budget per volunteer. 
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Set the amount/percentage of funds they can transfer to other 
areas, if their event is cancelled (not due to Covid19) or they have 
sufficient grant for their event. 
 
Set an appropriate amount for the VPRP Fund - consider putting 
Empower Fund and Growth Track RVPs funds under here. 
 
Due to Covid19, RVPs require flexibility for their budget. If the 
event is cancelled due to Covid19, RVPs can transfer funds to 
other areas or use the budget to plan for another event.  

Publicity Publicise RVPs more on Instagram and share about their Special 
Events. 
 
Create Instagram posts related to social issues that RVPs are 
tackling.  
 
Share with RVPs publicity skills and tools.  

Volunteer 
Management 

Strengthening reflective culture. Come up with reflection topics 
that are focused on social issues, not just on beneficiaries.  
 
Check in with RVPs their volunteer retention rate during the end 
of Semester 1. Help RVPs with poor volunteer retention rate to 
recruit volunteers.  
 
Ensure that RVPs adhere to the Covid19 CCA guidelines. E.g. 
Students from different zones cannot mix. 
 
Come up with events that can increase volunteers’ knowledge on 
the topics related to their volunteering sector.  

Volunteer 
Welfare 

Come up with more bonding sessions with individual RVPs (invite 
Management Committee to join).  
 
Share volunteer bonding ideas with RVPs. 

 
 

Reported by: 
 
Loo Chuan Jie (Ms.) 
Vice-President (Regular Programmes) 
18th Management Committee 
NUS Students’ Community Service Club 
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
Part of the NUS Volunteer Network 
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VICE-PRESIDENT (SPECIAL PROJECTS) AY 19/20 
 
The Vice-President of Special Projects (VPSP) oversees and manages the running of the 7 Special 
Projects (SPs) of the Club. The VPSP also supports the President in the management of the 
Management Committee (MC) and the Club via involvement in meetings with NUS Offices, NUS 
Students’ Union, NUS Volunteer Network, and external partners and organisations. 
 

1. OBJECTIVES 
 

A key objective was continuing the improved Connect-Develop-Meaning (CDM) Model which 
guided  the SP landscape to achieve greater synergy with the Presidential Cell’s directions and 
objectives (Empowerment, bridging and CSC family) for the year. 
 
The CDM Model is as follows: 
 
a. Connect 

i. To promote a family spirit within the Club, through the following elements: 
a. Intra-SP, such as encouraging the Organising Committee (OC) of Special 

Programs to participate in hands on sessions and organising ad-hoc 
gathering events for the committee  

b. SP-SP, such as supporting sister projects during preparation or actual phases 
c. SP-RVP, such as attending special events of Regular Volunteering 

Programmes (RVPs) or going down for RVP sessions 
d. SP-MC, such as organising MC welfare events for volunteers and providing 

support for CSC’s projects 
b. Develop 

i. To inculcate a learning culture, through the following elements; 
a. Project Director (PD) Mentorship, which allows the PDs to be guided with 

regards to the different aspects of the project by their predecessors 
b. Pre- and post-project expectation and goal-setting, allowing PDs and OC to 

evaluate the project objectives, as well as meaning of the project 
c. Constant review of personal and project takeaways, which will ensure 

development of character for the PDs and OC, as well as promote a more 
holistic view of the project 

d. Post Project Report, which allow for proper documentation of the details of 
the project, for improvements in future iterations of the SPs 

ii. To develop a thinking culture whereby volunteers are critical thinkers who can 
learn from past mistakes and successes, reflect on objectives, adapt to 
challenges and improve the execution of their project 

iii. To develop innovation and new perspectives to breathe fresh ideas into the 
long-running Special Projects 

iv. To develop capable leaders with the ability to spread volunteerism 
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c. Meaning  

i. To continually question the meaning behind and significance of each Special 
Project, through the following elements: 
a. Beneficiary’s needs, which can be evaluated through implementing 

effective selection criteria, on-the-ground assessment before adopting the 
beneficiary, as well as catering the project to target the needs of the 
beneficiary 

i. By re-evaluating the beneficiary’s needs, the projects will be able to 
recognise new needs and thus adapt the projects to cater to the 
new needs of the beneficiaries 

b. Volunteers’ experience, which can be evaluated through effective OC 
planning to ensure that more quality time is spent on volunteering and 
greater meaning is derived from these volunteering experiences 

i. By re-evaluating the volunteers’ experience, projects can consider 
new approaches when conducting volunteer programs which may 
lead to more efficient/enjoyable programs for volunteers 

c. Public’s awareness, which can be done through the adoption and 
publication of  information about marginalised groups 

i. By taking into consideration the public’s awareness about the 
beneficiaries, projects can help bring attention to beneficiary 
groups who may not get as much attention as other groups. 

 
 

2. OVERVIEW 
In AY19/20, only 5 Special Projects of the club were successfully implemented. Due to the 
Covid-19 pandemic, Ethelontêr was cancelled for this AY while Paint-A-Home has been 
postponed to the AY20/21 Semester 1. The Special Projects are outlined herein for a broad 
snapshot: 

  

Special Project Timeline Details 

Grant A Wish XVII 22th Aug 2019 to 
6th  January 2020 

191 wishes granted 
4 beneficiary organisations 
71 volunteers 

CSC Day XIV 26th Aug 2019 to 18th 
January 2020 

208  Volunteers 
97 beneficiaries (Sector-based 
engagement sessions) 
140 beneficiaries (actual event) 

Signature  
Love Project XV 

24th January 2020 to 28th 
July 2020 

117 beneficiaries 
Down Syndrome Association 

Project WAO 21th December 2019 - 
15th July 2020 

 4 beneficiary organisations 
22 volunteers 
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Paint-A-Home X  21st Feburary 2020 -   

Ethelontêr XVII NIL NIL 

Project C.A.N. XV 18th Feburary 2020 - 31st 
Augusst 2020 

2 beneficiary organisations 
0 volunteers 

3. DEVELOPMENTS 
a. Strengths perspective  

 
All PDs were strongly encouraged to consider the strengths perspective in their 
project plans. When using the strengths perspective, one would look at the strengths 
of the  beneficiaires, examining how they can contribute to society and create 
programs that can showcase the strengths of beneficiaries. By focusing on what the 
beneficiaries can do instead of what they cannot do, it helps people to view the 
beneficiaries as active contributors to society rather than as societal burdens. It was 
hoped that the PDs and OCs would consider coming up with new initiatives or build 
on existing initiatives that would help leverage on the strengths of the beneficiaries. 
This would help to inculcate a two-way exchange during the SP volunteering sessions, 
where the beneficiaries would not passively engage in these sessions but also  play a 
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the volunteers’ experiences. 
 
Most of the SPs were able to integrate this  into their project planning, providing new 
volunteering experiences for the volunteers. An example of a noteworthy idea was in 
Grant A Wish XVI and how the project facilitated the exchange of messages of 
encouragement between the Elderly and the Children. This cross-organisation 
interaction between beneficiaries of vastly different demographic profiles attested 
to the beneficiaries’ abilities to give (and not just receive). Therefore, SPs and their 
strengths perspective celebrates the inherent strengths or characteristics of our 
beneficiaries. Doing so empowers our beneficiaries, as we treat them not as needy 
individuals but as individuals of value. 
 

b. Needs analysis perspective 
 
In line with the Presidential cell’s direction of Sustainability, PDs were encouraged to 
exercise more thought in the process of choosing the project’s beneficiaries. As the 
club and her SPs consider the relevance of their projects in the contemporary 
volunteering landscape, a more holistic framework for the evaluation of suitable 
beneficiaries is needed. Consequently, a needs analysis perspective was introduced 
during PDs induction. This provided a means with which PDs were able to determine 
which potential beneficiary organisation would require CSC’s assistance the most (in 
terms of publicity, volunteers, financial aid etc.) Importantly, this represents the first 
step towards improving the relevance of SPs and thus, their sustainability. 
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In line with sustainability, the President cell re-evaluated the SPs and determined that 
Love Export as a SP was no longer as relevant and being the only OCIP CSC has, CSC 
does not have the expertise to properly support such a project. Thus the project was 
replaced with a ex-LEAP project, Project We Are One (WAO). Project WAO engages 
the migrant worker community, bring awareness to a group of people who are not 
usually engaged. Also, given the current covid-19 situation which has 
disproportionately affected the migrant worker community in Singapore, this project 
has become much more relevant and its outreach to engage the migrant worker 
community through TikTok videos, volunteer sessions, care packs etc. has been 
appreciated by the beneficiaries. 

 
c. Volunteer development  

Volunteer development in SPs is multi-fold. During the initial phases of proposal 
crafting, PDs were made to consider the different objectives they would set for 
themselves, their OC and their volunteers. These different objectives are necessary 
because the learning of the PDs, the OC and the SPs’ volunteers differ. Through SPs, 
PDs pick up useful leadership skills and soft skills. These would prove pivotal and even 
transferable to real world projects and occupations. Meanwhile, the OC pick up a 
variety of hard skills depending on their cell. 
 
For instance, the volunteer management team would pick up skills on how to craft 
and facilitate effective reflections sessions amongst groups of volunteers. The PDs, 
the OC and the volunteers all get to experience interacting with beneficiaries from 
beyond CSC’s RVPs and traditional sectors. Thus, SPs also represent an important 
opportunity for CSC volunteers to be exposed to other facets of our society that need 
our help beyond the Elderly, the Children and the Persons with Intellectual Disability. 
This is important as each sector requires different skills to interact with beneficiaries, 
for instance, those working with the elderly would benefit greatly if they learnt 
dialects as many of the elderly only converse in dialect. 
 
On top of the hard skills learnt, the organising committee would also pick up soft skills 
such as conflict management as they work with their fellow cell mates over a period 
of 6 months. These soft skills are highly transferable to other work that the volunteers 
might conduct in the future and are thus highly valuable. 
 

d. PD workshop 
As mentioned by the previous VPSP, there is a need to help equip PDs with leadership 
skills as many of them may not have the prior experience in leadership roles. To better 
understand the needs of the PDs better, a survey was drafted and was sent to current 
and past PDs to understand the issues they face as PDs and what specific issue they 
feel most strongly about. 
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After getting the necessary feedback from the PDs, the Pres cell worked with CFG to 
create a workshop for PDs. Conducted by CFG, the workshop was hosted by Jasbir 
Singh and was attended by 18 PDs along with the Pres cell. The workshop covered 
topics relating to the different types of leadership styles, methods for people with 
opposing leadership styles to work with each other and some case studies. After the 
workshop, participants of the workshop were given a post-workshop survey to do so 
as to provide feedback which could further improve the workshop for future PDs. 
Such feedback include the removal of a section that tried to tie in the leadership styles 
with the politicians seen in Singapore's general election or the further elaboration 
about the different leadership styles. 
 
 

e. PDs’ journeys and induction 
After the PDs were selected, pre-project goals-setting was conducted during VPSP 
induction to guide them in thinking of plans to achieve their goals for personal growth 
and project development. Once the projects started, regular check-ins were done 
with the PDs to ensure good progress and that they were coping well with their SPs. 
Mid-term reviews were done where possible to prompt PDs to keep their goals in 
mind. Post-project reviews were done either before or after the SP review meetings 
to consolidate learning points and areas for improvement. The crafting of the post-
project reports was an avenue to prompt PDs to consider not just the developments 
of their individual cells, but also the project as a whole. Thus, it helped PDs to 
consolidate their thoughts and feelings about the project at the end of their journey. 
 
There were several aspects of the PD induction that were edited or added such as the 
inclusion of a checklist for PDs to start their projects. Also, the vehicle cost-analysis 
was edited to make it easier for the PDs to use. 
 

f. Post-Project Reports (PPRs) 
At the start of every SP, it was strongly encouraged that all PDs and OC members 
should read their SP’s PPR. The PPR comprises a wealth of useful information from 
the previous runs of the SPs, and reading the PPR would help greatly in  facilitating 
the OCs’ planning in their SPs while minimising preventable errors. The PPRs also 
included ideas for future developments that the new PDs could choose to take up or 
expound on.  

 
4. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

a. Rethinking SPs    
At present, CSC SPs are all between a decade and two decades old. Some of the prior 
reasons which gave rise to some of our SPs have since faded away. The volunteering 
landscape is changing rapidly with the times and there is an urgent need for CSC to 
keep up with regards to its SPs. 
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The needs of beneficiary organisations are evolving alongside the establishment of 
several non-profit organisations that have sprung up in the past decade or two that 
serve to fill existing service gaps in society. Such phenomena contribute to the 
dynamic and rapidly changing volunteering landscape. In order for CSC and her SPs 
to continue to do meaningful work for society, there is a need to reconsider the 
existing structure of SPs or to phase out existing SPs for new initiatives. The future 
VPSP is in a good position to do so. 

 
b. Timelines of SPs and Covid-19 

The future VPSP has to effectively manage the workload by ensuring an even split of 
SPs throughout both semesters. Given the current Covid-19 pandemic that is still on-
going, many of CSC’s projects in the 19/20 AY had to shift to online engagements 
instead of in-person engagements. Coupled with constantly changing policies, many 
of the projects had major changes to their activities and some even had to change 
their objectives for the project. Currently, Singapore is in Phase 2 of reopening and 
the limitations stipulated in Phase 2 limits the number of people gathering in the 
same area at the same time and this limits the kinds of activities that projects can 
conduct. In 19/20 Semester 2, the SP projects were required to come up with back-
up plans based on several scenarios such as the plans for the project if Singapore had 
extended DOSCON Orange or escalated it to DOSCON Red. It would be recommended 
that the future VPSP for 20/21 also continue this plan for the foreseeable future so 
that PDs are able to adapt quickly to changes should that occur. 

 
c. Developing Leaders 

The future VPSP can source for more workshops or courses under CFG or external 
vendors which PDs can attend for free. These courses can be implemented at the 
middle of each semester after the start of a series of SPs. These courses would equip 
PDs with more leadership skills and thus, greater wherewithal to take on their roles. 
These courses should also cover more topics such as team bonding or other effective 
leadership skills. 

 
Reported by:  
 
Linette Ong Hui Shan (Ms) 
Vice-President (Special Projects) 
18th Management Committee 
NUS Students’ Community Service Club 
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
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SECRETARIAT CELL AY 19/20 
 

The Secretariat Cell maintains and archives the Club’s documents, supporting the President 
and Vice Presidents in accurate and effective management of the Club’s information. The 
Secretariat Cell is also in charge of the inventories in the club as well as logistics transactions 
between clubs and faculties. The Cell also facilitates booking of venues, and other logistical 
matters such as clubroom access and first-aid.  

 
 

1. OBJECTIVES  

a. To be the main point of contact between the Management Committee and the various 
Special Projects and Regular Volunteering Programmes in coordinating and 
disseminating information; 

b. To facilitate Presidential Cell in their engagement with their respective Programs; 
c. To facilitate information flow channels and quicken information transfer process;  
d. To collect, store and maintain the Club's documents, including Minutes of Meetings 

(MOMs), letters, Post-Project Reports (PPRs) and Post-Event Reports (PERs) to ensure 
the smooth operation of the Club in matters of administration; 

e. Effective management of the Club's information in terms of retrieval as well as storage 
of information;  

f. To improve the logistics flow and venue usage of CSC; 
g. To facilitate inter-project/ inter-club transfer of logistics; 
h. To encourage green practices and strong safety culture within CSC; 
i. To ensure maintenance of CSC Clubroom 

 
2. OVERVIEW 

Number of MC Meetings: 8 
Number of RVP Mass Meetings (including RVP Mass Meeting 0 for Academic Year 
2018/19 Chairpersons): 3 
Number of RVP Sector Meetings: 0  
Number of induction meetings for each incoming AY20/21 RVP committee: 2 (RVP 
induction, Committee induction+ Volunteer Coordination workshop with Youth Corp 
Singapore) 
In addition to coordinating attendance, compiling presentation slides and recording 
MOMs for MC and RVP meetings, the Secretariat Cell actively archives the Club’s 
information, for the continuity of good practices, as well as for administrative and 
reporting purposes. There was also no administrative issues with regards to logistics.  
 

3. DEVELOPMENTS 
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a. NUSSU Photocopy Quota Usage 
NUSSU offers all Constituent Clubs a monthly photocopy usage of 500 pages at the 
NUSSU Secretariat. This quota was not filled as everything was brought online due to 
the COVID-19 crisis 
 

b. Post Project Reports (PPR), Post Events Reports (PER) and Annual General Meeting 
(AGM) 
The Post Project Report is a document that is meant to summarise all of the experiences 
by the Organising Committee during the project. It essentially highlights all the initiatives 
and actions taken by each cell of the committee, as well as an evaluation of the successes 
and drawbacks of each of these initiatives and how this can be improved on. This 
document is vetted by the Vice President (Special Projects) as well as the General 
Secretary, and will be archived and passed on to the subsequent Committee.  
The Post Event Report is a document which is meant for the RVP to look back and reflect 
and review on the event and to see what could have been improved. It highlights all the 
initiatives and review on the efforts by each cell. This document is vetted by the Vice 
President (Regular Volunteering Project) as well as the Assistant Secretary, and will be 
archived and passed on to the subsequent committee  
The purpose of PPRs and PERs is to provide a rough framework of the project to serve 
as guidance for the next Committee when executing the project or programme, as well 
as avoid committing similar mistakes as the previous Committee/ adopt or improve on 
certain positive initiatives that the previous Committee has spearheaded. 
The Annual General Meeting is a summarised copy of the Post Project Report or Post 
Event Report. The gist of the AGM comprises of the following sections: Objectives, 
Organising Committee, Project Overview, Project Development and Suggestions for 
Future development. The aim of the AGM is to give viewers a rough idea on what the 
project is about. Details of the project are elaborated through the Post Project Report.  
 
 

c. Heirloom 
The heirloom is a document that summarises all of the sponsors, beneficiary 
organizations as well as Partner Organizations the project has worked with. This 
document is completed by the Secretary of the project and submitted to the General 
Secretary at the end of the project.  
The purpose of the Heirloom is to:  
1. Give the next Committee’s Marketing team the contacts of sponsors  
2. Guide the PDs on which Partner Organisations/Beneficiary Organisations they can 
work with in their current project.  
 

d. Logistical Management of all 7 Special Projects and Ad-hoc Projects 
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Special Projects (CSC Day, We Are One (WAO), Signature Love Project, Project C.A.N., 
Paint-A-Home) were executed during the course of Semester 2. However, due to Covid-
19, most of the projects were affected leading to minimal logistics movement. 
 
The clubroom also went through a thorough clean up this year, allowing a lot of unused 
or unwanted logistics to be recycled or disposed. This created much more space in the 
clubroom to accommodate incoming or existing logistics. This has resulted in a much 
cleaner and neater clubroom space. 
 

e. Monthly RVP Google Form 
The google form is sent to the chairpersons at the beginning of alternate months, and it 
collects details of completed events of the previous month and upcoming events of the 
month and following month. The google form serves well as a tool to keep the Assistant 
Secretary and Vice President (Regular Volunteering Project) updated about the events 
of RVPs.  
 

f. Logistics List 
The logistics list was updated indicating the items held in CSC storage areas, with labels 
to accurately specify its location. This increased the ease of retrieval of items by other 
logistics members of the various SPs and RVPs. The list was available to all SPs and RVPs 
under CSC for them to better understand what logistics CSC currently has. However, the 
list is rarely used by the SPs and RVPs. Nevertheless, the list is a good initiative to have 
as it allows the General Secretary/Assistant Secretary to familiarise themselves with the 
logistics that are present in the clubroom. The list is maintained through an annual 
stocktaking and spring cleaning by the MC that is held in the recess week of Semester 1.  
As the Secretariat cell is not constantly present in the clubroom to stock-take and notice 
missing logistics, coupled with the fact that some individuals do not inform the 
Secretariat cell when borrowing logistics, this makes it difficult for the Secretariat cell to 
track missing logistics in the clubroom. It is also difficult to track whether the loan items 
are returned in good condition and placed back at the original location. Nevertheless, 
future general secretaries are recommended to have more frequent stocktaking if there 
is increased use of logistics so as to keep the logistics list as updated as possible. It should 
also be made clear to project committees on the procedure involved when borrowing 
logistics as well as the importance of them informing whenever they take or return 
items. 
 
Additionally, due to miscommunications between the SPVP and secretary cell, some SPs 
were not given the logistics list. To ensure this does not happen again, an induction 
package should be created with information including the logistics list and distributed to 
all projects. It should be made clear to projects to communicate if they have any issues 
or questions on what is available to them. Additionally, there should be a stronger 
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culture of communication between the VPSP and their secretary to make sure that both 
parties are fully updated on any proceedings.  
 

g. Clubroom Management 
The Clubroom had been segregated into various areas indicated by masking tape. Special 
Projects (SPs) were assigned one area to store all of their logistics. This provided SPs with 
a clear indication for their storage area.  
With the ongoing SPs, it proved difficult to keep the clubroom clean as that there were 
a lot of items from the SPs sides. It is advisable for the SPs to have a deadline to clear 
their items from the area as well as clean up the clubroom after their events.  
Most of the space in the clubroom, dungeon and bay was taken up by SPs during the 
term. The RVPs have little use of the spaces, as that they have individual lockers to store 
their stuff. RVPs only use clubroom space when they have their events such as major 
outing coming up.  
The bay and dungeon has also been taken stock of and cleaned to facilitate for more 
storage space for the upcoming Projects that were going to be inducted, such as Paint-
A-Home who heavily uses the space in the bay to store paint and their painting 
equipment.  
Clubroom availability can be accessed via Google Calendar, which was passed down to 
the respective RVP/SPs through induction. Users intending to book the Clubroom can 
check the calendar to ensure that the Clubroom is available for usage. Following which, 
they are to contact either the General Secretary or the Assistant Secretary to request for 
booking of the clubroom.  
Alternative venues for the Clubroom were also suggested should there be a conflict in 
venues or other venues are required. These include NUSSU Secretariat Meeting Room, 
YIH discussion rooms, YIH student lounge, YIH conference room, USC meeting rooms, 
and USC conference room.  
Furthermore, granting the dungeon access can be more flexible to facilitate the running 
of the special projects. Access are often granted to the logistic head/PD in charge of logs. 
However, in the case of which both are busy, any members in the Project’s Committee 
can be granted access under the request of the Project Directors and the approval of the 
General Secretary. A maximum of 5 individuals from the club can have access to the 
dungeon at any point of time.  
 

h. REBOKS System 
A venue booking system for student clubs through REBOKS was implemented. The 
General Secretary and Assistant Secretary were granted access to the system to allow 
for easy booking. The General Secretary is in charge of the bookings for SPs while the 
Assistant Secretary is in charge of the bookings for RVPs. This booking system allows the 
General Secretary and Assistant Secretary to check the availability of certain venues 
easily.  
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Venues not within the REBOKs system (such as YIH plaza, UTown venues, certain lecture 
theatres in Faculty of Science) are mostly under the management of UTown Facilities, 
and an email is to be sent to them to check for availabilities and booking of the venues.  
In general, this system did not post any problems when booking of venues. Do take note 
however that the REBOKs system is only accessible via the school wifi. Secretaries are 
reminded to download the NUS VPN in order to access the system off-campus. 
 

i. Logistics Procurement 
As part of an initiative to uphaul our clubroom, new tables were purchased, as well as 
bean bags to create a more comfortable and conducive space for CSC volunteers to 
spend their time in. Positive feedback has been received.  

The initiative included a mural for which a design has been commissioned. However, as 
we were informed that we were moving into a new area, plans for the mural were 
reconsidered. During this period we were struck by the COVID-19 crisis and hence plans 
for the mural were put on hold. Likewise, plans to uphaul our clubroom with new 
furniture were similarly put on hold. 

 
4. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

a. Inductions for all Projects 
There were 2 SPs that were not inducted this year. This could create confusion among 
the SPs members as they were unsure of the procedures to get logistics or to even find 
the right person for the right stuff.  
Both Pres cell and Sec cell should work together and set out the plans and schedule at 
the start of the academic year so as to better manage time and ensuring that all SPs will 
be involved in the induction.  
For the RVP side, induction is typically conducted at the start of the AY. Mid-term check 
in workshops are also conducted together as one big RVP group. One thing to take note 
would be to only call down committee members when there are important things to 
induct. This year when we did our induction for the AY19/20 batch, we called down the 
publicity heads as well, however the publicity cell only had like a 5 minutes 
presentation. The committee members essentially came down for nothing, the 
instructions could be sent online. It is important to access and evaluate the need for 
the presentation to ensure convenience for RVP leaders and efficacy of the meeting. 

 
Reported By: 

Valarie Ting (Ms)  
General Secretary  

18th Management Committee  
NUS Students’ Community Service Club 
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union  
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Teo Rui Fang (Ms)  
Deputy General Secretary  

18th Management Committee  
NUS Students’ Community Service Club 
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union  
 
Melanie Low(Ms)  
Deputy General Secretary  

18th Management Committee  
NUS Students’ Community Service Club 
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union  
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Financial Report AY19/20 

*Figures are indicative only. 

National University of Singapore 

Students’ Community Service Club 

 

INCOME AND EXPENDITURE ACCOUNT* 

FOR FINANCIAL PERIOD AS AT 31 JULY 2020 

 OCT 2018 - JUL 2019 OCT 2019 - JUL 2020 

OPERATING INCOME   

Subscription Fees $36,479.00 $37,653.00 

Other Income $45,193.35 $56,427.34 

Total Income $81,672.35 $93,990.34 

   

OPERATING EXPENDITURE   

Total Expenses $41,477.92 $21,563.42 

   

Surplus for the Period $40,194.43 $72,096.92 

 

Additional Notes: 

- The budget term for AY19/20 has not ended at the time that the figures are recorded. 
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FINANCIAL SECRETARY CELL AY 19/20 

The Financial Secretary Cell monitors and manages all finances of the Club, in accordance 

to the financial guidelines laid out by NUS Office of Finance (OFN).  

 

1. OBJECTIVES  

a. To project the expenditure of club’s projects and plan their budgets accordingly;  

b. To manage and monitor budgets club’s overall expenses;  

c. To assist and advise projects and programmes on all financial matters;  

d. To be the main liaison between the projects, programmes and Office of Finance (OFN); e. 

To endorse financial documents and submit to the OFN for payment of all bills of expenditure, 

properly incurred in accordance with the approved budget.  

 

2. OVERVIEW 

Please refer to Financial Report 2019/2020. 

 

3. DEVELOPMENTS  

a. Trello Platform 

The Trello Platform was introduced to supplement the conventional communication platforms 

like Whatsapp that we have with treasurers from both Special Projects (SPs) and Regular 

Volunteering Programmes (RVPs). By consolidating all the resources, ranging from form 

templates to induction slides, that they require on one platform, we hope to make it easier for 

Treasurers, Project Directors and Chairpersons to access the necessary documents.  

This new initiative also seeks to create a more convenient platform for future batches of 

finance secretaries to better track the finances of CSC projects. It is especially useful in 

tracking the amounts of sponsorships and donations received by various projects and keeps 

both finance secretaries updated when treasurers submit reimbursement forms.  

 

b. Online fundraising Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) document 

As this is the first year CSC Projects have embarked on online fundraising as an alternative 

platform to raise funds, we have created an Online Fundraising SOP document to guide future 

iterations of projects in setting up their online fundraising pages. Apart from the conventional 

physical fundraising guidelines that Office of Student Affairs have previously come up with, 

this document serves as a general guide for Treasurers, Project Directors and Chairpersons 

pertaining specifically to online fundraising.  

There are two online fundraising platforms approved by the Office Of Student Affairs (OSA), 

namely NUS Fastpay and Gevme.sg. However, given that the NUS Fastpay has a payment 

system that is highly integrated into NUS Operations, NUS Fastpay should be the default 

choice, over GEVME, as an online fundraising platform. The utilisation of GEVME website 
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would incur an integration charge of $1,800 for the project to use NUS Payment gateway to 

collect funds directly in NUS account, a criteria made compulsory by the school. An additional 

subscription fee of USD$250/month would be incurred for a starter account. Therefore, the 

online fundraising SOP document mainly focuses on outlining guidelines and providing step-

by-step procedures on how projects can go about setting up a NUS Fastpay online fundraising 

page.  

 

c.  Revision of $5 budget per committee member/volunteer 

Previously, CSC had an internal rule of spending $5 per volunteer, for both Special Projects 

(SPs) and Regular Volunteering Programmes (RVPs). To elaborate further, at the end of each 

SP (1 semester), each committee member is entitled to a maximum of $5 for 

welfare/celebration at the end of the project whilst RVPs are awarded $5 per committee 

member/volunteer for the whole year (1 year).  

To ensure fairness for both SPs and RVPs, we recognise the need to revise the $5 budget 

that is allocated to RVPs in acknowledgement of the efforts and year-long commitment of the 

RVP committee members/volunteers. Therefore, this year we have decided to allocate $3 to 

each RVP committee member/volunteer per semester, which amounts to a total of $6 per 

academic year. Since the commitment period for committee members/volunteers of RVPs is 

longer as compared to SPs, we believe that the increment of $1 is justifiable.   

Alongside the revision of budget per RVP committee member/volunteer, we have also set 

some guidelines pertaining to the utilisation of these funds. The budget allocated for the 

semester should be strictly spent in that semester and no transfer of budget from other 

volunteering activities is allowed for volunteer appreciation. In other words, the maximum cap 

on volunteer appreciation would be $3 multiplied by the total number of volunteers and 

committee members in the RVP. Should they exceed the maximum cap allocated for each 

RVP, the rest of the cost would have to be self-borne.  

 

4. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS  

a. End-of-Project Review Meetings with Project Directors, Chairpersons and 

Treasurers 

Reflecting on common mistakes made by previous Project Directors, Chairpersons and 

Treasurers, one issue that has constantly surfaced is with regard to grant reimbursements. 

We understand that many CSC Projects, typically Special Projects (SPs) seek alternative 

sources of funding apart from the CSC Budget allocated to them – and very often, these 

projects would apply to more than one grant. As different grants impose different restrictions 

and conditions, Project Directors, Chairpersons and Treasurers can get very confused given 

how complicated grants reimbursements can get.  
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We propose that the upcoming finance secretaries conduct an end-of-project review with the 

Project Directors, Chairpersons and Treasurers before they start to work on grants 

reimbursement matters. From our past experiences, we are aware that some of them might 

not be very well-versed with certain restrictions imposed by the grants. Therefore, it would be 

good for them to run through with the finance secretaries, by providing a breakdown of how 

they intend to claim from the various grants they have secured. From there, finance 

secretaries can brief and offer guidance to the Project Directors, Chairpersons and 

Treasurers. It will also be easier for them to clarify any misconceptions and confusion that 

they may have with the finance secretaries.   

It would also be good for future finance secretaries to place greater emphasis on reviewing 

grant-related documents such as Statement of Accounts or any other Finance related end-of-

project reports prior to the submission to the respective grant agencies. This will guide them 

in gaining a better understanding of grant-related issues. 

 

b. Consideration of alternative platforms to consolidate financial resources  

This year, one of the initiatives that we proposed was to consolidate all the financial resources 

on the Trello Website, in hope of making it easier for Project Directors, Chairpersons and 

Treasurers to access financial resources and finance secretaries to better keep track of all 

projects’ expenses.  

However, the free version of the Trello Platform limits us to create only up to 10 Team Boards, 

which we have fully utilised till date. Special Projects (SPs) take up a total of 7 Team Boards, 

one for each project; whilst the rest of the 3 boards are used for Regular Volunteering 

Programmes (RVPs) as they are split according to the different beneficiary sectors they serve.  

As we consider the possibility of CSC introducing more projects in the upcoming academic 

year under the LEAP arm, Trello might not be able to support the increasing number of 

projects that CSC takes on. Therefore, we urge future finance secretaries to seek alternative 

platforms which can help them better organise their financial resources in the long run. 

Alternatively, if they find Trello a useful platform to consolidate financial resources, they could 

consider the possibility of upgrading to the premium Trello account to accommodate all the 

different projects. Going ahead with this option would incur a monthly subscription fee of 

USD$9.99.    

 

c. Updating of the Finance Secretary Induction Slides  

We propose that future finance secretaries update the current set of finance secretary 

induction slides, to include a segment on online fundraising as well. In light of the COVID-19 

situation, where mass physical activities are unlikely to take place due to restrictions set by 

the Office of Student Affairs (OSA), online fundraising serves as an alternative and 

increasingly popular option for projects to adopt.  
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This set of slides could help supplement the online fundraising SOP document, in that it 

provides an overview of the procedures involved for online fundraising. It would help Project 

Directors, Chairpersons and Treasurers gain a better understanding of the financial and 

administrative procedures involved in the setting up of an online fundraising page.  

 

d. Increase engagement for Biannual Finance Workshop 

We propose that future finance secretaries come up with initiatives to make the biannual 

finance workshop more engaging and have more check-ins throughout the workshop with 

Project Directors, Chairpersons and Treasurers. Currently, workshops are conducted in a 

seminar style, where information is disseminated to them, and a quiz is held at the end of the 

session to test their understanding. Given the overwhelming amount of technical information 

that is passed down to them during the three-hour session, we acknowledge that it may be 

hard for them to remember what we have gone through. Future finance secretaries could 

consider making the entire session more interactive by introducing Kahoot Quizzes, which 

can provide better feedback for them as it better reflects how much the Project Directors, 

Chairpersons and Treasurers have actually understood from the workshop.  

 

Chua Yan Jie, Atricia (Ms) 

Financial Secretary  

18th Management Committee 

NUS Students’ Community Service Club 

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 

 

Tay Wee Shing Kervin (Mr) 

Deputy Finance Secretary 

18th Management Committee 

NUS Students’ Community Service Club 

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
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BUSINESS CELL AY 19/20 
 
The business cell is responsible for sourcing of both long-term and short-term resource solutions to 
the club’s needs, which include both monetary and non-monetary resources. The business cell also 
aims to help the individual RVPs, SPs and LEAP projects in securing sponsorships for their respective 
events through induction of best practices. The cell also constantly explores new partnership 
possibilities with interested parties and follow up with them to foster continuous relationships.  
 

1. Objectives  

● To secure sponsorships (both long term and short term) for the Club and its activities 

● Uphold the branding and image of CSC, together with the marketing cells of SPs, RVPs and 

LEAP projects during meetings with potential sponsors 

● To assist and induct SPs, RVPs and LEAP projects in attaining sponsorships 

● To represent the club in external relations with corporate sponsors in order to establish a 

sustainable working relationship with them. 

● To guide the RVP, SP and LEAP project marketing personnel in obtaining the relevant skillset 

in engaging sponsors  

 
2. Collaborations with Business Partners  

There were 3 long term sponsorships that the Business cell had arranged for the duration of 
AY19/20. Long term collaboration emails had been sent out to product sponsors of previous 
iterations of SPs and RVPs to enquire about the possibility of a long-term collaboration.  
 
The first partner we collaborated with is Popular Rent a Car, a van rental company that has 
been a sponsor for multiple SPs. Our informal agreement included a guarantee of the 
availability of vans for all our special projects for AY19/20. As part of the collaboration, 
Business cell was supposed to send them a tentative list of dates for which our SPs would 
require their vans. However, due to Covid-19, plans were disrupted for such a list.  
 
We also continued our partnership with Royal Banner, a company offering printing services, 
from the previous AY. With this partnership, it gave our SPs an option of cheaper printing 
services for certificates, brochures and OC t-shirts etc. Royal Banner also provided free 
printing of a certain number of flyers, banners and posters for SPs, subject to terms and 
conditions. For our AY, they offered to sponsor each SP with 1 1m x 3m banner and 30 A3 
posters of the same design. However, this could be negotiated subject to the needs of the SP. 
These additional benefits offered to SPs such as the free items were not offered to RVPs. 
Hence, Business cell did not enforce the Royal Banner partnership on RVPs as it would not 
benefit them as much. Moreover, the outreach Royal Banner requests for may be difficult for 
RVPs to fulfill. To ensure Royal Banner would not forget our partnership, we constructed a 
message template for the projects to send to Royal Banner when they first contact them. An 
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info sheet for the partnership, adapted from the previous Business cell’s contract with Royal 
Banner, was created to elaborate more on the partnership to the various marketing cells and 
personnel.  
 
Business Cell also managed to secure an informal long-term partnership with Unigram, a 
third-party sponsorship platform to link up our club with possible sponsors. However, this 
partnership has not been actively used and promoted due to limited options of collaterals 
available and demanding terms on their end.  

 
3. Summary of All Sponsorships  

 
● 18th MC Business Cell Sponsorships  

 

Event Items 

CSC Birthday ● 1 chocolate birthday cake from The Patissier 

CSC Boost Sem 1 ● 150 notebooks from Gradsingapore 

● 170 vouchers from Playnation 

● 170 tote bags, magazines, notebooks and pens from 

CareerBuilder 

● 170 vouchers from MGP Label 

● 140 vouchers from Unigram 

● 200 vouchers from Apgujeong Hair 

CSC Boost Sem 2 ● 275 vouchers from Singapore Escape Hunt 

● 275 vouchers from iGard 

● 275 vouchers from Swensen’s  

● 250 alcohol swabs and 250 pens from Royal Banner 

● 550 Chocochino special from Unico Marketing Pte Ltd 

Volunteer 
Appreciation Day 

● 84 donuts from JCO donuts 

● 70 notebooks and 3 cartons of water bottles from NYC 

  

 
 
 
● SP Sponsorships 
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SP Items 

CSC Day   
● 1. Leung Kai Fook Singapore 

● 2. BBQ Wholesale & Party Wholesale 

● 3. PlayNation 

● 4. J.Co 

● 5. Community Health Assessment Team (CHAT) 

● 6. Escape Hunt Singapore 

● 7. Three Legs Brand Singapore 

● 8. Office of Alumni Relations 

● 9. Kingdom Food Group 

● 10. Batiste 

● 11. Poppadoms 

 

Project CAN (as of 
Sep 2020) 

●  BBQ Wholesale Centre Pte Ltd and Party Wholesale 

Centre Pte Ltd 

● National Heritage Board (Speak Good English Movement) 

●  Association of Muslim Professionals (AMP) 

●  The Escape Hunt Experience Singapore 

● Kingdom Food Group 

●  Wen Ken Drug Company Pte Ltd (Three Legs) 

●  JustAcia 

● Sewwy (Phoenix Wong Group Pte Ltd) 

● Boncafé International Pte Ltd 

● Global Asia Printings 

●  Popular Rent A Car 

● Royal Banner 

●  Poppadoms 

● Mandom Corp Singapore Pte Ltd (Bifesta) 

 

Project WAO ● Aquila Natural Mineral Water 

Signature Love 
Project  

● 200 vouchers from BBQ Wholesale  
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● 200 vouchers from Escape Hunt 

  

GAW ● Klosh 

● NUS Office of Alumni Relations  

● Eng Wah Global Pte Ltd  

● JiaJia Singapore Manufacturing Pte Ltd 

● Singapore Pools 

● Community Engagement Fund 

● Sapore 

● Wong Huat Sern (individual donor) 

● Chng Chee Keong (individual donor) 

● Leong Chee Keong (individual donor) 

● The Hokkien Foundation 

● Popular Rent A Car 

● Mendaki 

● MUIS 

● YCM 

 
 

 
● RVP Sponsorships 

 
 

RVP Companies 

THES ● The Patissier 

● Youth Corps Singapore 

● Foodpanda 

● iTea 

BHID ● Bishan Community Club 

Havenue ● Swee Choon 

 
 

4. Streamlining of Marketing Processes 
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The Business Cell introduced a few measures this AY to help streamline certain marketing 
processes. 
 
We introduced 2 google extensions to the different projects. The first one being Gmass which 
allows us to send sponsorship emails to multiple sponsors at once by clicking the gmass 
button when we send the emails instead of sending an email to every sponsor individually. 
This is done without companies knowing the email was mass sent as the “to” section of the 
email will only show their company. Moreover, follow-up emails can be scheduled to be sent 
automatically if a company does not reply within a certain number of days. This makes 
contacting sponsors more efficient and less time-consuming for future Business cells and 
marketing cells. The second google extension introduced was Cloud HQ Schedule Email which 
allows us to schedule our emails to be sent out at a certain timing. It is recommended to 
schedule for 8am as the emails sent out will appear at the top of companies’ inboxes.  

 
We also created a standard master list excel template for all projects to use to track the 
companies they contact for sponsorship. Not only does this help with tracking progress within 
their cell, but it also makes it easier for future projects’ marketing cells to refer to and 
comprehend as it is a standard template. The standard master list also splits columns into 
different “waves” for marketing cells to contact sponsors that have worked with CSC more 
recently first, before going on to contact other sponsors, including self-sourced ones. A 
sample template of this standard master list has also been included in the induction package 
so projects will know how to use the template appropriately.  
 
Business Cell also compiled an overall contact list for projects titled “AY19/20 Contact List” to 
refer to. The sponsors were obtained based on all the confirmed sponsors of SPs and RVPs, 
within the last three years. However, we were not able to find all the project’s sponsor lists 
as some of them may not have been shared with previous Business cells or may have gotten 
lost in emails. The companies in the contact list were divided into different categories that 
their collaterals belonged to (food, stationery, transport, etc.). Prior to this overall contact 
list, there were multiple master lists marketing cells have to refer to and it was not made clear 
which companies accepted and which companies rejected the sponsorship. Hence, we 
included this contact list in their induction packages so they know which sponsors are more 
likely to sponsor CSC events. The remaining contact lists from the previous Business cells 
remain in another folder titled “Older Contact Lists” so marketing cells still have access to 
contact details of other companies.   
 
Building on the initiative rolled out by the previous Business cell to standardise the publicity 
efforts for SPs and RVPs, we included more publicity options for the different projects. We 
also included additional publicity efforts for long-term sponsors to make partnering with us 
on a long-term basis more lucrative. The latter was recommended by the previous Business 
cell. 
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5. Involvements with RVPs 

The Business Cell conducted marketing inductions for all the RVPs. After which, the Business 
Cell had vetted and commented on the proposals and email templates before RVPs started 
to approach the potential sponsors with their official email accounts. We edited the 
marketing manual to include more tips regarding scheduling emails, several third party 
sponsorship platforms and provided additional sponsorship contact details to encourage and 
assist RVPs in their sponsorship sourcing. Additionally, we informed the RVPs about CSC’s 
long-term sponsors, and intended to assist them in getting some common items, especially 
items for festive occasions celebration such as mooncakes during Mid-Autumn Festival. 
However, due to Covid-19, the plan didn’t go through. 
 
The new initiative that The Business Cell introduced was a sector-based marketing induction 
for all the Regular Volunteering Programmes (RVPs). The primary purpose of conducting 
sector-based marketing inductions is to bring together the RVPs with similar beneficiary 
profiles. With similar beneficiary profiles, the RVPs could submit a joint proposal when 
sourcing for common product or services sponsorships. With increased beneficiary numbers, 
this could potentially make it easier for the RVPs to secure a successful sponsorship. This 
sector-based induction was definitely successful in helping different RVPs of similar 
beneficiary profile to get together to know each other and to reinforce common goals, hence 
we recommend this initiative to be continued. However, more follow-ups should be done 
with regards to their joint proposal (if any).  

 
We continued with the sector-based marketing induction for all the Regular Volunteering 
Programmes (RVPs). Together with the VPRP, we asked the RVP marketing personnel for their 
inputs and what assistance they would require, such as several sponsorships they would 
need. We did this through a google form survey that was sent to all their email accounts after 
the induction. It was also helpful for the Business Cell as we could better understand and 
follow up on sourcing for collaterals that RVPs wanted. We tried contacting the suggested 
organisations or the organisations which could provide such services for the RVPs. However, 
there has not been much success in partnering with these sponsors as we did not receive a 
reply. This could be attributed to the inability of CSC to provide adequate publicity for the 
scale and collaterals offered. We also asked RVPs if they were keen on being added into a 
single RVP group for them to ask any questions and share any potential sponsors which was 
similar to what the AY18/19 Business Cell had done. However, this initiative was not 
continued as RVPs were not very keen and preferred to liaise with sponsors on their own 
rather than sharing contacts as it would be hard to coordinate the different expectations that 
the partner organisations had of sponsors and collaterals.  

 
6. Involvements with SPs  

The Business Cell conducted inductions for all the Special Projects (SPs) marketing cells during 
their first OC meetings.  
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Separately, we advised the various SPs marketing cells with whatever queries or problems 
that they face. We also introduced them to CSC’s long-term sponsors and to engage them if 
possible. Following the suggestion of previous Business Cells, we continued with the mid-term 
review to ask if SPs needed help along the way. It was helpful for both SPs and us to 
understand the progress and to seek clarification.  

 
7. Involvement with LEAP Projects  

 
The Business Cell conducted inductions for LEAP projects during their first meeting. The 
Business Cell vetted and commented on the proposals and email templates to be sent out to 
the potential sponsors. However, due to Covid-19, many LEAP projects were either 
transitioned into online projects and we have not managed to assist them as much.  
 

8. Involvement in Additional Projects  

 
This year, the Business cell was part of the subcommittee for CSC’s first Alumni volunteering 
event. We were tasked to come up with the merchandise design, video and contacting of 
sponsors. The merchandise design has been completed (refer to Annex A). While sponsors 
were contacted for this event, we did not get any positive responses.  
 
We were also involved in sourcing for a printing vendor for the new CSC T-Shirt. After 
obtaining a few quotations, we settled on Trendlink as they offered to sponsor us 200 pieces 
of recycling bags and had one of the lowest quotations. 
 
Another project the Business cell was tasked to do was to create an SOP for CSC projects to 
refer to when dealing with transport matters and van rental. This was in response to feedback 
by various PDs who have faced difficulties in understanding and filling up various documents 
required by OSA. A focus group discussion was conducted with ex-PDs who used vans for their 
projects, Business cell, VPSP and the President. The purpose of the discussion was to gather 
sentiments and feedback on how to create a SOP that will help PDs for van rental issues. The 
SOP will hopefully assist PDs in filling up the different documents that OSA will need.  
 

 
9. Suggestions for future developments  

 
● Maintaining relationships with current long-term sponsors, as well as finding new 

potential sponsorships for various categories of collaterals  

 
One suggestion would be to continue to keep in touch with current long-term sponsors, 
such as Popular Rent a Car and Royal Banner. If possible, this should be done at the start of  
their term. These sponsors have been invaluable in assisting CSC with our RVP and SP 
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events. Other than keeping in touch with them to continue long term sponsorships with 
them, future Business Cells should continue to source for other sponsors in areas that SPs 
and RVPs may want, such as recreational places of interest, stationery, t-shirts etc. To 
better understand the needs of RVPs (especially with Covid-19), there should be a sector-
based discussion with RVPs. This can also be done after the sector-based induction.  

 
● Updating of the contact list of sponsors at the beginning of their term 

 
Another suggestion would be to ensure that the contact list that the Business Cell of 
AY19/20 has created is regularly updated.  The updated list should include sponsors of SPs 
and RVPs of the previous academic year. At the same time, if there are some companies 
who have closed down, they should be removed from the list accordingly. This ensures that 
the various projects get access to as many recent sponsors as possible. 

 
● Have a common Google drive for SPs and RVPs to upload their master list after their 

event.  

 
Currently, Business Cell liaises with each RVP and SP individually to obtain the master list. 
However, this may be time consuming and confusing (eg may miss out some events). 
Moreover, sometimes the master lists may get lost in emails and may not be uploaded to 
the google drive for future Business cells to access easily. A possible approach to this would 
be to send this link nearer to the end of their projects to remind them to upload their 
master list. This makes accessing master lists easier for future Business Cells when updating 
their overall contact list. Collating sponsors for Love Tuner will also be made easier through 
this. With this common Google Drive, it will also be easier to track which project has not 
uploaded their master list.   

 
● Regular Check-Ins with RVP marketing personnel  

 
We noticed that RVP marketing personnel do not seek us as much for advice on marketing 
procedures as compared to SP marketing cell members. Perhaps a Telegram group for 
regular check-ins can be created with all the RVP marketing personnel to overcome this 
communication barrier. Similar to SP marketing cells, it is important to check in with RVPs 
as well to find out how the Business cell can better assist them in finding sponsors for their 
events. 

 
● Regular Reminders of Long-Term Partners 

 
After inductions, marketing cells may forget about long-term partners and may forget to 
approach them. Hence the next iteration should give more periodic reminders. This can be 
done along with check-ins with marketing cell members. During the reminders, future 
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Business cells can also share general partnership clauses and request for feedback to gather 
views on how the long-term sponsorship could be further improved.  

 
● Assist LEAP projects more with marketing  

 
As LEAP projects are completely new projects and may not be able to offer as much in 
return to sponsors due to limited outreach, future Business cells can try to assist LEAP 
projects by finding common collaterals that LEAPs have with SPs or RVPs. The Business cell 
can help to liaise with SP and RVP marketing cells to ask their confirmed sponsors if they 
are willing to sponsor another project as well.  

 
Reported by: 
 
Pooja Ramesh (Ms) 
Business Director  
18th Management Committee 
NUS Students' Community Service Club  
 
Lim Jia Yin, Sarah (Ms)  
Deputy Business Director 
18th Management Committee 
NUS Students’ Community Service Club 
 
 

Annex A  
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VOLUNTEER WELFARE AY 19/20 
 
The Volunteer Welfare Cell aims to build a CSC family that is bonded over our common love for 
volunteerism. We wish to cultivate a nurturing, warm and safe environment for individuals from all 
walks of life with a common interest in the greater good of society.  
 

1. OBJECTIVES 
 
a. Provide a platform for all volunteers to interact and bond across the various RVPs and 

SPs, and the MC. 
b. Show appreciation towards all volunteers for their contributions, through appreciation 

gifts and planned events  
c. Develop a sense of identity towards the club and foster a sense of togetherness amongst 

volunteers 
 

2. OVERVIEW 

Total number of welfare events/initiatives (VW cell-initiated): 6 
 
CSC 17th Birthday 
To commemorate the establishment of the club, we celebrated CSC Birthday. During the 
event, participants got to know one another through fun-filled games. The highlight of the 
event was the customary cake cutting ceremony. 
 
Date: 14 October 2019, Monday 
Time: 1900 - 2100 
Venue: YIH Student Lounge  
Programme: Mass and Group Games, Video Montage, Photo Booth & Cake Cutting Session  
Turnout: 43 

 
CSC Boost Semester 1 
Welfare packs and encouragement/appreciation (collected from fellow volunteers) were 
given out in the first semester to our volunteers before reading week, to give them a boost 
and encouragement for exams. 
 
Date: Week 10-11 
Venue: CSC Clubroom 
Programme: Pre-examination Welfare Packs & Encouragement Notes 
Turnout: around 130 welfare packs, and 83 notes 
 
Volunteer Appreciation Day (VAD) 
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To express our gratitude to our members, outstanding volunteers were acknowledged during 
Volunteer Appreciation Day. Colours Awards were presented to these exceptional volunteers 
who set examples for fellow volunteers to follow. 
 
Date: 17 January 2020, Friday 
Time: 1900-2030 
Venue: LT27 
Programme: Dinner & Colours Awards Ceremony & Games 
Turnout: 76 
 
CSC Boost Semester 2 

 
Welfare packs and encouragement/appreciation (collected from fellow volunteers) were 
given out in the second semester to our volunteers before reading week, to give them a boost 
and encouragement for exams. 
 
Date: Week 11 
Venue: CSC Clubroom 
Programme: Pre-examination Welfare Packs & Encouragement Notes  
Turnout: around 45 welfare packs, and 4 notes 

 
Circuit Breaker Initiative 
Scheduled posts related to skill-building and mental well-being were published on CSC’s 
Facebook page and sent out through the official CSC telegram chat to promote the welfare of 
volunteers throughout the Covid-19 circuit breaker period.  
 
Date: May to early June 2020 
Venue: Facebook 
Programme: posts related to skill-building and mental well-being 
 
MC Birthday Celebration 
Monthly birthday celebrations for MC members during MC meetings using a cake fund 
collected from all MC members.  
 

 
Total number of inter-cell events/initiatives: 2 

 
RVP telegram chat  
This is a MC-wide initiative involving the various cells. Scheduled posts were published in the 
telegram chat with 3 new RVPs (Project heART, Voice, and InstaGramps) committee 
members. These aimed to enhance the volunteer-beneficiary and intra-committee 
interactions/bonding, particularly in the infant phase of the RVPs.  
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Date: June to September 2020 
Venue: RVP telegram group chat 
Programme: Bi-weekly Posts to enhance volunteer-beneficiary and intra-committee 
interactions/bonding 

 
Project ALIVE (Alumni Volunteering Event)  
Under the president’s leadership, VW cell cooperated with Biz cell for this new initiative to 
bridge the gap between current CSC members and CSC alumni, so as to leverage on the 
alumni’s skills set and experience. VW cell came up with a proposal for the event, with the 
engagement of STARdy Kaki as the partner organization. In light of Covid-19, the proposal was 
passed down to the 19th VW cell.  
 
Date: Postponed indefinitely 
Venue (proposed): UTown Sports Hall 
Programme (proposed): Station games with the theme of ‘Growing Up’  
 

 
3. CELL DEVELOPMENT 

 
a. CSC Boost’s Encouragement Notes 
 
This year we made use of an online platform to collect encouragement notes for the welfare 
packs, in addition to the traditional method of dropping off physical notes at the club room. 
Volunteers posted their messages on a website which we then helped them to print and 
deliver. This made it easier for the volunteers to send notes as they did not have to physically 
go to the clubroom to drop off notes. The response was good, with a higher turnout and 
greater diversity in volunteers who participated in Semester 1.  
 
b. Volunteer Appreciation Day (Colors Awards) 

 
This year, in addition to the conventional dinner and Colours Award Presentation, our cell 
introduced a mini games segment in between the award presentations. The objective was to 
ensure that volunteers remained engaged throughout the prize presentations which can get 
dry and long. We introduced game segments like Kahoot and Bingo, which were well-received 
by the volunteers present. Small prizes were also prepared. 

 
c. Volunteer Appreciation Week  
 
This year, due to the COVID-19 situation where activities were mostly cancelled, VAW was 
not carried out. However, before the activities were cancelled, our cell had made a decision 
to focus on volunteer empowerment, through skill-building and team-building. Activities 
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were planned for 3 days (reduced from 5 days previously to enhance resources and 
manpower). We also proposed to incorporate the conventional CSC Barbeque into VAW by 
ending the VAW with it, as an attempt to improve turnout rate. In light of Covid-19, the 
proposal was passed down to the 19th VW cell.  
 
d. CSC Boost Sign-up  
 
In response to the COVID-19 situation where lessons were mainly conducted remotely and 
volunteers were not likely to be on campus during this period, the cell introduced a sign-up 
form for CSC Boost in order to minimize the number of welfare packs that would be left 
uncollected during this period. As expected, the number of sign-ups were low and there were 
still welfare packs that were not collected. 
 
e. Circuit Breaker Initiative 
 
This year, because of COVID-19, we decided to come up with an online engagement idea, 
which was to share helpful videos (e.g. exercise for mental well-being) with volunteers. This 
aimed to enhance their welfare during this trying period. It was a different type of initiative 
as it was done solely online (unlike the usual VW events). However it allowed us to reach a 
greater audience and helped us continue to engage with the volunteers during the Circuit 
Breaker period.  
 
f. Project ALIVE (Alumni Volunteering Event) 
 
This year we were involved in the planning of a new alumni volunteering event. We planned 
a day of fun-filled activities which were in line with that of the partnering organisation’s 
needs. While this event was not able to be carried out by us, the activities planned could 
definitely still be used for the event in the future.  

 
g. MC Birthday Celebration 

  
The monthly birthday celebrations for the MC was funded by collecting $5 from each MC 
member. The money collected would then be used to buy cakes for each MC member during 
their birthday month. Due to COVID-19, we could not celebrate birthdays face to face from 
April onwards hence a lot of money was left unspent. Therefore, we decided to divide up the 
sum of money and return them to each MC member before our term ends.  

4. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT  

 
a. Volunteer Appreciation Dinner  
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For Colours Award AY19/20, we envisioned it to be a round table kind, with invitation 
extended to Partner Organisations too. The next VW cell might consider this format for VAD.  
 
b. Volunteer Appreciation Week 

 
The next VW Cell might want to consider and build on the proposal that we have come up 
with for AY19/20 VAW. 
 
c. Project ALIVE  
 
The next VW Cell might want to consider and build on the proposal that we have come up 
with for Project ALIVE. 
 
d. Digital revolution 
  
Using online platforms appropriately (e.g. CSC Boost encouragement notes) can enhance 
VW’s outreach. Furthermore, on top of the usual VW (physical) events, it is also plausible to 
introduce online initiatives. Be creative!  
 
e. Inter-cell initiatives  
 
This year, our cell has managed to work together with other cells (e.g. VPRP, Biz cell) to come 
up with brand new initiatives. Such initiatives allowed us to tap on each cell’s capabilities, 
generate new ideas, and provided new opportunities to reach out to volunteers. We would 
like to encourage the new VW cell to continue working closely with other cells. 
 
f. Improving participation 
 
In an attempt to boost participation, our cell decided to contact each SP and RVP chairperson 
directly to extend our invitation for CSC Birthday Celebrations. Through this, we were hoping 
that RVPs and SPs would be more inclined to join the celebration together as a committee. 
However, the response was still not good. Besides the gap between the MC and RVPs/MCs 
being hard to bridge, this could also be partly the fact that the committee members were still 
beginning their term and were not as bonded.  
 
Attendance for our events (particularly CSC birthday celebration) was generally low. We 
would encourage the next VW cell to spend more efforts on publicity and try out different 
strategies that could help increase attendance for events. 

 
 

Reported by: 
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Karina Loo Kai Ling (Ms) 
Volunteer Welfare Director  
18th Management Committee 
NUS Students’ Community Service Club 
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
 
Lim Shu Hui (Ms) 
Deputy Volunteer Welfare Director  
18th Management Committee 
NUS Students’ Community Service Club 
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
 
Alicia Poh Xiao Xuan (Ms)  
Deputy Volunteer Welfare Director  
18th Management Committee 
NUS Students’ Community Service Club 
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
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VOLUNTEER MANAGEMENT CELL AY19/20 
 

The Volunteer Management (VM) Cell orientates new volunteers and manages volunteers’ 
information for various purposes, such as the Residence Admission Scheme and generating 
endorsement letters. It also manages sign-up forms for CSC events as well as promotes the reflection 
culture in CSC.  
 
1. OBJECTIVES 
 

a. To orientate new Volunteer Management Cell members from the Regular Volunteering 

Programmes (RVPs) and Special Projects (SPs);  

b. To manage and facilitate certain processes such as:  

i. The extraction of required volunteer information, predominantly for sending to the 

respective RVP and SP VMs.  

ii. The compilation of required volunteered data such as volunteering hours for 

endorsement purposes and final compilation into the VM database;  

iii. The sharing of volunteering opportunities with interested volunteers;  

c. To work closely with the RVP and SP Volunteer Management Cells to ensure a smooth-flowing 

process in managing volunteers’ information;  

d. To ensure that all CSC projects adhere to the PDPA guidelines in order to protect the privacy 

of the volunteers  

e. To strengthen the reflection culture for RVPs 

 
2. OVERVIEW  
 
a. Regular Volunteering Programmes (RVPs)  
 
The breakdown of RVP volunteers is as follows. Out of a total of 358 volunteers, 336 are from NUS 
and 22 are non-NUS, excluding RVP Committee members. Graduates are counted as non-NUS 
volunteers. 
 
The period accounted for is from August 2019 to July 2020. Ratio of NUS to non-NUS volunteers is 
approximately 15:1 in AY2019/2020. 
 

RVP Committee 
Members 

NUS Non-NUS Total 

Best Buddies 6 13 0 19 
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Bishan Home for the 
Intellectually Disabled 

7 34 9 50 

Clementi Youth Sparks 
(Bookball + Night Study) 

4 40 0 44 

Dayspring 7 14 1 22 

Havenue 6 45 0 51 

InstaGramps 9 19 0 28 

L-derly Befrienders 7 34 0 41 

MINDSville @ Napiri 8 29 0 37 

Project heART 6 0 0 6 

TEACH! 6 23 5 34 

T.H.E. Seniors 8 48 7 63 

VoICE 11 0 0 11 

Yishun Reading Odyssey 7 31 0 38 

Youth Beacons 3 6 0 9 

Total 95 336 22 453 

 
Note: The numbers account for volunteers who commit to any number of hours with any RVP, 
excluding Committee Members. 
 
b. Special Projects (SPs)  
 
The breakdown of SP volunteers is as follows. Out of a total 506 volunteers, 458 are from NUS and 48 
are non-NUS volunteers, excluding Organizing Committee (OC) members.  
 

SP OC NUS Non-NUS Total 

CSC Day XV 23 211 25 259 
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Ethelontêr XVII 35 Cancelled due to COVID-19 35 

Grant A Wish XVII 26 191 20 237 

Paint-A-Home XXI 22 Postponed due to COVID-19 22 

Project C.A.N. XVII 22 0 0 22 

Project WAO 17 20 3 40 

Signature Love Project XVI 18 36 0 54 

Total 163 458 48 669 

 
Note: The numbers are non-unique. Volunteers who attended multiple events for one SP would be 
counted repeatedly. 
 
c. Volunteer Records  
 
A total of 229 volunteers requested for their CCA records from CSC in AY2019/2020. 
  
d. NUSync Portal 
 
There are a total of 1343 NUS students who have joined as members of NUS CSC on the NUSync 
Portal.  
 
e. Student Life Fair  
 
Student Life Fair was completed with a total of 771 Freshmen who joined the CSC SLF Telegram Chat.  
 
Through the Student Life Fair, CSC has attracted more Freshmen than expected, probably due to the 
extensive publicity of CSC volunteering programmes through the SLF Telegram chat and online 
Question & Answer Zoom sessions organised to allow Freshmen to clarify their doubts regarding CSC 
volunteering programmes. Attendance for the Question & Answer sessions was considered high, with 
more than 80 people present at the peak. Hence more emphasis on social media publicity can be 
placed to extend CSC’s reach in the student body, especially when face-to-face SLF is resumed.  
 
f. Outreach  
 
RVP Outreach was completed with a total of 511 indications of interest. As RVP Outreach has moved 
online, the duration of the RVP Outreach spanned more than a week. Extensive publicity of the RVPs 
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were carried out in the first phase of the Outreach, with committee members and volunteers posting 
their reflections on why they joined their respective RVPs on Instagram. This was followed by a main 
Zoom session on 17 August, whereby all the RVP committee members introduced their respective 
RVPs and answered queries by the attendees. The attendance was high, with almost 200 attendees 
at the peak. The last phase of the RVP Outreach was an Instagram Challenge, whereby students 
interested to join CSC were encouraged to complete either of the 3 challenges (eg. posting why they 
enjoy volunteering). Prizes (Grab vouchers) were given as an incentive to participate, however 
participation remained low. The success and extensive reach of the RVP Outreach was highly 
contributed to the convenience of participation online. Hence, more thought has to be given when 
face-to-face RVP Outreach resumes, especially on how to engage Freshmen beyond social media.  
 
3. DEVELOPMENTS  
 
a. Revamp of RVP & SP Induction Packages 
 
Revisions were made to induction packages for RVPs and SPs as these were similar in content. 
Previously, there were two sets of induction packages for RVPs and SPs each. The induction packages 
were consolidated into one as the content was largely similar. 
 
Changes made to the induction package for RVPs and SPs included: 

1. Revamped slides using template created by MC Publicity 

2. Induction slides compiled into a set of slides to be used by both RVPs and SPs 

3. Added VM infographic that summarises functions in NUSync and Personal Data Protection 

Act. These are important things that should be noted for VMs’ duties. 

4. Added NUSync Reviewer Function Guide: To allow VMs to distribute to their committee 

should anyone be required to be added as reviewers to NUSync forms created. 

 
Induction package included only 7 documents with attendance templates for RVPs and SPs. 
 
b. Updates to Attendance Sheets 
 
To better align the database and attendance templates used, both RVP and SP templates were 
amended. This was meant to increase efficiency when copying data over to the database. The table 
below documents the changes made to the templates for RVP and SP. 
 

RVP SP 

1. Shifted the column for NUSNet ID before 

the column for contact number 

2. Included formulas that would pick out 

1. Shifted the column for NUSNet ID before 

the column for contact number 

2. Included formulas that would pick out 
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“Name of Project/Event” and calculate 
“Period of Volunteering” 

3. Colour coded columns that are linked by 
formulas and do not require editing from 
RVP VMs 

4. Combined “Weekly Attendance Sheet” 
together with “Special Event Template” 
to reduce the number of files to manage 

5. Created a “Special Events Summary” tab 
that summarises all events that happened 
for the RVP rather than MC VM having to 
fill up in the database 

6. Created a “Special Event Template” tab 
that records Special Event Committee 
Members together with volunteers’ 
records to reduce the number of files 
required to update. This tab would be 
duplicated for every event and 
maintained within the same excel file 

“Name of Project & Project Phase”, “Date 
of Event” and calculate “No. of Hours” 

3. Colour coded columns that are linked by 
formulas and do not require editing from 
SP VMs 

4. Combined “OC Involvement” together 
with “Volunteer Attendance” to reduce 
the number of files to manage 

5. Created an “Events Summary” tab that 
summarises all events that happened for 
the SP rather than MC VM having to fill 
up in the database 

6. “Volunteer Attendance” would be 
duplicated for each phase and 
maintained within the same excel file 

 
c. Changes to Database 
 
The database includes records from AY1112 to AY1920. The maintenance of such massive data poses 
a risk if data was leaked. To better protect volunteers’ data, the records were separated and 
maintained in two excel files, one with records before AY1516 and another with records from AY1516 
to AY1920. Following this, the second database would include only four years of data which is that of 
a typical student’s life to facilitate us in checking records for endorsement requests and Colours 
Award. 
 
To provide more convenience in the checking of records, Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) was 
utilised. Codes that would filter for a volunteer’s records when a name was searched were applied. 
This reduced the need for us having to manually filter sheet by sheet for records. 
Records were also reformatted for all years to ensure that the codes would work and standardize the 
terms used across the years so that the endorsement letter would look neat. For instance, names of 
the programmes were spelt out in full which would allow data to be copied over into the endorsement 
letter without the need to reformat. 
 
d. Introducing Guides, Infographics and Posters 
 

(1) Infographics 
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To better organise and relay information to VMs, PDs and Chairpersons, various information 
guides on VM admin matters and processes have been created so that it is easier to digest 
VM must-know information.  

● NUSync infographic: Summarised functions in NUSync to differentiate between 

events and forms which often they are confused about 

● Personal Data Protection Act (PDPA) infographic: Inform VMs, PDs and Chairpersons 

on personal details that are allowed for collection and emphasize on the need to use 

NUSync in collection of such details 

 
(2) Posters 

 
MC VM attended a total of two workshops held by Youth Corps. In the first workshop, MC 
VM were introduced to new frameworks such as the “SALAD” and the “YCS 4 Senses” 
frameworks. The SALAD framework explained several aspects which influence the amount of 
commitment from volunteers. The YCS 4 Senses framework explained four factors that would 
help to keep volunteers’ level of satisfaction and fulfilment high.  
 
These frameworks were reproduced in the form of posters and introduced in the new RVPs 
telegram chat as part of MC VM’s efforts to provide content for RVP VMs to learn and 
implement in their respective RVPs. 
 

(3) Reflection Guidebook and NUSync Event/Form Guide 

 
In the second workshop held by Youth Corps on reflections, concepts learnt were applied and 
used to revamp the reflection guidebook passed down from AY1819. This would provide the 
VMs with a reference on how to conduct reflections and pass down the learnings from the 
workshop. The content structured for the guidebook is as follows: 

 

Revamped Guidebook AY1819 Guidebook 

1. What is reflection? 

2. Importance of reflections 

3. 4 Senses Framework 

4. Process of Reflections 

5. How to ask good questions? 

(Suggested questions provided) 

6. Platforms to conduct reflections 

7. Create a safe and empowering space 

1. What is reflection? 
2. Importance of reflections 
3. Steps to conduct reflections 
4. Ways to conduct reflections 
5. Starting conversations 
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Templates for NUSync event and form creation are also created to help VMs understand the 
process and required information needed to create events or forms on NUSync. For instance, 
the templates included the different question types that can be used. PDPA clauses are often 
missed out by VMs. Thus, a tab was included to remind VMs of necessary clauses to be 
included in their submission. 

 
e. Revisions to Endorsement Letter 
 
The previous endorsement letter started off with an introduction to CSC, followed by a list of events 
participated by the volunteer before signing off by the Club’s President’s. This created a problem 
when the signature runs off to a new page due to spacing issues. Other issues include the number of 
programmes in CSC being not updated and minor issues such as formatting  that made the letter look 
less professional. 
 
Thus, the following changes were made to make the letter neater and more professional. 

1. Resized margin to normal 

2. Reduced font size to 11 

3. Changed date format from DD MMMM YY to DD MMMM YYYY 

4. Standardized font of footer to be that of main body 

5. Shifted sign-off to the first page 

6. Updated the number of programmes in CSC 

7. Created Annex A that lists out the events participated by a volunteer 

 
The revised endorsement letter starts off with an introduction to CSC, followed by the signature of 
the Club’s President’s and lastly, Annex A which documents the list of events participated by the 
volunteer. 
 
f. NUSync 2.0 Endorsements (Using NUSync Portal)  
 
The NUSync Involvement Guide has been updated following the transition into NUSync 2.0. Firstly, 
volunteers who wish to seek endorsement from CSC through NUSync should still email MC VM with 
their relevant details and activities with CSC to receive a signed and stamped endorsement letter as 
proof of verification of their activities with CSC. Volunteers then proceed to key in their event 
submissions on the NUSync portal under “Experiences,” and upload the endorsement letter as part 
of the process, as a form of supporting document. These event submissions are reflected as “Self-
Reported Event Participation” in the NUSync transcript. However, volunteers are unable to submit 
their leadership positions directly by themselves in NUSync, and should not be submitted as “Event 
Participation.” Hence volunteers’ leadership positions will be submitted by MC VM by filling in the 
provided excel template “NUSync 2.0_Template for backend uploading of leadership positions into 
the portal,” which will be submitted to NUSync. Submission of leadership positions will be reflected 
as “Involvement” in the NUSync transcript. All submissions through NUSync portal are approved by 
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OSA and hence volunteers should approach OSA if their submissions are not reflected. 
 
However, the process for endorsement of leadership positions through NUSync is problematic. These 
leadership positions have to be created in NUSync first before MC VM can submit the “NUSync 
2.0_Template for backend uploading of leadership positions into the portal”, to OSA for the 
leadership positions to be endorsed. This is especially when CSC does not have the practice of creating 
leadership positions in NUSync. Moreover, these leadership positions can only be created by the CSC 
president. Suggestions for improvement of NUSync 2.0 Endorsements will be further elaborated in 
the following section under “Suggestions for Future Improvements.”  
 
g. New variations of Form C’s 
 
In AY19/20, MC VM has used “SP Form C” to collect personal particulars from committee members in 
Special Projects. MC VM has removed the fields of address and next-of-kin particulars in Form C, 
which was present in the AY18/19 version to reduce the collection of unnecessary information. MC 
VM has also removed the field of next-of-kin particulars in “Form M”, which is used to collect personal 
particulars from MC members. RVP Form C is used to collect personal particulars from RVP committee 
members. The personal particulars collected are used to update the VM database. 
 
h. Developing Reflections Culture: Hearts in Motion  
 
As part of CSC’s efforts to strengthen its reflection culture, MC VM has implemented a new monthly 
themed reflection initiative: “Hearts In Motion.” Themes such as “Empowerment” and “Sector 
Awareness” were discussed and questions under these themes were posted every month in the RVP 
VMs group chat. RVP VMs will then proceed to collect responses from 1 to 2 volunteers and send back 
the responses to MC VM by the end of the 3rd week in the month. MC VM then proceeded to 
consolidate these responses and pass it to MC Publicity to be posted as Insta Stories on CSC’s 
Instagram. The rationale of this initiative is not only to allow volunteers to reflect and think deeper 
about their volunteering experiences, but also to share their volunteering experiences with 
volunteers from other sectors to increase one’s understanding of beneficiaries outside of his or her 
own RVP. The themes and the questions under this initiative can be found in “ Hearts in Motion 
Reflections”, in the 18th MC VM folder on Google Drive. 
 
i. Functional Role Meeting 
 
Following the practice of conducting a Functional Role Meeting (FRM) that MC VM introduced in the 
last AY, we have also held a Functional Role Meeting this academic year on 20 January 2020 as a form 
of mid- term review with the RVP VM heads.  
 
Besides refreshing on admin matters (i.e. changes in attendance sheets, NUSync form updates), the 
focus was to collect feedback on the Hearts In Motion reflection initiative and discuss with the VMs 
on the issue of volunteer retention. The VMs shared with MC VM on the nature of reflections in their 
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RVPs and we realised that although most of the RVPs do conduct reflections at least once a month, 
the nature of these reflections were mostly feedback on their beneficiaries. Hence more can be done 
to strengthen reflection culture with more thought-provoking reflection questions.  
 
The issue of volunteer retention is a concern for RVP VMs to ensure that there are sufficient 
volunteers to conduct weekly visits, especially when volunteer count usually dip during exam and 
holiday periods. Most of the VMs tried to personally text volunteers to encourage them to come down 
for visits, however this method is ineffective in the long-run. Suggested methods to boost volunteer 
number and retention will be further elaborated under “Suggestions For Future Developments.” 
 
Lastly, topics such as volunteer bonding and using the volunteer appreciation fund to buy RVP shirts 
were discussed. Please refer to the “VM FRM Minutes” in the 18th MC VM folder in Gdrive for the full 
list of questions and answers raised during the meeting.  
 
 
j. End-of-Term Consolidation Meeting with RVP VMs 
 
To conclude the term for RVP VMs, an end-of-term review meeting was conducted on 18th July 2020 
for VMs to share and reflect on their journey throughout this academic year. Feedback was also 
collected via Google Form to find out how MC VM could further improve things to create a better 
experience for VMs. More information on what was discussed during the meeting can be found in the 
AY1920 VM Consolidation Meeting Folder, within the 18th MC VM folder. E-Appreciation cards to 
thank and appreciate the efforts of VMs were also designed and sent to them after the consolidation 
meeting. 
 
k. Activating Auto-reply for Gmail 
 
Volunteers tend to send email to clarify if their emails have been received by us or enquire about the 
endorsement process. Thus, email auto-reply was activated to confirm receipt of volunteers’ email. 
On top of that, lead time to process endorsement requests were included to notify volunteers. A link 
to how endorsement requests can be made was also included so that volunteers who enquire about 
such requests can immediately get a response. 
 
l. Clean up Google Drive 
With the large amount of data on Google Drive, the account used 12.5GB out of 15GB. Clean up was 
done to Google Drive where documents that were outdated or irrelevant were removed. This reduced 
the storage size to 12.3GB. 
 
4. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS  
 
a. Enhancing Reflections Culture in CSC  
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There is still room for improvement for Hearts In Motion (HIM) as there are several challenges faced 
when implementing this initiative. Firstly, RVP VMs as well as their volunteers may not have the same 
mindset and belief in the idea of conducting and doing reflections. Hence, some collected reflections 
are shallow in thought, which have the potential to increase in depth. Therefore, RVP VMs have to 
believe in the importance of their role as VMs and how they can make a difference to their volunteers’ 
experiences and dynamics of the RVP. This can also influence volunteers’ perception on the 
importance to do reflections to value-add to their experiences. The second challenge will be that MC 
VM has difficulties thinking of new themes for reflections every month. Perhaps at the start of the 
term, MC VM can think of all possible themes & questions which can be used to conduct reflections. 
 
MC VM has also shared the Hearts In Motion (HIM) initiative with Youth Corps. Youth Corps has 
suggested creating different tiers of questions for volunteers. For example, the VMs can use a set of 
“beginner questions” to conduct reflections with new volunteers. Hence throughout the AY, VMs can 
increase the “level of depth” of reflection questions to facilitate the growth of volunteers’ journey in 
the RVP. MC VM has planned to design different tiers of reflection questions and include it in the 
revamped reflection guidebook. With the modifications made to the reflection guidebook, incoming 
MC VM can monitor the application of the content learnt across RVPs, provide feedback to RVPs and 
expand frameworks for reflection to further develop reflection culture in CSC.  
 
b. NUSync Portal  
 
With the revamped NUSync 2.0, there are a few areas of concern that the next MC VM should take 
note. 
 
Firstly, the next MC VM can consider asking for access to create and assign leadership positions on 
NUSync which currently can only be done by the Club’s President. Alternatively, MC VM can consider 
creating past events and mark attendance with the volunteer's leadership position noted under 
comment. The latter is an easier way to record the leadership positions held by a volunteer. 
 
Secondly, the reviewers assigned to forms are required to be organisation members. Thus, 
consideration can be made as to whether MC VM can approve new organisation members. Currently, 
approval can only be made by the President which makes it troublesome and inefficient when 
reviewers are required to be added. 
 
c. NUSync 2.0 Endorsements 
 
The first area of concern would be that approval for self-reported events are declared by the student 
and approved by the Office of Student Affairs (OSA). This poses a problem if a student declares the 
wrong details as OSA would not check through all reported events. Thus, MC VM can consider marking 
attendance for future events via NUSync such that this would automatically reflect in a volunteer’s 
CCA record rather than the need for the volunteer to report themselves. This way, approval is not 
required by OSA and accuracy can be improved. 
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The second area of concern will be the endorsement process of leadership positions under NUSync 
Involvement. The current process is inefficient as these leadership positions have to be first created 
in NUSync, and positions have to be filled into the excel template and emailed to OSA to input into 
their system. Moreover, only the president is able to create leadership positions for past events. 
Perhaps this process can be further improved to ensure a more efficient process, for example, the 
submission of the endorsement letter as proof that the volunteer has taken on that particular 
leadership position instead of creating positions for past events on NUSync.   
 
 
 
 
d. Volunteer Retention in RVPs  
 
To tackle the issue of high turnover rate of volunteers as addressed in the FRM, MC VM has suggested 
that RVP VMs can conduct a “mini” volunteer recruitment every semester to recruit new potential 
volunteers. This is done through liaising with MC VM to create volunteer recruitment sign-up links to 
be publicised through NUSSU Blast and CSC Telegram chat. MC Publicity has also suggested for RVPs 
to create a standard poster for volunteer recruitment which can be used whenever there is a need to 
blast for volunteer recruitment. This can help to bring in new potential volunteers for CSC every 
semester and ensure that RVPs have sufficient volunteers to work with. Volunteer recruitment sign-
up links can also be publicised during exam and holiday periods to not only increase volunteer count. 
The links can be blasted in CSC telegram chat.  
 
Additionally, RVPs can also consider to use the Volunteer Appreciation fund to show appreciation for 
their volunteers’ efforts and recognise their growth as a volunteer. This can also give a greater sense 
of belonging to the volunteers, hence encouraging them to come for weekly visits. This is an important 
aspect of volunteer retention as mentioned in the YCS 4 Senses framework. 
 
e. Volunteer Bonding for SPs and RVPs  
 
Understanding that building friendships is one of the motivations behind volunteering, it is 
recommended for the next MC VM to think about how to bond volunteers. For instance, teaching 
VMs how to facilitate and conduct mass or group ice breakers before the start of events would help 
to improve volunteering experiences. For RVPs, having ice-breakers at the start of every visit would 
allow new volunteers to not feel left out and feel more committed to the upcoming sessions. 
Furthermore, this would help to create psychological safety which allows volunteers to feel more 
comfortable in sharing during reflections. 
 
f. Improve Bonding between MC VM, RVP and SP VMs (VM Family) 

 
The next MC VM can think about ways to bond RVP VMs and SP VMs to foster a VM family. This can 
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strengthen relations among VMs as currently, the RVP & SP VMs hardly cross-interact with one 
another. Hence, having a VM family as a support group is an idea which the next MC VM can consider, 
and this may be done through more check-ins aside from the FRM, as well as more outings to improve 
bonding among CSC VMs.  
 
g. Strengthen Support for RVPs and SPs 
 
Based on the feedback received from the end-of-term review with RVP VMs, volunteer retention and 
bonding are the most common topics that VMs would like to learn more on. A RVP has suggested that 
the frequency of communication between MC VM to RVP VMs can be improved. One of the VMs 
suggested posting the key points from reflections so that everyone can refer to and learn from one 
another. MC VM can also consider looking at individualised needs of the RVPs and SPs to better 
support them.  
 
h. VM Training 
 
The next MC VM can consider collaborating with Youth Corps on potential workshops with content 
that would assist the VMs. Youth Corps has highlighted the Volunteer Coordinator Track where 
attendees would learn more about management of volunteers, volunteer bonding and retention. 
Invitations can be sent to the Youth Corps to discuss and seek help if workshops are required to be 
tailored to meet the needs of CSC. 
 
 
Reported by:  
Lai Wei Xuan (Ms.)  
Volunteer Management Director  
18th Management Committee  
NUS Students’ Community Service Club  
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
 
Goh Mei Qi (Ms.)  
Deputy Volunteer Management Director  
18th Management Committee  
NUS Students’ Community Service Club  
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union  

PUBLICATIONS AND PUBLICITY CELL 
AY19/20 

 
The Publications and Publicity Cell aims to raise awareness for NUS CSC and manage all 
publications and publicity initiatives of the club for our volunteers. 
 

1. OBJECTIVES 
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a. To raise general awareness of the club and promote volunteerism within the NUS 

student population; 

 
b. To manage the club’s online and offline publicity platforms which includes updating 

and maintaining the club’s website and social media platforms; 

 
c. To assist in all the publicity and creative initiatives of Publicity teams within each 

Regular Volunteering Programme (RVP), Special Project (SP) and LEAP Project. 

 
d. Liaising with internal stakeholders in NUS (i.e. NUSSU Communications Cell). 

 
2. OVERVIEW 

 
a. Maintenance of Telegram Channel (t.me/nuscsc) 

 
1. We maintained a telegram channel to publicise CSC’s events and reach out to 

interested volunteers. Given that Telegram is a common texting application, it 

is an effective outreach platform as subscribers will immediately be notified 

whenever an event is posted on the channel. 

 
2. We achieved a 53% increase in the number of subscribers this academic year 

and the figure is currently standing at 2,048 subscribers as of 4 September 

2020.  

 
b. Maintenance of Facebook Page (@nuscsc) 

 
1. The Facebook page was constantly updated with announcements, photos, 

videos and posters promoting CSC’s internal events, as well as opportunities 

from external organisations. This is the only channel in which we post all 

materials created, and these include the monthly event list and greeting posts 

which are not uploaded onto other platforms. 

 
2. The page has occasional ‘likes’ and the figure is currently standing at 4,712 

likes and 4,860 follows as of 4 September 2020. 

  
 

c. Maintenance of Instagram Account (@nuscsc) 

 
1. The Instagram account was periodically updated to showcase our different 

RVPs and SPs. This academic year, we decided against the publicity of 

volunteer recruitment on the main page since links cannot be embedded in 
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posts. Instead, we encouraged the promotion of RVPs and SPs through project 

highlights and Hearts in Motion Instagram stories. 

 
2. To resolve Instagram’s limitation of having only one embedded link which was 

previously the profile of CSC’s page, Linktree was used to consolidate multiple 

links, which includes the various social media platforms of CSC, monthly 

volunteering opportunities as well as committee recruitments. 

 
3. Instagram stories were used to provide live updates of events and to feature 

volunteer recruitment posters. Certain stories were stored as highlights to 

provide followers who missed out the live update a glimpse of what various 

events covered looked like. 

 
4. We continued to monitor the insights on how effective each post is. The 

account had a 51% increase in followers this academic year and the follower 

count is standing at 1,652 as of 4 September 2020. 

 
d. Maintenance of YouTube Channel (NUSCSC Publications and Publicity) 

 
1. The YouTube Channel was mainly used for the archival of CSC related videos 

such as videos/collage created by the MC Publicity team for welfare events. 

 
2. Videos were made for various welfare events such as CSC Birthday 

Celebration and Volunteer Appreciation Dinner. These videos were made as 

a form of appreciation to volunteers for their dedication to CSC. 

 
3. Videos uploaded were unlisted as they were created to be less solemn and 

with more of a personal touch to generate fun, joy and laughter during the 

event itself. 

 
e. Overhaul of Website 

 
1. The home page of the old CSC website was regularly updated up to January 

2020 before the development of the new website officially began. It was 

updated with announcement and volunteer recruitment for CSC’s RVPs, SPs 

and LEAP Projects. 

 
2. As the blogroll format of the old website was deemed to be outdated and not 

mobile-friendly, a new website was required to cater to the trend of website 

visitors migrating towards the mobile end. 
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3. Google Analytics was set up by an external team inclusive of 16MC Publicity: 

Li Jin, so as to track the website performance and visitor count. The website 

was also updated with google tags for SEO. 

 
f. Design and Publication of Love Tuner 

 
1. This academic year, we continued the opt-in campaign in accordance to a vote 

by the Management Committee. This is an attempt to reduce unnecessary 

waste and promote environmental friendliness as previous attempts of blanket 

coverage for all printing resulted in excessive copies of Love Tuner. Hence, 

volunteers will only receive a hard copy of Love Tuner only if they indicated 

interest for it. 

 
2. The soft copy is made publicly available for all on the CSC Website. Eventually 

X copies of Love Tuner were printed in August 2020. 

 
g. Event Coverage 

 
1. Media coverage of all CSC events over the academic year was done. Photos 

and videos by the MC Publicity Team were uploaded and archived in Facebook 

and/or YouTube. 

 
h. Preparation for NUSSU Day, Open Day, Student Life Fair and RVP Outreach 

 
The MC Publicity members were allocated to Open Day, Student Life Fair and 
RVP Outreach. The Management Committee was also split into 3 teams to prepare 
for the above events. Conventionally, booths were set up to promote CSC to new 
and existing NUS students. Activities were also organized as an attempt to attract 
crowds to our booths. The CSC Inserts, which gives an overview of CSC’s Mission, 

structure and programmes were also printed frequently and stored for usage 
during general CSC events (i.e. RVP Outreach) and distributed to students and 
visitors during school wide events (i.e. Open Day). 
 
Unfortunately, due to COVID-19, NUSSU Day was cancelled with the other 3 
events being converted to online events. 
 
1. Open Day 

 
A 30-minute-long Instagram Live on the NUSSU Student Life Account was 
allocated to CSC. We went through a brief introduction to CSC’s structure, 
programmes and interviewed volunteers’ thoughts and experience. There was 
an average of 24 viewers throughout, which is the average for most other clubs 
too. 
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2. Student Life Fair (SLF) 

 
a. A new telegram channel was created to disseminate information to 

interested students with Q&As conducted in Zoom breakout rooms or 

Instagram Direct Messaging. 

 
b. The CSC Insert was revamped by the SLF team and made publicly 

available on the website and CSC SLF Telegram Channel. 

 
c. A short CSC video was made by the SLF team and featured on the SLF 

and CSC website along with CSC SLF Telegram Channel. 

 
3. RVP Outreach 

 
a. Publicity Cell also provided support for the RVP Outreach, both as a 

member of the outreach committee as well as as a publicity member of the 

main committee. The outreach is meant to recruit freshmen into the club, 

as well as spread awareness about CSC. 

 
b. Publicity support includes telegram posts, as well as NUSSU blasts to 

spread awareness about the outreach programme to the school.  
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3. DEVELOPMENTS 

 
a. Post Scheduling on Facebook and Telegram 

 
Instead of sharing a document with publicity teams across RVPs, SPs and LEAP 
Projects, posts were scheduled on a Google sheet that colour codes Facebook, 
Telegram and Instagram. This effectively prevented posting clashes.  
 

b. Publicity Package 

 
The publicity induction package was updated with more accurate information as 
well as various taglines with white fonts to enable ease of shirt printing. A summary 
document was sent out to the projects for easy reference. 
 

c. Hearts in Motion 

 
Hearts in Motion, an initiative started by the Volunteer Management cell was 
adopted by the MC Publicity Team in the form of Instagram Stories. The stories 
serve to acknowledge and reinforce the efforts of the volunteers and the reflection 
culture respectively. It serves the additional purpose of increasing RVP exposure 
and what they do. 
 

d. Love Tuner AY19/20 

 
In this academic year’s edition, the MC Publicity team hope to maintain the 
aesthetics upheld by the previous edition. We focused mainly on the themes of the 
programmes and projects in the designing process. In hopes of refreshing the 
format of Love Tuner, we included a fun facts section.  
 
We stuck to the conventional magazine format as we believe it to be the most 
functional as a record of memories. Planners and other formats were explored but 
the cost outweighed the usefulness with it being of auxiliary function.  
 

e. Archival of Love Tuner 

 
We continued to update soft copies of Love Tuner on our website. 

 
f. Bridging the Gap between MC and various Publicity Teams 

 
Whatsapp or Telegram groups were created with individual projects for more 
efficient communication. This was especially relevant under COVID-19 
circumstances where projects underwent rapid changes in programmes and thus 
needed urgent publicity. 
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g. CSC Shirt 

 
A CSC T-Shirt Design Competition was held with a prize money of $50. A vote 
was conducted amongst the Management Committee to shortlist 5 finalist designs. 
The winning design was the majority vote amongst Committee Members of Special 
Projects and Regular Volunteering Programmes from the last two academic years. 
 
The description of the design is as such “The 3 logos hand-drawn on the back are 
what I feel represents CSC: a home for both volunteers & beneficiaries to bloom 
by supporting and encouraging each other :)”. 
 
After the competition concluded, help was sought from Business Cell who sourced 
for T-Shirt Sponsors, ultimately culminating in the new CSC Shirt. 

 
h. CSC Website 

 
From Google Analytics, a large proportion of website visitors were using mobile 
devices. Our previous website template was not adapted for mobile usage with 
many abandoned peripheral plugins. Hence, the website was overhauled using a 
customised online template. Information was collected from Love Tuner with 
additional details requested subsequently. The website came timely as we shifted 
both the SLF and RVP Outreach online. Further upgrades can and should be made 
to ensure website relevance as it is the first thing that shows up on our Google 
searches. 

 
i. CSC Slides 

 
The design of the CSC Slides template was similarly outdated, and the Publicity 
Team revised it with guidance from the Presidential Cell. 

 
j. Posters for CSC Volunteer Welfare Events 

 
Creation of posters for CSC’s Volunteer Welfare Events were mostly taken over 
by the MC Publicity Team this academic year. As the biggest welfare event, 
Volunteer Appreciation Week was converted to Volunteer Appreciation Day this 
academic year, we conducted extra publicity by blasting the poster twice with a 2 
weeks interval through various CSC channels as well as internal dissemination. 

 
k. Certificates for Colours Award 2019 

 
The design of the Certificates for Colours Award was outdated as well, and the 
Publicity Team revised it to bear semblance to the Certificates given for Special 
Projects, albeit with embellishments to emphasise the award. 
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l. New CSC Camera 

 
To improve the image quality of pictures taken during our events and provide more 
media coverage, a new CSC Camera was authorized and acquired. This opened 
the doors for more people to join the publicity cell without necessarily owning 
personal cameras. It was popularly utilized in various projects. 
 

m. RVP Flyer 

 
Primarily for RVP Outreach, a flyer detailing the essential information for all RVPs 
was done up and uploaded online. This provides a more comprehensive view of 
what our RVPs have to offer as compared to the CSC Flyer. 
 

n. Motivational Cards 

 
We came up with 5 designs for motivational cards and printed 20 copies of each. 
The cards can be used for goodie bags/ CSC Boost in late 2020 and serves as a 
form of promotional merchandise. 

 
Press F to pay respects 

4. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

a. Promotional Video 

A corporate video can be explored for future publicity cells by engaging an 
external vendor. Future publicity cells can think about what they want to use 
the corporate videos for (eg pitching to business sponsors, or introducing CSC 
to new volunteers etc) and discuss with treasury, business and president cell 
members on the video.  

b. Instagram Posting Timeline for actual posts 

Due to other commitments, we did not utilise Instagram much apart from 
publicising certain events and Hearts in Motion on Instagram stories. A clear 
timeline for actual Instagram post contents can be decided at the start of the 
academic year to create more content for Instagram. This is especially since it 
is a frequently used social media platform for university students. 

c. Telegram Bots 

Future publicity cells can consider utilising telegram bots or other means to 
engage their audience. This can prove to be useful in terms of gauging 
audience response rates, which can be parallelled to how often the audience 
clicks on our signup links whenever we post volunteering opportunities. This 
can also help to reduce the number of our audiences who muted the telegram 
channel.  

d. Website SEO 
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Google analytics has been set up to monitor and analyse flow of web traffic. 
More can be done to optimise the searchability of the website. 

e. Website UI upgrades WWe 

 
i. Bootstrap  

The current website format uses the classic trio of HTML, CSS & 
Javascript. However, this causes the formatting to be jumbled up and 
there are a lot of custom formatting. Bootstrap can be explored to 
standardise this and making it easier to make website edits. 

 
 
 
 
Reported by 
 
Chee Zhong Quan (Mr.)  
Publications and Publicity Director  
18th Management Committee  
NUS Students’ Community Service Club  
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
 
Gwenice Gwee Rou Hui (Ms.)  
Deputy Publications and Publicity Director  
18th Management Committee  
NUS Students’ Community Service Club  
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union  
 
Brendan Tan Yan Shen (Mr.)  
Deputy Publications and Publicity Director  
18th Management Committee  
NUS Students’ Community Service Club  
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union  
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HAVENUE AY19/20 
 
Havenue aims to provide emotional support for HCA patients with life – limiting illnesses. Through 
weekly visits to the homes of our beneficiaries, we befriend them and serve as their companions.  
 

OBJECTIVES 
 

a. Together with our partner organization, HCA Hospice, Havenue aims to build 
meaningful friendships between our volunteers and beneficiaries through the 
weekly visitations to their homes 

b. Havenue also aims to help bridge the generation gap between our volunteers and 
beneficiaries, and help prevent senior isolation 

 
VOLUNTEERS 

 
c. Committee Members  

 
Chairperson (External/Internal)  Tan Xuan Wee 
Vice-Chairperson    Tan Chee Kiat Benedict 
Secretary/Treasurer    Denise Soh Jing Yi 
Programmes Head    Sabrina Yap Gan Lin 
Publicity Head    Lim Zhu Er Joey 
Volunteer Management Head  Ng Jun Yuan 
                  
d. Volunteers (as of 31 July 2020) 

 
Average number of volunteers: 3 volunteers 

 

Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: 4 volunteers (exclude Main comm) 

Volunteers with more than 75% attendance: 1 volunteer (exclude Main comm) 
 

PROGRAMME OVERVIEW 
 

e. Regular Visits: 42 visits 
f. Special Events1: 1 (2 cancelled due to pandemic) 

 

Description of event No. of 
beneficiaries 
and volunteers 

 
1 Only include special events planned solely by the RVP. Events not planned but only assisted by the RVP volunteers should 

not be included here. However, events planned by RVP and sponsored by companies will be included.  
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Havenue Christmas Party 2019 
 
Held on 27 December 2019 from 12pm to 4pm at Kwong Wai Shiu Hospital 
 
We celebrated Christmas with the beneficiaries at HCA Hospice through 
simple activities like bingo, card making and a karaoke session 
 

29 beneficiaries  
 
35 NUS 
volunteers 

 
 

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (AS OF 31 JULY 2020) 
 

Total Amount Allocated $626.00 

Total Sponsored Amount $500.00 

Total Amount Spent $664.38 

  

Breakdown of expenses 

Mini Celebrations: Christmas $13.70 

Special Event: HCA Christmas Party $564.88 

Mini Celebrations: Hari Raya/ Deep. / CNY $10.80 

Hospital Visit $15.00 

Volunteer Appreciation (Sem 1) $60.00 

 
PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS2  
g. A second volunteer bonding session during the second semester of AY1920 

 
h. Appreciation lunch with each beneficiaries 

 
SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS  
i. Volunteer retention is the main issue faced by our RVP, and this is further 

aggravated by having a separate pool of volunteers as we visit our beneficiaries in 
different locations. Future committee could consider visiting beneficiaries in the 
same location 
 

j. To enhance the activities carried out weekly during visitation instead of the regular 
activities (e.g. Mahjong, Grocery Shopping) as exposure to different activities 
engages the elderly’s mind more 

 
 
 

 
2 Only include new initiatives and new collaborations of the year during your term. If previous term has that collaboration 

and during your term, the collaboration continued but on greater scale or on a different matter, do include too.  
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Reported by: 
 
Tan Xuan Wee (Mr.) & Tan Chee Kiat Benedict (Mr.) 
Chairperson & Vice-Chairperson 
Havenue Committee AY19/20 
NUS Students’ Community Service Club 
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
Part of the NUS Volunteer Network  
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Touching the Hearts of Elderly Seniors (T.H.E.S) AY19/20 
 
We are a regular volunteering programme that provides opportunities for volunteers to befriend 
elderly who live in one-room rental flats in Geylang Bahru. It is a joint project between NUS Students’ 
Community Service Club (CSC) and TOUCH Community Services (TCS). 
 

OBJECTIVES 
 

a. To create memories and moments (eg, birthday celebration with elderly, major 
outing, special event celebrations)  

b. Help with  household  chores (eg, sweeping, mopping - because our elderly are too 
frail to do it on their own) 

c. Empowering lives (eg, some ways we empowered our eldelry are teaching them 
how to use mobile phone, getting our elderly to teach us Cantonese) 

d. Support and companionship (eg, they live alone, some are too frail to get out of 
their  houses to participate in activities etc etc, thus, we will do house visit weekly 
to keep them accompany on Saturday mornings)  
 

VOLUNTEERS 
 

e. Committee Members  
Chairperson (External)               Sim Shirong 
Chairperson (Internal)                                       Han EnQi 
Treasurer                 Yeo Jun Kang Jason 
Programmes Head 1                Chelsea Sim Wee Shan 
Programmes Head 2                              Lee Xinyi 
Publicity Head                Calista Chan 
Volunteer Management Head              Claudia Chong 
Volunteer Welfare Head               Siau Wei Hong 
Marketing Head                Yeo Jun Kang Jason 
                                   
f. Volunteers (as of 31 July 2020) 

 
Average number of volunteers: 11 

Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: 5 

Volunteers with more than 75% attendance: 1 
PROGRAMME OVERVIEW 

 
g. Regular Visits:  26 
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h. Special Events3: 1 
 

Description of event No. of beneficiaries and volunteers 

Major Outing 1 
Held on 27/12/2019 from 10.30am to 1.30pm 
  
Major Outing 1 is an outdoor large scale event which brings our elderly to 
Labrador Park Berlayer Shade.. It is themed “Back to the Past” and is 
coupled with some Christmas celebrations. 

60 beneficiaries  
60 Volunteers  

Regular Visits -  Chinese New Year Celebration 
Held on 08/02/2019 from 10.30am to 12.30pm  
 
We engaged elderly in a Lo Hei tossing session and handicraft which 
allowed them to DIY their own paper lanterns  that can be hung in their 
homes. 

6 beneficiaries  
11 volunteers  

Regular Visits -  Christmas  Celebration   
Held on 21/12/2019 from 10.30am to 12.30pm  
 
Elderly are engaged in handicraft sessions where they decorate their 
Christmas characters using wooden clips and string them up using a raffia 
string to be hung or pasted on the door or wall. 

6 beneficiaries  
14 volunteers  

 
 

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
 

Total Amount Allocated $2,285 

Total Amount Spent $1,021.76 

  

Breakdown of expenses 

Major Outing 01 $866.15 

Elderly Birthday Celebrations $15.40 

Volunteer Appreciation (Semester 1) $52.45 

Chinese New Year Celebration $68.50 

Empowerment Fund (Board Games for Regular Visits) $10.80 

Winter Solstice $8.46 

 
PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS4  

 
3 Only include special events planned solely by the RVP. Events not planned but only assisted by the RVP volunteers should 

not be included here. However, events planned by RVP and sponsored by companies will be included.  
4 Only include new initiatives and new collaborations of the year during your term. If previous term has that collaboration 

and during your term, the collaboration continued but on greater scale or on a different matter, do include too.  
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i. Development 1: Themed Visits 
We have been arranging our schedule such that celebrations could be held with the individual 
houses during festive occasions. We would propose activities such as handicraft which could engage 
both the volunteers and elderly. For example, we have paper lanterns making ad mouse decor 
during CNY, and christmas character hanging decor during Christmas. These handicraft are highly 
recommended as they are able to be stored or hung in the house and serve as a tangible memory 
with THES.  
 

j. Development 2: Board Games for Regular Visits 
This idea was mooted based on the feedback of volunteers that on some weekends, volunteers would 
run dry of ideas to converse with eldery and hence end up sitting in silence with the elderly at home 
until the regular session ends. Hence, we felt that playtime would be an excellent platform to promote 
conversion and greater interaction. Concurrently, it will also hone the elderly’ motor and cognitive 
skills. It was originally planned that volunteers can indicate their request for a board game for that 
particular week beforehand but this plan has not been executed due to the COVID-19 situation. 
Nevertheless, we feel that this is a very feasible development and can be continued when regular 
visits resume.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS  
k. Suggestion 1 

 
THES can collaborate more with TOUCH staff to organise more frequent ad-hoc events. For 
example, the idea of just a small event involving some of the regular mobile elderly to bring them 
around their neighborhood and conduct games was brought up. We could go beyond just the 
regular scale events that we usually have and cater to more elderly with smaller events for deeper 
personal interactions. 

l. Suggestion 2 
We could aim to empower the elderly more by first finding out their interests and strengths and 
then think of small activities that allow elderly to impart these relevant skills to the volunteers. Such 
could include language, singing, cooking, etc. Due to the COVID-19 situation, we could not execute 
the plan of resuming Cantonese classes by Mdm Cheong. 
 
 
Reported by: 
 
Sim Shirong (Ms.) & Han EnQi (Ms.) 
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External Chairperson & Internal Chairperson 
THES AY19/20 
NUS Students’ Community Service Club 
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
Part of the NUS Volunteer Network  
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L’derly Befrienders AY19/20 
 
At L-derly Befrienders, we coordinate with Thong Kheng Seniors’ Activity Centre (Queenstown) to 
provide welfare for the elderly living in the one-room rental flats situated at Jalan Bukit Merah. 

OBJECTIVES 
 

a. To befriend the elderly and help them out with regular household chores along 
with other tasks within our means 

b. To empower our elderly to be more social and make friends with their fellow 
residents so that they will be happy. 

VOLUNTEERS 
 

c. Committee Members   
 
Chairperson (External/Internal)  Emmanuel Ho 
Vice-Chairperson                 Ang Yinn Leong 
Treasurer                  Thanoosh Ravi 
Programmes Head                 Benjamin Ho Li Hui 
Publicity Head    Bryan Lo Xze Han 
Volunteer Management Head  Li Jingcheng 
Volunteer Welfare Head                Tan Li Jin 
 
                                   
d. Volunteers (as of 31 July 2020) 

 
Average number of volunteers: 9.26 
Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: 7 
Volunteers with more than 75% attendance: 1 

 
PROGRAMME OVERVIEW 

 
e. Regular Visits: Visits were done from 1 August 2019 t to 7 February 2020 , every 

Saturday. Visits (and Special Events) were halted due to the COVID-19 pandemic. 
 

f. Special Events5: 3 
 

 
5 Only include special events planned solely by the RVP. Events not planned but only assisted by the RVP volunteers should 

not be included here. However, events planned by RVP and sponsored by companies will be included.  
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Description of event No. of 
beneficiaries 
and volunteers 

Mid Autumn Festival 
Organised and conducted a mini celebration in tandem with our partner 
organisation, Thong Kheng Senior Activity Center @Jalan Bukit Merah to 
celebrate the Mid Autumn festive season with our own LB Elderly and the 
elderly folks at the SAC. 
 
Held on 14/09/2019 from 8.30am to 1pm. 
 

16 NUS 
Volunteers 
84 Elderly 

LB Christmas Celebrations 
Organised and conducted a mini celebration in tandem with our partner 
organisation, Thong Kheng Senior Activity Center @Jalan Bukit Merah to 
celebrate the Christmas festive season with our own LB Elderly and the 
elderly folks at the SAC. 
 
Held on 14/12/2019 from 9am - 12.30pm. 
 

30 NUS 
Volunteers 
1 Non NUS 
Volunteer 
70 Elderly  
 

LB Chinese New Year Celebrations 
Organised and conducted a mini celebration in tandem with our partner 
organisation, Thong Kheng Senior Activity Center @Jalan Bukit Merah to 
celebrate the Chinese New Year festive season with our own LB Elderly and 
the elderly folks at the SAC. 
 
Held on 01/02/2020 from 9am - 12.30pm. 
 

34 NUS 
Volunteers 
70 Elderly 

 

 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

 

Total Amount Allocated $1,365.00 + $660.00 (sponsored vouchers 
brought over from AY 2018/2019) 

Total Amount Spent $462.51 + $660 (as above) 

Total Amount Left $902.49 

Breakdown of expenses 

Mid-Autumn Festival Celebrations $123.81 + $660.00 

Christmas Celebrations $140.00 

Chinese New Year Celebrations $140.00 

Volunteer Appreciation Sem 1 $58.70 
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Volunteer Appreciation Sem 2  + Regular Visits 
+ Major Outing + 2021 Outreach +  
Welcome Tea 

$0.00 
(Regular Visits and Special Events stopped in 
February/March 2020. If not for that, I 
estimate that we would only have had $26.3 
left after deducting everything on the left).  

 
PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS6   
g. Inviting NUS Performing Arts Groups 

During our events we invited a group to perform for us during the Christmas 
celebrations. The elderly enjoyed the performances and we highly recommend that 
this is being done again in future 

 
h. Conducting of a Major Outing 

This was meant to be our largest event with the bulk of our budget allocated to this 
event. With the COVID situation we were unable to carry out this event. We  fell 
short on our goal to host 4 major activities for the elderly which would have served 
to better integrate the elderly into society with the greater interaction provided 
with the youth. Furthermore, without the visits we were unable to watch out for 
the elderly as much as we had hoped. This has greatly impacted the elderly who 
may require more assistance.  

 
SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS   
 

i. Use of performances 
 
 During our events we invited a group to perform for us during the Christmas 

celebrations. The elderly enjoyed the performances and we highly recommend that 
this is being done again in future 

 
 

ii. Relying less on goodie bags and more money to be spend on the event itself. 
During our mid autumn celebration we opted for goodie bags. However, we felt 
that the items in the goodie bags were not beneficial to the beneficiaries. We felt 
that the money could have been better spent. Subsequently in other events we did 
not provide goodie bags. Instead we provided participants with items they could 
bring back such as christmas caps. As such we would suggest future batches think 
carefully how they would like to utilise their funds so as to maximise the benefit to 
beneficiaries.  

 

 
6 Only include new initiatives and new collaborations of the year during your term. If previous term has that collaboration 

and during your term, the collaboration continued but on greater scale or on a different matter, do include too.  
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iii. More frequent occasions of outreach throughout the semester period as 

compared to only once or twice during the Annual RVP outreach. 
 
 It is a good idea to outreach to more potential student volunteers during the 

semester besides the annual RVP outreach at the start of the Academic Year. Due to 
our lesser focus on outreach activities during our candidature in AY18/19, LB does 
face a low volunteer count at certain periods especially during holiday seasons 
where most of our regular volunteers have holiday commitments and are unable to 
attend. There are also instances where students were actually interested in trying 
out for regular volunteering programmes but are unsure of the process or might 
have thought that RVPs only recruit during the start of the Academic Year, and end 
up not applying which is a waste. Thus, it will be good if the new LB Committee can 
look towards an outreach through NUSSU Blast once every 2-3 months to recruit 
new volunteers. 

 
iv. Having 2 pools of volunteers; one for regular, the other for ad-hoc 

 
This proved effective in allowing us to recruit volunteers for our events. There  were 
many who are unable to commit for a long term period. Hence having a separate 
pool of volunteers which you can tap into is beneficial.  
 
In order to achieve this we added a new group of volunteers whom we had 
recruited at the start of the year. We added them to a Whatsapp group and only 
those who came for weekly visits were added to the regular volunteers chat. 
However, we did not leave out those who were not coming for weekly visits, we 
subsequently reached out to them when we had events and this proved helpful 
when we were facing shortfalls. A similar tactic can be done to recruit more 
volunteers.  
 

v. More focus towards the enforcement of Committee attendance as a whole would 
be good. 

 
 
 
Reported by: 
 
Mr Emmanuel Ho 
Chairperson 
Mr Thanoosh Ravi 
Treasurer  
L’derly Befrienders AY19/20 
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NUS Students’ Community Service Club 
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
Part of the NUS Volunteer Network  
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TEACH! AY19/20 
 
TEACH! is a regular volunteering program under NUS’s Student’s Community Service Club. TEACH! is 
made up of a group of passionate volunteers who partners with Chen Su Lan Methodist Children’s 
Home to provide weekly mentoring sessions for the children. 
 

OBJECTIVES 
 

a. To plan and provide academic programs and interactive activities for the 
beneficiaries, with the aim of bringing companionship and joy to them 

b. To provide a safe, fun and engaging environment for the volunteers to learn 
through serving.  

 
VOLUNTEERS 

 
c. Committee Members  

 

Chairperson (External) Ong Siyun 

Chairperson (Internal)  Lee Meng Hwee Jerome 

Secretary  Darren Pay Jing Heng 

Programmes Pwee Zheng Qing Joy 

Programmes Lee Jing Yi 

Volunteer Welfare Head Jade Tan Jie Heng 

 
                                   

d. Volunteers (as of 31 July 2020)  
 
Total: 29 
 
Average number of volunteers: 15.7 
 

Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: 22 

 

Volunteers with more than 75% attendance: 15 
 

 
PROGRAMME OVERVIEW 

 
e. Regular Visits: 21 Regular Visits 
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f. Special Events7: 1 Special Event 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

 

Total Amount Allocated $1080 

Total Amount Spent $291.45 (+$69.75 unclaimed) 

  

Breakdown of expenses 

Outreach & Welcome Tea $45 

Bicentennial Experience (Special Event) $200 

 
PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS8  
g. Bonding Activities for volunteers 

- To celebrate a year of hard work by organizing some bonding activities 
- Planned activities: Ice Skating, Picnic + Kite Flying @ Marina Barrage 
- (However, with the Covid-19 Situation, most of the planned outings were 

cancelled)  
 

h. ‘Woke’ sessions for volunteers 
- To engage volunteers in deeper and more meaningful conversations around 

social issues such as Inequality, Balancing of Passion, Commitment Vs Career 
Options 

- We feel that a better way to engage our volunteers would be through 
meaningful conversations on social issues. As we are volunteering in the youth 
sector, we can discuss issues pertaining to social mobility, inequality. This will 
allow volunteers to have a more holistic volunteering experience. Through 
these sessions, volunteers will be reminded of the social divide/inequality that 
is present in our society and will be more committed/motivated to their cause 
of community work. 
 

i. ‘Mini Lessons’ for volunteers 
- Similar to the ‘Woke’ sessions, we can explore the possibility of having zoom 

sessions for volunteers on weekends or school break where we can engage a 
leader from CSC or other RVPs to share about their experiences and tips on 
volunteering 

- We can also try to engage experts in community work (E.g. Social work 
Professors) to give volunteers more insights on community work 

 

 
7 Only include special events planned solely by the RVP. Events not planned but only assisted by the RVP volunteers should 

not be included here. However, events planned by RVP and sponsored by companies will be included.  
8 Only include new initiatives and new collaborations of the year during your term. If previous term has that collaboration 

and during your term, the collaboration continued but on greater scale or on a different matter, do include too.  
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j. June Holidays Activities for the Beneficiaries 
- To find out what are some activities that the beneficiaries might be interested 

in and seek consent from the organization for us to conduct these activities 
- Eg of activities: Paintball, Movies   

 
SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS  
 
k. To have more engaging/interesting ways to bond the volunteers on a weekly basis 

to keep retain volunteers 
 

l. To have more targeted reflections and have more feedback sessions from the 
organization and the volunteers to see how the program can be 
changed/improved. 

m. To implement the ‘Woke’ sessions & ‘Mini-lessons’ to better engage the 
volunteers. These sessions can also help volunteers to understand more about the 
social landscape in Singapore and be more committed in their cause of 
volunteerism.  

Reported by: 
 
Ms Ong Siyun & Mr Jerome Lee 
Chairperson (External/Internal) 
TEACH! AY19/20 
NUS Students’ Community Service Club 
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 

DAYSPRING AY19/20 
 
Dayspring works with HCSA Dayspring Residential Treatment Centre (RTC) to bring hope and healing 
for teenaged girls who have been through trauma and abuse by providing a supportive and 
nurturing environment with volunteers conducted regular weekly visits as well as special outings. 
 

OBJECTIVES 
 

a. To tutor and befriend girls who have been through physical, sexual or emotional 
abuse 

b. To provide a platform for volunteers to forge new friendships   
 

VOLUNTEERS 
 

c. Committee Members  
 
Chairperson (External/Internal)  Tay Wee Shing Kervin 
Vice-Chairperson                  Weing Kyi Phyu Thant 
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Secretary                   Low Xue Ying 
Treasurer                   Shannon Pei 
Programmes Head                  Phua Jun Wei 
Publicity Head    Nyeo Yi Lei Eilace 
Volunteer Management Head  Javen Tan Chun Quan 
Volunteer Welfare Head                Phua Jun Wei 
Marketing Heads                 Shannon Pei, Low Xue Ying 
                                   
d. Volunteers (as of 31 July 2020) 

Average number of volunteers: 5.97 
 
Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: 1  
 
Volunteers with more than 75% attendance:  0  
 
PROGRAMME OVERVIEW 

 
e. Regular Visits: 34 
f. Special Events9: 2 

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
 

Total Amount Allocated $921 

Total Amount Spent $538.80 

  

Breakdown of expenses 

Regular Volunteering $83.75 

December School Holiday Outing $250 

Volunteer Appreciation (Sem 1) $63 

Volunteer Appreciation (Sem 2) $62.05 

CNY Celebrations $80 

 
 

PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS10  
g. Development 1  

To explore new ways to conduct more meetups with the girls. Due to Covid, it was impossible for us 
to meet face to face. Additionally, Dayspring was rather against us conducting online meetings as 

 
9 Only include special events planned solely by the RVP. Events not planned but only assisted by the RVP volunteers should 

not be included here. However, events planned by RVP and sponsored by companies will be included.  
10 Only include new initiatives and new collaborations of the year during your term. If previous term has that collaboration 

and during your term, the collaboration continued but on greater scale or on a different matter, do include too.  
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they are strict about the girls’ ‘computer time’. Hence, we should try to persuade/ negotiate more 
with the Dayspring personnel to allow us to have online meet-ups.  
 
 

 
 
SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS  
h. Suggestion 1 

To source for various online education games that we can play with the girls. This is because 
previously, Dayspring felt that Scribble was not educational. Hence, we need to plan out various 
alternatives and let them consider. This way, we would have back-up activities for the next 
semester.  

i. Suggestion 2 
To get an understanding with Dayspring on the number of girls who would be coming down for the 
weekly session. The numbers have been dwindling and online meetings would not help with the 
situation. We need to establish with Dayspring as to exactly what kind of help they would need from 
us. This would also help to boost the attendance rate since the attendance rate was low. This is due 
to a limited number of volunteers who can attend each session to balance out the small number of 
beneficiaries.  
 
Reported by: 
 
Tay Wee Shing Kervin & Weing Kyi Phyu Thant 
Chairperson & Vice-Chairperson 
Dayspring AY19/20 
NUS Students’ Community Service Club 
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
Part of the NUS Volunteer Network  
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Community Youth Sparks AY19/20 
 
CYS is an academic tutoring programme that works with youth from SHINE. We aim to motivate the 
youths to achieve their academic potential, inculcate good study habits and to build confidence in 
themselves. 
 

OBJECTIVES 
 

a. To achieve realistic improvements in their academic results 
b. To act as a role model for them and to guide them towards their set goals 

 
VOLUNTEERS 

 
c. Committee Members  

 
Chairperson (External/Internal)  Goh Chi Min 
Vice-Chairperson                 Natalie Soh Yan Yi 
Treasurer                  Natalie Soh Yan Yi 
Publicity Head    Lim Xiao Zhen 
Volunteer Management Head  Cheong Swee Siong 
Volunteer Welfare Head                Lim Xiao Zhen 
 
d. Volunteers (as of 31 July 2020) 

 
Average number of volunteers: 18  
Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: 19  
Volunteers with more than 75% attendance: 9  

 
PROGRAMME OVERVIEW 

 
e. Regular Visits: 

 

f. Special Events11:  We organised a movie outing with the youths after their end of 
year exams. This was done to encourage them for the hard work they had put in, 
preparing for the exams. We also wanted this to be an opportunity for the 
volunteers to further bond with the youths outside of the academic setting. The 
event was a success and the students enjoyed the movie and snacks. SHINE was 
also very satisfied with the event and expressed interest to do it again in the 
future. 

 

 
11 Only include special events planned solely by the RVP. Events not planned but only assisted by the RVP volunteers should 

not be included here. However, events planned by RVP and sponsored by companies will be included.  
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

 

Total Amount Allocated $645  

Total Amount Spent $219.70 

  

Breakdown of expenses 

Volunteer Appreciation Sem 1  $90 

Movie Outing  $220 

Post Exam Party December 129.70 

 
PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS12   
g. Improved snacks for their study breaks. During the 2 hours of study, the students 

are given a 10 minutes break to head to the pantry for some refreshments. We 
noticed that the centre often only provides cereal with milk. The committee 
wanted to increase the variety of snacks provided, as it would be an added 
incentive to work hard. We discussed it with SHINE and they were keen to have 
some volunteers prepare different food for certain weeks.  

 
h. Due to the success of the movie outing, we feel that more volunteer and 

beneficiary activities can be explored. Besides the movie outing, activities such as 
games day could be organised during the holidays where the volunteers and the 
students could have fun playing board games. Refreshments/lunch can also be 
provided to further incentivise the students to return to the center. 

 
SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS   
 
i. Since the volunteers are acting as mentors to the students, it is very important for 

there to be a relationship of trust and understanding. We hope that the next 
committee will continue to work at improving this relationship and to create 
opportunities for closer interactions. 
 

j. As CSC often holds different workshops and provides monetary support, we also 
hope that the next committee would explore the different ways that they can use 
the available resources for the betterment of CYS.  

 
Reported by: 
 
Goh Chi Min & Natalie Soh Yan Yi 

 
12 Only include new initiatives and new collaborations of the year during your term. If previous term has that collaboration 

and during your term, the collaboration continued but on greater scale or on a different matter, do include too.  
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Chairperson & Vice-Chairperson 
Clementi Youth Sparks (CYS) AY19/20 
NUS Students’ Community Service Club 
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
Part of the NUS Volunteer Network  
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YISHUN READING ODYSSEY AY19/20 
 

Yishun Reading Odyssey is a weekly programme that aims to build interest and confidence in 

reading. Our beneficiaries are primary school children from K2 to P3 who have reading 

difficulties. Each of them is paired with a volunteer teacher, where activities ranging from 1-to-1 

guided reading to group storytelling enable them to develop a better appreciation of reading. In 

addition, cognitive games are played at every session. Either played individually or in pairs, these 

games boost their memory work and foster teamwork while being encouraged to never give up!  

 
OBJECTIVES 

 
a. Build beneficiaries’ interest and confidence in reading. 
b. Equip the children with strategies to deal with their emotional needs. 
c. Use stories to help the beneficiaries to think of the wider world.  

 
 

VOLUNTEERS 
 

d. Committee Members 
 
Chairperson, Business    Justin Teoh Tze How 
Vice-Chairperson, Treasurer                  Low Xin Yi 
Secretary, Programmes                  Felicia Tay Wan Yee 
Programmes Head     Ayodya Indeevari Rathnayaka 
Publicity Head, Programmes   Thang Hui Lin 
Volunteer Management Head, Child Welfare Teow Ying Juan Cheryl 
Volunteer Welfare Head    Tan Qing Ling, Kimberly 
                                   
e. Volunteers (as of 31 July 2020)  

 
Average number of volunteers: 29 volunteers 
Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: 33 volunteers 
Volunteers with more than 75% attendance: 29 volunteers 
PROGRAMME OVERVIEW 

 
f. Regular Visits: 13 
g. Special Events13: 1 

 

 
13 Only include special events planned solely by the RVP. Events not planned but only assisted by the RVP volunteers should 

not be included here. However, events planned by RVP and sponsored by companies will be included.  
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FINANCIAL STATEMENTS (as of 31st July 2020) 
 
*Note: We will continue to update our expenditure and make sure to submit the RFP forms by 
deadline of 8 September 2020. 
 

Total Amount Allocated $1125.00 
Total Amount Spent $684.60 
  
Breakdown of expenses 

Regular Visits - Mandatory Training Sessions $30.00 

Regular Visits - Storytelling Programmes and 

Logistics 
$27.00 

Regular Visits - Wrap-Up Sessions $28.50 

Regular Visits - Reward Redemption $55.20 

SCS Annual Camp $400.60 

Volunteer Appreciation (Sem 1) $100.00 

Volunteer Appreciation (Sem 2) $0 

SCS Annual Outing $0 

Outreach AY19/20 $4.50 

Welcome Tea AY19/20 $38.80 

 
PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS14  

 
h. Increasing bonding activities among volunteers. The programme will shift 

towards an online engagement instead, so it will be even more difficult to 
conduct bonding activities among the volunteers, will have to think of new 
ways to engage the volunteers. This is especially important as the programme 
is conducted within the group, so within the group itself, they must get to know 
each other.  

i. Improved engagement of old volunteers. I believe this will be a good resource 
for the new committee to tap on, by getting old volunteers to share their 
experience and know-hows, especially about their own experience with the 
kids in the programme.  

 
SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 
j. It will be challenging as we have changed the format of the programme in the 

first semester in view of the Covid-19 situation. However, we hope that all of 
you will still be able to work together as a team to try your best to address and 

 
14 Only include new initiatives and new collaborations of the year during your term. If previous term has that collaboration 

and during your term, the collaboration continued but on greater scale or on a different matter, do include too.  
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meet the needs of the beneficiaries and the partner organisation. We hope that 
all of you can achieve the true aim of ‘Love, Care, and Share’ with not just 
beneficiaries but to all of your volunteers as well.  

k. We hope to see more activities being planned out for the beneficiaries that can 
possibly go beyond the main activity of guided reading, cognitive games and 
group storytelling. Investigate the needs and wants of the beneficiaries, and 
think of new ways you can help them and help achieve the intended impact of 
the programme.  

 
 
Reported by: 
 
Justin Teoh Tze How (Mr.) & Low Xin Yi (Ms.) 
Chairperson & Vice-Chairperson 
Yishun Reading Odyssey AY19/20 
NUS Students’ Community Service Club 
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
Part of the NUS Volunteer Network  
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Youth Beacons AY19/20 
 
Geared towards building up youth leaders aged between 13 to 17 years old, our programme is 
tailored to incorporate character development, equipping of life skills, and service learning in the 
various activities planned specially for the youths. 
 

OBJECTIVES 
 

a. To inculcate values and life skills to beneficiaries that will serve them well in their 
future endeavors 

b. To ceate an inclusive environment for the youths to socialize and form a supportive 
community that they are comfortable in  

 
VOLUNTEERS 

 
c. Committee Members  

 
Chairperson (External)  Muhammad Fajar Bin Abdul Rahim 
Chairperson (Internal)  Hsu Wen Chi 
Publicity Head   Julia Tatarynowicz 
                                   
d. Volunteers (as of 31 July 2020) 

 
Average number of volunteers: 1.9  
Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: Sng Su En Grace, Tan Jing Yi, Muhammad 

Danish Bin Zainull Abideen 

Volunteers with more than 75% attendance: Hsu Wen Chi, David Lim Chee Chuan 
 

PROGRAMME OVERVIEW 
 

e. Regular Visits: 10 
f. Special Events15: 030 

 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

 

Total Amount Allocated $1005 

Total Amount Spent $30 

 
15 Only include special events planned solely by the RVP. Events not planned but only assisted by the RVP volunteers should 

not be included here. However, events planned by RVP and sponsored by companies will be included.  
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 *The low expenditure is largely the result of 
the premature closing of the YB programme at 
Care Corner Centre 

Breakdown of expenses 

Name of Event Semester 2 volunteer appreciation 

Name of Event $30 

 
 
 
Reported by: 
 
Muhammad Fajar Bin Abdul Rahim (Mr.) & Hsu Wen Chi (Ms.) 
Chairperson (External) & Chairperson (Internal) 
Youth Beacons AY19/20 
NUS Students’ Community Service Club 
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
Part of the NUS Volunteer Network  
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MINDSville@Napiri AY19/20 

 
A regular volunteering project at Mindsville to provide companionship to our beneficiaries with 
Intellectual disabilities and help them gain confidence in their abilities to perform tasks. 
 

1. OBJECTIVES 
 

a. Improve the quality of life of our beneficiaries through weekly interaction and 
activities 

b. Impart social and life skills to our beneficiaries to allow them to become 
contributing members of society 

c. Promote volunteerism and personal development among our volunteers 
d. Increase awareness and advocate for Persons with Intellectual Disabilities (PWIDs) 

 
2. VOLUNTEERS 

 
a. Committee Members  

 
Chairperson (Internal)  Chow Si Qing 
Chairperson (External)  Leo Li Wen 
Secretary-Treasurer   Wang Qian 
Programmes Head                       Deondra Ong Zhi Ning 
Programmes Head   Amelia Koh Yan Ning 
Publicity Head   Trixie Toh Pei Ying 
Volunteer Welfare Head  Desmond Loh Huiyang 
Volunteer Management Head Chiam Yeng Heeng 
                                   
b. Members (as of last updated date) 
 
Average: 11 

Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: 13  
Volunteers with more than 70% attendance: 3 

 
 

3. PROGRAMME OVERVIEW 
 

a. Regular Visits: 13  
b. Special Events16 

 

 
16 
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Description of event 
(TerraHope has many other special events that CSC joined too but we are 
not directly involved in the planning. These events will not be listed below) 

No. of 
beneficiaries 
and volunteers 

Mid-Autumn Festival (MAF) Celebration 
 
Held on 28/09/19  from 06.30pm to 08.30pm  
 
This event is one of the two events planned solely by the NUS side at 
MINDSville. It was the first special event planned by the new progs heads and 
we participated in themed arts and crafts and ate mooncakes sponsored by 
MYG. We took the usual route to the park to play with sparklers under the 
supervision of the volunteers 

32 beneficiaries 
15 NUS 
volunteers 

Christmas celebration 
 
Held on 21/12/19  from 3.00pm to 6.00pm  
 
Christmas celebration is a joint event by TH and CSC. We put up special 
performances and decorations with the Frozen theme in mind. Each of the 
residents get to keep a polaroid photo taken at the photobooth. Dinner was 
provided for both residents and volunteers to enjoy with a short dancing 
session to end the day.  

34 beneficiaries 
20  NUS 
volunteers 
 

 
 

4. FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 
 

Total Amount Allocated $1535 

Total Amount Spent $558.75 

  

Breakdown of expenses 

Volunteer appreciation $51.90 

MINDSville camp S500 

Regular project $16.85  

 
 
 
 

5. PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS17  
 
a. Development 1: More sports included in our regular sessions  

 
17 
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Elaboration of the development: 
Given that our residents enjoy sports such as badminton, soccer, frisbee, Zumba, 

KPOP Dance and more, we have included more sports activities into our regular 
sessions. This is aligned with MINDSville goal of getting the residents to be more 
active which can help to induce positive emotions and engage them mentally. 
This allowed them to have fun whilst moving as well. 

 
b. Development 2: Cater to all beneficiaries 

 
Elaboration of the development: 
To be able to cater to high functioning and high mobility residents with 
consideration of the lower functioning residents, we split activities for high and low 
functioning residents to fully engage all residents (bringing some high mobility 
residents out for soccer at the park while the low mobility residents play board 
games)  

 
 

6. SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS  
 
a. Suggestion 1: Increase volunteer retention 

We have seen a remarkable increase in volunteers during semester 1 of the AY as 
we recruited more volunteers during the orientation session and there were at least 
5 new regular volunteers for semester 1. However, during the winter break, there 
were less volunteers due to commitment issues and cancellation of programmes 
subsequently. In light of recent events, it may be more difficult to retain volunteers 
in online sessions, therefore, there is a need to plan programmes with the 
volunteers in mind so as to engage them too.  

 
 

b. Suggestion 2: Planning programmes 
Programmes are planned by the Programmes head every 2 weeks which takes a toll 
of them due to the need to come up with engaging and new ideas for every session. 
It is suggested that regular volunteers can help to plan and conduct those sessions 
so as encourage them to take up an active role in helping the beneficiaries 

 
 
 
 
Reported by: 
 
Leo Li Wen (Ms.) & Chow Si Qing (Ms.) 
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Chairperson (External) & Chairperson (Internal)  
MINDSville@Napiri AY19/20 
NUS Students’ Community Service Club 
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
Part of the NUS Volunteer Network  
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BHID AY19/20 
 
We aim to provide a cosy environment for our volunteers and beneficiaries to befriend with 
one another, learn new skills and have fun together. As such, we as volunteers can do our part 
by raising the public’s awareness of the Intellectually Disabled and help to remove people’s 
misconceptions about our clients.  
 

OBJECTIVES 
 

a. Provide a cosy environment for our volunteers and beneficiaries to befriend 
with one another, learn new skills and have fun together 

b. Raising public’s awareness of the Intellectually Disabled and help to remove 
people’s misconceptions about our clients 
 

VOLUNTEERS 
 

c. Committee Members  
 
Chairperson (External)                          Mong Zheng Wei 
Chairperson (Internal)                          He Menglan 
Treasurer              Lim Guan Yi, Joshua  
Programmes and Logisitics Head           Li Tongyang, Fong Wei Deng, You Jing 
Publicity Head             Lim Ming Jun 
                                   
d. Volunteers (as of 31 July 2020) 
 
Average number of volunteers: 16 

 

Volunteers with more than 50% attendance: 12 
  
Volunteers with more than 75% attendance: 4 
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PROGRAMME OVERVIEW 
 

e. Regular Visits: 6  
f. Special Events18: 6 

 
   

 
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 

 
Total Amount Allocated $1,310.00 
Total Amount Spent $99.35 
  
Breakdown of expenses 
Food Making Session $37.65 
Water Games Day $34.20 
Christmas/New Year Celebration $27.50 

 
PROGRAMME DEVELOPMENTS19  

 
g. Plan more volunteers bonding session for volunteer retention. Due to covid-19, 

we were only able to have one bonding session in this Academic Year and many 
of the new volunteers hardly know each other.  

 
h. Try out different kind of activity during regular visit other than art & craft etc. 

Maybe can try out some innovative game and let beneficiaries learn some new 
skill as well. However, there is not much opportunity for us to do so, as most of 
the visit was canceled due to the current situation.  

  

 
18 Only include special events planned solely by the RVP. Events not planned but only assisted by the RVP volunteers should 

not be included here. However, events planned by RVP and sponsored by companies will be included.  
19 Only include new initiatives and new collaborations of the year during your term. If previous term has that collaboration 

and during your term, the collaboration continued but on greater scale or on a different matter, do include too.  
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SUGGESTION FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS  
 
i. Hope that the subsequent committees can explore more kind of activity that can 

be organised in regular visit. This can provide beneficiaries something new to 
explore, on top of spending quality time with us.   

 
j. Work closely and maintain good relationship with our external partner that is 

sponsoring us for outing. Would be even better if we can get more sponsorship 
on top of our current partner. 
 

Promote our social media page more actively, which I think the incoming committees will be 
able to do so 

 
k. Helps to raise public’s awareness of the Intellectually Disabled and help to 

remove people’s misconceptions about them 
 
 
Reported by: 
 
Mr. Mong Zheng Wei & Ms. He Menglan 
External Chairperson & Internal Chairperson 
[BHID Committee] AY19/20 
NUS Students’ Community Service Club 
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
Part of the NUS Volunteer Network  
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Name of SP: GRANT A WISH XVII 

Project Time Period: 26th July 2019 to 16th January 2020 

  

As one of the signature special projects under NUS CSC, Grant A Wish (GAW) was initiated in 

2003 and has been successful in granting the wishes of our beneficiaries for 16 consecutive years. 

Every year, GAW targets a different group of beneficiaries to partner with. Some of the past 

beneficiary groups include low-income children and children with chronic illnesses. These projects 

were made possible through the help of our own NUS population as well as the general public's 

kind generosities. 

 

1          OBJECTIVES 

  

1. To grant the wishes of selected beneficiaries - to aid beneficiaries in a tangible manner by 

addressing their material desires (no matter how small the gift). 

2. To enhance the sustainability of the project through the creation of out-of-the-ordinary 

memorable experiences for beneficiaries apart from the tangible aspect. Greater emphasis 

will be placed on skill development.  

3. To create opportunities for beneficiaries to go beyond the simple act of receiving, and 

experience the joy of giving. 

4. To create opportunities for relationships to be forged between the Organising Committee 

(OC), volunteers and beneficiaries. This would hopefully promote deeper understanding 

and interaction between NUS students and the beneficiaries, allowing both sides to learn 

and grow.   

5. To nurture the spirit of volunteerism among NUS students through their participation in 

GAW events and interaction with beneficiaries, possibly encouraging further independent 

volunteering. 

6. To raise awareness about selected beneficiaries, allowing for the NUS community to be 

more informed on how best to aid the beneficiaries. This may take the form of NUS 

students being more sensitive to the needs of beneficiaries in their day-to-day life, or to 

motivate them to do more in their own capacity to help the beneficiaries 
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2          ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 

  

Project Director                                 Dzulhilmi B Dzulkifli 

Assistant Project Directors                Aviela Toh Xing-Le 

                                                           Lim Jia Ying 

Secretary/Treasurer                           Teo Kai Shan 

Wish Head                                         Lee Lin Li Jasmine 

Wish Assistants                                 Tan Shu Ning 

                                                           Alicia Poh Xiao Xuan 

                                                           Chng Jing Rong 

Programmes Head                             Kerlyn Kwan Wee Gek 

Programmes Assistants                     Chua Yan Jie, Atricia 

                                                           Chen Gek Nee 

                                                           Tan Wei Shuang 

                                                           Theodore Lim 

           Xiao Lin 

Volunteer Management Head            Brendan Tan Yan Shen 

Volunteer Management Assistants    Chow Si Qing 

                                                           Jennifer Andrainne Lion 

                                                           Wu Shu Qing 

Publicity Head                                   Yap Jia Ying 

Publicity Assistants                           Michelle Wong Xin Yi 

                                                           Tan Yi Xuan 

                                                           Sheryln Goh Xin Ni 

Magistics Head                                  Chen Huihui 

Magistics Assistants                          Lee Hian Han Ivan 

                                                           Wong Yu Xian, May 

                                                           Wong Shi Ling Chelsea 
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3          PROJECT OVERVIEW 

  

3.1       Programmes/Events 

Event Date Time Venue 

First PD cell meeting 26 July 2019 7:30pm  CSC Clubroom 

OC Recruitment interviews 
10 August 2019 to 

18 August 2019 
Entire Day  

CSC Clubroom, YIH 

Student Lounge and 

Sports Hall Discussion 

Room 

Cell Heads Meeting 21 August 2019 3pm YIH Student Lounge  

OC Meeting 1 22 August 2019 7pm to 10pm YIH Conference Room 

Meeting with Brain 

Tumour Society 

(Singapore) 

23 August 2019 
12:30pm to 

1pm 

NUS Business School, 

BIZ 2 

Whatsapp call with Brain 

Tumour Society 

(Singapore) 

27 August 2019 1pm to 1:30pm - 

Meeting with Fei Yue  28 August 2019 10am to 1pm YIH Student Lounge  

CEF Grant Whatsapp Call 28 August 2019 
9pm to 

10:30pm 
- 

Meeting with AMKFSC 

Community Services Ltd. 
30 August 2019 

11am to 

12:30pm 

Chinatown Point 

(AMKFSC’s Office) 

Recce trip to Fei Yue 2 September 2019 10am 
Fei Yue (Bukit Panjang 

Area) 

Recce trip to Brain Tumour 

Society (Singapore) @ KK 

Hospital 

4 September 2019 10am to 12pm KK Hospital 

Recce trip to AMKFSC 

Cheng San Centre  
4 September 2019 1pm to 2pm 

Spright Academy 

@Chengsan 
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OC Meeting 2 5 September 2019 7pm - 10pm YIH Conference Room 

Wish Collection 1 (Brain 

Tumour Society 

(Singapore)) 

6 October 2019 
11:30am to 

3:30pm 

Computing 1 Seminar 

Room 1 

Wish Collection 2  (Fei 

Yue Senior Activity Centre 

and Student Care Centre) 

7 October 2019 
2:00pm to 

6:30pm 

Fei Yue Senior Activity 

Centre 

Wish Collection 3 (Genesis 

School) 
8 October 2019 

11:30am to 

4:15pm 
Genesis School 

Wish Collection 4 (Spright 

Academy @ SK) 
10 October 2019 

1:30pm to 

6:30pm 

Spright Academy @ 

SK 

Wish Collection 5 (Spright 

Academy @ AMK) 
14 October 2019 

1:30pm to 

6:30pm 

Spright Academy @ 

AMK 

OC Meeting 3 17th October 2019 7pm - 10pm YIH Conference Room 

Wish Engagement 1 (Fei 

Yue Senior Activity 

Centre) 

21 October 2019 
2:00pm to 

6:30pm 

Fei Yue Senior Activity 

Centre 

Wish Adoption drives 
22,23, 24 October 

2019 

10:00am to 

5:00pm 

Science, FASS and 

UTown 

Wish Engagement 2  (Brain 

Tumour Society 

(Singapore)) 

26 October 2019 
1:30pm to 

5:00pm 

KK Hospital Staff 

Lounge  

Wish Engagement 3 (Fei 

Yue Student Care Centre) 
29 October 2019 

2:30pm to 

6:30pm 

Fei Yue Student Care 

Centre 

Wish Engagement 4 

(Spright Academy @ 

AMK) 

31 October 2019 
1:30pm to 

6:30pm 

Spright Academy @ 

AMK 

Wish Engagement 5 

(Genesis School) 
4 November 2019 

11:30am to 

4:15pm 
Genesis School 

Wish Engagement 6 5 November 2019 1:30pm to Spright Academy @ 
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(Spright Academy @ SK) 6:30pm SK 

OC Meeting 4 11 December 2019 
7:00pm to 

10:00pm 
YIH Conference Room 

WIsh Party hands-on  

2 December to 14 

December is the 

best  

Entire Day YIH Student Lounge 

Wish Party 1 (Brain 

Tumour Society 

(Singapore)) 

14 December 2019 
9:00am to 

2:30pm 

KK Hospital Staff 

Lounge 

Wish Party 2  (Fei Yue 

Senior Activity Centre) 
20 December 2019 

1:30pm to 

6:30pm 

Fei Yue Senior Activity 

Centre 

Wish Party 3 (Fei Yue 

Student Care Centre) 
27 December 2019 

2:30pm to 

6:30pm 

Fei Yue Student Care 

Centre 

Wish Party 4 (Spright 

Academy @ AMK and SK) 
30 December 2019 

12:30pm to 

5:30pm 
YIH Student Lounge 

Wish Party 5 (Genesis 

School) 
7 January 2020 

11:30am to 

4:15pm 
Genesis School 

OC Meeting 5 (Review 

Meeting) 
16 January 2020 

7:00pm to 

8:30pm 
CSC Clubroom 
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3.2       Partner Organizations 

Name of 

Organisation 

Profile Address Website No. of 

beneficia

ries 

Brain Tumour 

Society 

(Singapore) 

Children who are 

current or past 

brain tumour 

patients (included 

their siblings in 

the project as well) 

- https://www.

braintumour

society.org.s

g/ 

25 

Genesis 

School of 

Special 

Education 

Children with 

intellectual 

disability  

9 West Coast Rd, Singapore 

127296 

https://www.

genesisscho

ol.com.sg/ 

49 

AMKFSC 

Community 
Services Ltd.  

Children from 

disadvantaged 
background 

Spright Academy @Ang Mo 

Kio  

230 Ang Mo Kio Avenue 3, 

#01-1264 Singapore 560230 

 

Spright Academy 

@Sengkang 

223D Compassvale Walk, 

#01-673 Singapore 544223 

https://www.

amkfsc.org.s
g/ 

59 

Fei Yue 

Community 

Services 

Elderly living in 

isolation 

 

Children from 

disadvantaged 

background 

 

 

Fei Yue Elderly Activity 

Centre @ Teck Whye 

165A 681165 Teck Whye 

Cres, Singapore 688845 

 

Fei Yue Kids @ Teck Whye 

Teck Whye Ave, #01-110 

Block 6, Singapore 680006 

https://www.

fycs.org/ 

58 

All beneficiaries of GAW XVII received a gift of comparable value at the end of the project.  
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3.3       Volunteer Statistics 

  

Wish Collection 

Date & Time Partner Organisation Targeted 

Volunteer Count 

Actual 

Volunteer 

Count 

6th October 

2019 

(11:30am to 

3:30pm) 

Brain Tumour Society (Singapore) 12 15 

7th October 

2019 

(2:00pm to 

6:30pm) 

Fei Yue Senior Activity Centre and 

Fei Yue Family Services 

39 + 8 16 

8th October 

2019 

(11:30am to 

4:15pm) 

Genesis School of Special Education 47 13 

10th October 

2019 

(1:30pm to 

6:30pm) 

Ang Mo Kio Family Services Centre 

(Sengkang Branch) 

25 16 

14th October 

2019 

(1:30pm to 

6:30pm) 

Ang Mo Kio Family Services Centre 

(AMK Branch)  

35 11 

Total  71 
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Wish Engagements 

Date & Time Partner Organisation Targeted 

Volunteer Count 

Actual 

Volunteer Count 

21st October 

2019 

(2:00pm to 

6:30pm) 

Fei Yue Senior Activity Centre 8 10 

26th October 

2019 

(1:30pm to 

5:00pm) 

Brain Tumour Society (Singapore) 25 16 

29th October 

2019 

(2:30pm to 

6:30pm) 

Fei Yue Family Services 41 18 

31st October 

2019 

(1:30pm to 
6:30pm) 

Ang Mo Kio Family Services 

Centre (AMK Branch)  

17 10 

4th November 

2019 

(11:30am to 

4:15pm) 

Genesis School of Special 

Education 

~10 8 

5th November 

2019 

(1:30pm to 

6:30pm) 

Ang Mo Kio Family Services 

Centre (Sengkang Branch)  

12 9 

Total  71 
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Wish Adoption 

For this year, we did not recruit any volunteers in this phase as manpower was sufficient. 

 

Wish Parties 

Date & Time Partner Organisation Targeted 

Volunteer Count 

Actual 

Volunteer 

Count 

14th December 

2019 

(9:00am to 

2:30pm) 

Brain Tumour Society 

(Singapore) 

45 15 

20th December 

2019 

(1:30pm to 

6:30pm) 

Fei Yue Senior Activity Centre 8 8 

27th December 

2019 

(2:30pm to 

6:30pm) 

Fei Yue Family Services 41 18 

30th December 

2019 

(12:30pm to 

5:30pm) 

Ang Mo Kio Family Services 

Centre (AMK and Sengkang 

branch) 

60 23 

7th January 2020 
(11:30am to 

4:15pm) 

Genesis School of Special 
Education 

~10 13 

Total  77 

 

 

3.4       Collaborations 

  

NIL 
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3.5       Sponsors and list of sponsored items 

  

Product Sponsorship 

 

No Company Items Remarks 

1 Klosh Assorted items Wish Party 

 (goodie bags and top up gifts) 

2 Popular Rent A Car Pte 

Ltd 

vehicle rental sponsorship Logistics 

3 NUS Office of Alumni 

Relations (OAR) 

380 packs of Cowhead 

Croissants (assorted flavours) 

Wish Party 

(goodie bags) 

4 Eng Wah Global Pte Ltd 250 Discount Voucher Wish Party 

(goodie bags) 

5 JiaJia Singapore 

Manufacturing Pte Ltd 

384 bottles of PET Shiracha 

White Tea - Jasmine 

Wish Party 

(goodie bags) 

6 Singapore Pools 380 cutlery set Wish Party 

(goodie bags) 
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Cash Donations/Grants 

  Sponsors Value Remarks 

1 Sapore $200  Donations 

2 Wong Huat Sern $50.00 Donations 

3 Chng Chee Kiong $500.00 Donations 

4 Leong Chee Keong $700.00 Donations 

5 The Hokkien Foundation $1,000.00 Donations 

6 Mendaki $500.00 Sponsorship 

7 MUIS $1,000.00 Grant 

8 CEF $1,150.00 Grant 

9 Youth Changemakers Grant 

(YCM) 

$2803.74 Grant 
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Financial Statement 

Title Amount 

Total Amount Allocated by CSC $1,000 

Total Grant Obtained $4,953.74 

Total Sponsorship $500 

Total Donation $2,450 

Total Expenditure $6,375.60 

Surplus/ (Deficit) $2,528.14 
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4          PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 

  

4.1       Diversification of beneficiaries  

The beneficiaries chosen this year are children, aged 7 to 13, from three different sectors 

namely children from a disadvantaged background, children who are current or past brain 

tumour patients and children with intellectual disability. The underlying reason behind our 

decision to target children is due to the introduction of our new framework, the Storytelling 

framework, in this iteration. We felt that children would be a more suitable fit for the 

framework.    

 

Furthermore, as requested by Fei Yue Community Services, we included a small group of 

elderly who are living in isolation as our beneficiaries. We felt that the intergenerational 

idea as suggested by Fei Yue Community Services was something interesting and worth 

exploring. Furthermore, we wanted to forge tighter bonds between different beneficiary 

groups across generations, given our societal problem of having generational gaps.  

 

4.2       Storytelling framework 

Beyond just fulfilling their material wishes, we wanted to impart a specific skill set and 

knowledge to our beneficiaries and redirect their attention from the gifts to the skills that 

are being imparted. Hence, to fulfill these objectives, the storytelling framework was 

introduced which revolved around an Underwater themed story. It follows a protagonist 

who faced challenges in different "chapters". Each “chapter” of the story teaches our 

beneficiaries a life lesson (recycling, water pollution etc.). 

 

4.3       Value-added Activities 

This iteration, we strived to provide more meaningful and educational interaction sessions. 

Tying back to our Underwater theme, a sheer amount of focus was placed on raising 

awareness about recycling and water pollution when designing our programmes and 

activities. Activities conducted for each visit also required and taught a holistic range of 

skills i.e. hand-eye coordination, memory, communication and teamwork with our Station 

masters instructed to emphasise the meaning and life lessons behind the games to the 

beneficiaries at the end of each activity.  
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5          SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 

  

5.1       Promote stronger bonds between beneficiaries and volunteers 

We found that the beneficiaries really appreciated seeing familiar faces over the course of 

the project. However, given the nature of volunteer recruitment, this number of repeated 

volunteers (other than OC members) was quite low. This could be attributed to the fact that 

most of our events were held on the weekdays where most volunteers have school 

commitments. A recommendation is to recruit volunteers that would be able to commit for 

the full duration of the project for one particular beneficiary group, and to fix volunteer 

groups to the same beneficiary groups for every event. Furthermore, it would be good to 

source for beneficiary organisations who are available on the weekends.  

 

5.2       Conduct activities with more long-term benefits 

While we tried to emphasise on skills-building during this iteration, there was limited 

opportunity to conduct activities with more long-term benefits. We recommend leveraging 

on OC members’ or volunteers’ talents to teach useful skills e.g. learning how to play 

musical instruments, to our beneficiaries. This creates a more impactful benefit and 

promotes more sustainable growth for the beneficiaries. 

  

5.3       Engage in deeper collaboration with beneficiary organisations 

Aside from engaging with the beneficiaries, more time and effort could be spent 

understanding more about the beneficiary organisations and their needs. For example, an 

equally important need of the organisations may be to educate the public or to recruit 

volunteers for their other events. The OC may then tweak our own awareness-raising 

activities to benefit the organisation in the areas they need the most help in. 
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5.4    Intergenerational interactions 

Though the result was relatively disappointing due to the low volunteer sign up rate and 

our failure to take many into considerations (i.e. children to elderly to volunteer ratio, 

games that are suitable for both elderly and children, age range of children and elderly, 

need for a larger venue etc.) which led to our eventual decision to separate the elderly and 

children sector, the intergenerational idea, as suggested by Fei Yue Community Services, 

is still something worth exploring and trying. A recommendation is for future programmes 

cell to gain a better understanding of the profile of the children and elderly before designing 

games that cater to both the elderly and children. Furthermore, it would be good to recruit 

more volunteers for the event to ensure every beneficiary receives an adequate amount of 

engagement.  

  

 

Reported by: 

  

Dzulhilmi B Dzulkifli (Mr.), Aviela Toh Xing-Le (Ms.) & Lim Jia Ying (Ms.) 

Project Directors 

Grant A Wish XVII 

NUS Students' Community Service Club 

A Constituent Club of NUS Students' Union 
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Signature Love Project XVI 

24th January 2020 to 28th July 2020 

 

Signature Love Project seeks to raise funds and awareness for marginalised beneficiary groups, 

which vary yearly. The purpose of the SP is to create a more inclusive society for those that are 

sidelined or excluded by the public. 

 

1. OBJECTIVES 

 

• To raise awareness on Down syndrome, as well as to understand the challenges people 

with Down syndrome face on a daily basis through interactive roadshow programmes 

(external and internal), where participants will get to experience these difficulties 

• To support the financial needs of DSA through fundraising efforts. The funds raised will 

be used to support the various programmes and services conducted by the DSA to meet 

the diverse needs of children and adults with Down syndrome, as well as their families. 

• To provide greater emotional support to persons with Down Syndrome by befriending 

them during beneficiary visits. 

• To provide a platform for students to have more meaningful interactions with the 

beneficiaries through engagement sessions. 

 

2. ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 

 

Pooja Ramesh Co-Project Director 

Chua Yan Jie, Atricia Co-Project Director 

Edeline Tenges Secretary Treasurer  

Lee Chun Wang Calvin Programmes Head 

Nicholas Eo Xiang Da Programmes Assistant 

Phaedra Lee Pei Tian  Programmes Assistant 

Rudora Goh Yu Jun Programmes Assistant 

Sheethal Shanbhogue Volunteer Management Head 

Lim Xin Yi Volunteer Management Assistant 

Geraldine Phoon Min Hui Volunteer Management Assistant 

Khoo Jing Xuan Publicity Head 

Chan E Zan Publicity Assistant 

Chelsa Lim Pin Jun Publicity Assistant 
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Quek Yingna Publicity Assistant 

Charis Ker Cher Lee Magistics Head 

Goh Eik Hiang Magistics Assistant 

Nyeo Yi Lei Eilace Magistics Assistant 

Wong Wei Lin Magistics Assistant 

  

 

3. PROJECT OVERVIEW 

 

a. Programmes/Events 

 

Name Date/Time Venue 

Internal Roadshows • 25th March 

2020/9am-6pm 

• 26th March 

2020/10am-6pm 

• 27th March 

2020/10am-6pm 

 

• UTown (Outside 

Flavours)  

• CLB Benches 

 

IG Challenge • 1 June 2020 to 14 

June 2020 

• Instagram  

Online Fundraising • 7 June 2020 to 30 

June 2020 

• NUSFastPay 

Zoom Beneficiary Visit 

1 

• 11 July 2020  • Zoom 

Zoom Beneficiary Visit 

2 

• 25 July 2020 • Zoom 

PenPal Exchange 

Pen Pal Initiatives  

• 1 July 2020 to 14 

July 2020  

• NUSync and Google 

Forms  

Tik Tok Collaboration 

Videos 

• 27 and 28 July 2020 • TikTok 

• Instagram  

• Facebook 

 

b. Beneficiary Supported 

Beneficiary  Number 
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Down Syndrome Association Total: 117  

Breakdown:  

• Zoom Beneficiary Visit 1: 5 

• Zoom Beneficiary Visit 2: 5 

• Covid-19 Welfare Packs: 100  

 

c. Volunteer Statistics 

i. Breakdown of volunteer count for each events 

Only OC members were participants for online initiatives such as the 

zoom beneficiary visits. Hence, no volunteers were present for such 

events. 

 

ii. Breakdown of external & internal volunteer count (if necessary) 

Internal Roadshows  25 Mar: 15 

26 Mar: 7 

27 Mar:15 

 
iii. Total Volunteer count and unique count 

Total volunteers 37 

No. of unique volunteers 32 

 

d. Collaborations 

i. Down Syndrome Association 

It is a non-profit voluntary welfare organization which aims to 

empower and provide support to people with Down Syndrome, 

enabling them to lead fulfilling lives and contribute back to society. 

 

e. Sponsors and list of sponsor items 

Name Items 

BBQ Wholesale 200 Vouchers 

Escape Hunt 200 $25 off Vouchers 

 

f. Financial Statement 

 

Total Amount Allocated $1,000 
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Total Sponsorship/Donation $8,666  

Total Expenditure $4423.35 

Surplus/ (Deficit) 5,242.65 

 

 

4. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 

 

a. Tapping on online platforms to raise funds  

 

Online fundraising was introduced in an effort to reach a larger audience. COVID-

19 brought about a greater need to tap on online platforms in order to raise funds, 

especially after one of our key fundraising events i.e. external roadshows was 

cancelled. Online fundraising was able to capture the essence of external 

roadshows which is to raise awareness and fundraise in public.  Future SLP 

iterations should continue to implement online fundraising even in the absence 

of a pandemic.  

  

b. Tapping on social media platforms to raise awareness  

 

Conventionally, awareness was mainly raised through physical roadshows, where 

people got to understand more about the beneficiaries, we were working with 

through physical games at our booths. Whilst we acknowledge the importance of 

these booths, the COVID situation made it hard for us to go ahead with our initial 

plans – external physical roadshows. Recognising the wide outreach and 

popularity of social media platforms amongst the young public, we introduced a 

series of Instagram Challenges - ranging from Bingo Challenges to simulation 

activities for people to empathise with Down Syndrome beneficiaries – in an 

attempt to raise awareness amongst the public about Down Syndrome.  

 

c. Replacing physical beneficiary visits with zoom beneficiary visits  

 

To continue to facilitate interaction between volunteers and DSA beneficiaries in 

spite of Covid-19, we conducted a beneficiary visit via zoom. The 1h games 

session enabled our OC members to interact with 12 DSA beneficiaries through a 

series of games and activities planned for them. Splitting them into smaller 
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breakout rooms created more opportunities for our organizing committee to 

better engage with the beneficiaries and on a more personal level as well.  

 

 

 

 

d. Video collaborations with our partner organization, Down Syndrome Association 

 

Since another important component of our project revolves around raising 

awareness, we believed it was important for us to showcase the strengths of DSA 

beneficiaries to the public. Hopping on to the Tik Tok bandwagon, we 

collaborated with 5 DSA beneficiaries in coming up with 2 Tik Tok videos. Each 

video was made up of individual recordings featuring both our organizing 

committee members and DSA beneficiaries doing the challenge. The individual 

videos were compiled together by the Magistics cell which culminated in the Tik 

Tok videos that were shared on our social media pages. 

 

e. Penpal Initiative 

 

As the COVID-19 situation made it hard for the organizing committee to plan 

physical events to interact with the beneficiaries, we introduced a Penpal 

initiative, to offer an additional platform for the general public to interact with 

the beneficiaries. We created 2 separate links, one for the general public and 

another for the DSA members, where they could pen down words of 

encouragement to one another. The messages written by the public were 

collated by the Volunteer Management cell onto smaller pieces of paper, and 

assembled into the shape of a dolphin. The finished hand-made board was 

subsequently presented to DSA. On the other hand, the words of encouragement 

written by the beneficiaries were then compiled by the Project Directors Cell, 

which was shared on our social media pages.  

 
f. Assignment of man hours for roadshows and IG challenges 

  
Following the suggestion from the previous SLP iteration, we allocated man hours 

during internal roadshows so that it was compulsory for everyone to attend the 
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roadshows. Moreover, to ensure all members participated in the IG challenges, 

the publicity cell allocated everyone a timeslot to post their challenges.  
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5. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT  

 

a. Possible Name Change for Signature Love Project 

 

Signature Love Item was scraped for our iteration. In the event that future 

iterations decide to do away with the Signature Love Item, by introducing and 

incorporating alternative ways to fundraise and raise awareness for the 

beneficiaries, the name of the project would not be reflective of the nature of the 

project. Therefore, it would be more meaningful to propose for a name change 

of the project, something that would better encapsulate what the project does, 

and more representative of the project. Project Directors would not be restricted 

to the convention Signature Love Item that was previously introduced as it offers 

a chance for the project to think out of the box and explore greater possibilities.  

 

Especially since the core aspects of the project revolves around raising awareness 

and fundraising, the name should reflect the nature of the project, rather than 

the signature love item, which is not the main focus of the project.  

   

b. Explore other ways to conduct fundraising physically  

 

Future iterations that are not affected by Covid-19 can consider expanding or 

completely changing how fundraising is typically conducted i.e. through 

roadshows. While roadshows are successful in raising funds, funds could be raised 

in a more meaningful manner with higher emphasis on raising awareness for the 

beneficiaries. Participation in the simulation games at roadshow booths is very 

low. Hence, it seems as though people may be donating meaninglessly. For 

instance, if the beneficiary were to be the visually impaired, then SLP can consider 

hosting an event like Dining in the Dark where participants pay to understand 

what it is like to be visually impaired and empathise better with the beneficiaries. 

At the same time, the money participants pay to attend such events can be 

donated to the partner organization. Other possible activities they can consider 

implementing are walk-a-thons, talent showcases, etc. However, this will differ 

depending on the beneficiaries’ needs and hobbies.  
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c. Possibility of partnering with more than one organization 

 

As the focus of the project revolves around raising awareness and fundraising for 

marginalized groups in society, future iterations can consider partnering with 

more than one partner organization – only if the beneficiary groups are closely 

associated to one another. For the past 2 iterations, the number of beneficiaries 

SLP helped was relatively low, reaching out to around 20 beneficiaries. However, 

should project directors choose to expand the outreach of the project, they can 

consider helping more than one organization if they have sufficient manpower, 

budget and capacity to do so.   

 

Reported by: 

 

Chua Yan Jie, Atricia (Ms), Pooja Ramesh (Ms) 

Project Directors 

[Signature Love Project XVI] 

NUS Students’ Community Service Club 

A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
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[CSC DAY XV] 

[28 August 2019 to 18 January 2020] 
 

1. OBJECTIVES 
 

CSC Day is an annual event organized by NUS CSC to allow students and volunteers to come 
together and bond with our beneficiaries, as well as other volunteers from our Regular 

Volunteering Programmes (RVPs) and Special Projects (SPs). It was a one-day event held in 

NUS campus, gathering beneficiaries from the different social service sectors such as 

persons with intellectual disability (PWID), elderly, and children and youth sectors for a fun 

day of food and games. 

 

To make CSC Day XV a fun-filled event where beneficiaries can enjoy themselves 

wholeheartedly with the volunteers, have a memorable experience and look forward to the 

next CSC Day. Another objective is to forge connections among beneficiaries from the same 

sector and promote interactions among beneficiaries from different sectors, namely the 

PWID, elderly, and children and youth. Lastly, we want to empower the beneficiaries by 

building on their strengths and activating their unique knowledge and skills. 
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2. ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 
 

Project Director    Siau Wei Hong 
Assistant Project Director  Lee Jun Kai 
Assistant Project Director  Sabrina-Jan Ong Wei Ting 
Secretary/Treasurer   Sheethal Sridhar Shanbhogue 
 
Marketing Head    Hong Qian Yi 
Marketing Assistant   Jessie Chia 
Marketing Assistant   Gum Jia Wen, Carmen 
Marketing Assistant   Leung Yi Xiang, Martin 
 
Publicity Head    Choo Ting Xuan 
Publicity Assistant   Ting Ya En 
Publicity Assistant   Chua Min Da 
Publicity Assistant   Benjamin Tan Han Xian 
 
Programmes Head   Wee Yu Xuan 
Programmes Assistant   Jananipriya D/O R Silvaraj 
Programmes Assistant   Tan Xing Cai 
Programmes Assistant   Chua Yee Suen 

              Programmes Assistant   Steven Liu 
 
Volunteer Management Head  Joleen Tan Zi Yin 
Volunteer Management Assistant Leo Li Wen 
Volunteer Management Assistant Tan Xin Tong 
Volunteer Management Assistant Chua Jing Yang 
 
Logistics Head    Quek Yong Kang 
Logistics Assistant   Andres Wong Zhong Yang 
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3. PROJECT OVERVIEW 
 

a. Programmes/Events 
 

Name Date/Time Venue 

Internal Publicity Drive 24-25 Oct 2019/10am-5pm FASS, FoS 

Sector Based Outing 1 
(Elderly) 

14 Dec 2019/12pm-4pm Gardens by the Bay 

Sector Based Outing 2 
(Children/Youth) 

17 Dec 2019/12pm-4pm Gardens by the Bay 

Main Event Day 18 Jan 2020/10am-5pm MPSH 1 

 
b. Beneficiary Supported 

 

Sector Based Outings 

Beneficiary  Number of Beneficiaries 

Fei Yue @ Hougang 20 Elderly 

Fei Yue @ Buangkok 18 Elderly 

Dayspring 9 Youth 

STARdy Kaki 13 Children 

Yishun Reading Odyssey  39 Children 

 

Main Event 

Beneficiary  Number of Beneficiaries 

L-derly Befrienders 40 Elderly 

MINDSVille 32 PWID 

Dayspring 1 Youth 

Sheng Hong Childcare Centre 21 Children 

 
 

c. Volunteer Statistics 
 

Event Number of Volunteers 

Sector Based Outing 1 (Elderly) 40  

Sector Based Outing 2 (Children/Youth) 64 

Main Event Day 104 

Total: 208 

 
 
d. Collaborations 
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Collaborated with Gardens by the Bay to provide free beneficiary admission tickets. 

 
e. Sponsors and list of sponsor items 

 

Name of Sponsor Sponsored Items 

NUS Office of Alumni Relations 300 Sardine Cans 

Uncle Saba’s Papadoms 350 Papadom Packets  

Community Health Assessment Team 180 Notebooks 

J.CO 120 Donuts 

YLF Marketing 300 Assorted Candies 

Wen Ken Singapore 300 Bottles of cooling water 

Green Pal Store 320 Bath Sponges 

Batiste 300 Dry Shampoo 

Leung Kai Fook Medical Company Pte Ltd 180 Bottles of axe oil 

 
f. Financial Statement 

 

Total Amount Allocated $12,972.90 

Total Sponsorship/Donation $1,700.00 

Total Expenditure $13,755.48 

Surplus/ (Deficit) $897.42 
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4. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 
 

a. Sector-Based Outings 
 

Sector-Based Outings (SBO) was organized for beneficiaries on 2 separate days 

(Children/Youth on one day and Elderly & Intellectually Disabled on the other) where 

they will be brought to public attractions in Singapore that are related to nature and/or 

wildlife (Gardens by the Bay).  

Our new initiative aims to empower our beneficiaries as well as to serve as a platform 

for new volunteers to have a first-hand experience in volunteering and get to know 

more about the various sectors and their respective interests. This is an improvement of 

Sector-Based Engagement Sessions with an outdoor venue for the beneficiaries and 

volunteers to conduct the activities. 

 
5. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT  

 
a. RVP Interaction 

 
Future Project Directors should continue to encourage the OC to participate in other 

volunteering opportunities in CSC by going for RVP hopping and supporting the events 

organized by ongoing SPs. This would not only increase the OC’s understanding of the 

beneficiaries’ needs, but also show appreciation for the RVPs and SPs that support CSC 

Day as well as facilitate OC bonding. 

 
 
Reported by: 
 
Siau Wei Hong, Lee Jun Kai, Sabrina-Jan Ong Wei Ting 
Project Directors 
CSC Day XV 
NUS Students’ Community Service Club 
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
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[Project C.A.N. XVII] 

[Project Time Period (18th February 2020 to 31st August 2020)] 
 
Project C.A.N. XVI is primarily an annual food drive under the NUS Students’ Community Service 
Club. “C.A.N.” is actually an acronym of Collection in Aid of the Needy, and as the name implies, 
the project aims to provide dry food rations as well as daily necessities to the underprivileged. 

 
1. OBJECTIVES 

 
A. To provide financial and welfare support to vulnerable community groups amidst 

the COVID-19 pandemic 
B. To raise awareness of these community groups by leveraging on the project’s 

outreach and scale 
C. To provide a platform for the NUS community and the general public to show 

solidarity with the efforts undertaken to fight COVID-19 
 

2. ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 
 

Project Director    Tay Wee Shing Kervin 
Assistant Project Director  Zhang Xin 
Assistant Project Director  So Hoi Kay 
Secretary/Treasurer   Tan Min Qi 
Marketing Head    Steven 
Marketing Assistant   Chong Hui Yen Sylvia 
Marketing Assistant   Rachel Ho Zune Mei Pwint 
Marketing Assistant   Jitrakorn Tan Soon Huat 
Marketing Assistant   Lim Tze Han, Daryl 
Publicity Head    Ting Ya En 
Publicity Assistant   Hu Pei Pei 
Publicity Assistant   Lee Wei Qing 
Publicity Assistant   Alycia Cheow See Ning 
Publicity Assistant   Yee Xue Ying Shirlyn 
Liaison Head    Yeo Hui Yun 
Liaison Assistant   Vivian Lee Si Xue 
Liaison Assistant   Kerlyn Kwan Wee Geck 
Liaison Assistant   Quek Hian Khun Joshua 
Logistics Head    Tan Jia Mi Sharon 
Logistics Assistant   Goh Mei Qi 
Logistics Assistant   Phua Jun Wei 
Logistics Assistant   Tan Kok Yi 
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3. PROJECT OVERVIEW 
 

Due to the COVID-19 pandemic this year, the structure of Project C.A.N. XVII had to be 
significantly altered. An online fundraising event was held to raise funds to provide 
supermarket vouchers for needy families and care packs for our healthcare heroes.  
 

a. Programmes/Events 
 

Name Date/Time Venue 

C.A.N. Fundraise  10th Jun 2020 to 07th Sep 2020 Online 

C.A.N. Sort 14th Aug 2020 to 27th Aug 2020,  
9 am – 6 pm 

Nee Soon East 
Community Club 

C.A.N. Distribute 28th Aug 2020 to 30th Aug 2020,  
9am – 6pm 

Nee Soon East Region 

 
b. Beneficiary Supported 

 

Beneficiary  Number 

ComCare & Public Rental Housing 
Scheme Families 

400 families 

Healthcare Heroes 2,639 individuals 

 
c. Volunteer Statistics 

i. There were no volunteers for Project C.A.N. XVII, due to restrictions 
imposed amidst the COVID-19 pandemic. 
 

d. Collaborations 
i. Nee Soon East Youth Network 

 
The youthful team at Nee Soon East Youth Network had assisted us in 
identifying ComCare residents and families under the Public Rental 
Housing Scheme. 
 

e. Sponsors and list of sponsor items 
 

Name Items 

BBQ Wholesale Centre Pte Ltd and 
Party Wholesale Centre Pte Ltd 

600 Discount Vouchers 

National Heritage Board (Speak Good 
English Movement) 

600 Grammar Booklets, 600 Memo 
Pads, 100 Pens 

The Escape Hunt Experience Singapore 2200 Discount Vouchers 
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Kingdom Food Group 2500 Discount Vouchers 

Wen Ken Drug Company Pte Ltd 1512 Cooltopia Cooling Water 

JustAcia 2200 Meal Vouchers 

Sewwy 2500 Mask Hooks 

Boncafé International Pte Ltd 400 Ceylon Tea Boxes 

Global Asia Printings 3100 A4 Non-woven Tote Bags, 22 OC 
Shirts (Partial Sponsorship) 

Popular Rent A Car Van Rental 

Royal Banner & Trading Printing of: 
• 2700 6x6cm Stickers 
• 400 4x4cm Stickers 
• 2700 Healthcare Workers’ 
Appreciation Notes 
• 650 Assistance Booklets  
(Partial Sponsorship) 

Poppadoms (Uncle Saba's) 240 Canisters (Tomato) and 60 Packs 
(Original) of Chips 

Mandom Corp Singapore Pte Ltd 
(Bifesta) 

5300 Make-up Remover Sampling 
Pouches 

RedOne 3 $10 SIM Card and 3-month 
Subscription 

 
f. Financial Statement 

 

Total Amount Allocated $23,183.99 

Total Sponsorship/Donation $350.00 

Total Expenditure $23,533.99 

Surplus/ (Deficit) $0.00 

 
 

4. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 
 

a. Online Fundraising 
 
While online fundraising was the only plausible option amidst the COVID-19 
pandemic, the experience this year has proven that online fundraising could 
remain a plausible phase in future iterations of Project C.A.N. 
 
Unlike previous formats of C.A.N. Fundraise where funds were collected in tin 
cans through public soliciting, this year’s online fundraising has proven to be far 
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more efficient, though more backend work may have to be done on the Project 
Directors’ end.  

 
5. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT  

 
a. Relevance of Project 

 
While Project C.A.N. XVII has taken on a different format this year, the original 
format of Project C.A.N. should continue to be examined. Food donation drives 
have often been criticized as adding on to the beneficiaries’ existing stockpile of 
food items. While Project C.A.N. has maintained its relevance by seeking the 
preferences of the beneficiaries based on which individualised food packs are 
packed, it has been observed that the low-income households in Singapore, 
particularly those under the purview of Community Centres, usually receive 
some form of long-term support and food aid from other charity organisations, 
even in the form of supermarket vouchers. 

 
Future iterations can consider how to improve the relevance of the project 
through introducing new phases or changing the target beneficiary group. 
Extending C.A.N. Empower from Project C.A.N. XVI would be a plausible 
alternative. 

 
Reported by: 
 
Tay Wee Shing Kervin (Mr), Zhang Xin (Mr), So Hoi Kay (Ms) 
Project Directors 
[Project C.A.N. XVII] 
NUS Students’ Community Service Club 
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
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[Project WAO] 
[Project Time Period (e.g. 21 December 2019  to 15 July 2020)] 

 
 Project WAO hopes to raise awareness for the migrant workers in Singapore among the NUS 

Students and work towards integrating migrant workers into our society such that we are one in 
unity. 

 
 

1. OBJECTIVES 
● Beneficiaries 

○ Provide opportunities for beneficiaries to impart their skills to volunteers 
○ Creating a homely atmosphere for them despite them being far from their            

homeland 
○ Providing opportunities for them to take a break from their worries through            

interacting with students and doing various activities 
● Volunteers 

○ Raising awareness among students about migrant workers’ scene  
○ Educate our fellow students more about the migrant workers landscape to           

improve the impressions that Singaporeans might have of them 
○ Serve as a start / stepping stone for them to volunteer more with migrant              

workers 
● Organising Committee 

○ Being able to adapt accordingly because this is a new ground that CSC is              
exploring 

○ To also learn and understand about the migrant workers’ scene better through            
planning events and attending exposure events 

○ Planning events / activities with the needs of the beneficiaries in mind, but not              
forgetting the student volunteers too 

○ Nuture a potential PD / APD for future WAO events 
 

2. ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 
 

Project Director 
Assistant Project Director 

Secretary / Treasurer 
Programmes Head 

Programmes Assistant 
Programmes Assistant 
Programmes Assistant 

Jaymond Tan Jia Wen 
Tan Wei Shuang  

Ankolkar Apurva Nagraj 
Rohini Varsha Thanaraj 
Nur Atika Mikaail Ooi 

Neo Rui Yi 
Luo Yikai 
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Magistics Head 
Magistics Assistant 
Magistics Assistant 
Magistics Assistant 

Publicity Head 
Publicity Assistant 
Publicity Assistant 

Volunteer Management Head 
Volunteer Management Assistant 
Volunteer Management Assistant 

Thaddaeus Tan Jian Quan 
Nicole Goh Seqing 

Thong Jie Yang 
Nur Azra Fatanah Binte Ahmad Fadik 

Lim Zi Yuan, Cheryl 
Beh Kai En 

Ng Wen Wen, Annora 
Ng Hong Kai 

Tan Zheng Xiang, Marcus 
Yuki Ong Xue Li 

 

 
3. PROJECT OVERVIEW 

 
a. Programmes/Events 
 

Name Date/Time Venue 
Engagement Session 2 Feb 2020 

1pm - 6pm 
Old Kallang  Airport 
Gateway 

Item-Based Donation 
Drive 

23-26 March 2020 
10am - 4.30pm 

NUS 
Science/Arts/UTown 

Online Initiatives 17 Apr - 15 Jul 2020 Online 
 
b. Beneficiary Supported 
 

Beneficiary  Number 
Singapore Migrant Friends (SMF) 26 attended Engagement Session 
Transient Workers Count Too (TWC2) 282 sets of donated items given out 

 
c. Volunteer Statistics 

i. WAO Engagement Session: 19 NUS volunteers & 3 non-NUS volunteers 
 

d. Collaborations 
i. Singapore Migrant Friends: Partnered with them for an engagement         

session to celebrate Chinese New Year together. 
ii. Transient Workers Count Two (TWC2): Held a Item-based Donation         

Drive in NUS and the items were later passed to the migrant workers in              
their dormitory with the help of TWC2 

iii. SgForFWs: Collaborated with them by inserting our Carepack, Youtube         
and Tiktok links in their printed messages for the migrant workers 
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iv. Guest@NUS: Contributed videos and activities to the website for the          

migrant workers staying at Prince George’s Park Residence (which was          
converted to a Community Recovery Facility)  

 
e. Sponsors and list of sponsor items 
 

Name Items 
Aquila Natural Mineral Water 192 bottles 

 
f. Financial Statement 
 

Total Amount Allocated 1000 
Total Sponsorship/Donation 7790 
Total Expenditure 1013.65 
Surplus/ (Deficit) 7776.35 

 
 

4. PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 
 
a. Wider Outreach 

 
In order for our project to reach out to different groups of migrant workers, we 
decided to engage the domestic sector this year under Singapore Migrant Friends, 
which was not previously done so. This is also to provide students with different 
perspectives of the migrant worker’ scene by interacting with both domestic and 
non-domestic sectors.  
 
b. Item-Based Donation Drive 
 
Moving forward from the donation drive in the previous year where we collected             
monetary donations from the NUS community, this year, we collected items like            
clothes, bags, sanitary items, etc. from the NUS and Non-NUS community from our             
drive held in NUS. This Item-Based Donation Drive allows us to provide an avenue              
where old items can be repurposed while also raising awareness about the migrant             
workers’ scene and providing a platform where people can contribute to the            
migrant workers. These items were passed to the migrant workers with the help of              
TWC2 after the circuit breaker period. 
 
c. Online Initiatives 
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Due to the Covid-19 situation, we explored various online platforms like Tiktok,            
Youtube, etc. This has allowed us to widen our social media presence which             
subsequent batches can continue to tap on. For the migrant workers, we released             
Carepacks (containing various activities), Instagram Tutorial Videos, Tiktok        
Edutainment Videos and Photostories. For the students, we released fun facts posts            
on Instagram, Instagram templates, Instagram Filters, a video series called “Drawing           
Perspectives”, TikTok Edutainment Videos and Photostories. 

 
 

5. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENT  
 

a. Skills-Based Programmes 
 
After our Engagement Session 1, we realised that while everyone seemed to have             
enjoyed themselves, we might have disrupted the usual Sunday lifestyle of the            
migrant workers as they might prefer to spend it just doing what they like, for               
example, playing volleyball. Therefore, we learnt the importance of ensuring that           
whatever we have planned is also something that the migrant workers are able to              
learn something from. One example of such a programme can be computer lessons             
where student volunteers can aid the migrant workers in learning the softwares like             
Microsoft Word, Excel and Powerpoint. Furthermore, the volunteers can also be the            
same group so that stronger friendship can be forged. 
 
b. Continuation of Online Initiatives 

 
The current COVID situation has shown how we can shift various initiatives online,             
and we feel that even during the post COVID period, it is important to continue to                
explore what can be done on the online platforms. They can serve as a good and                
wider outreach to students since face-to-face programmes will definitely have a           
limitation to their capacity. Perhaps, the future committee can even consider a cell             
to run the online initiatives to ensure the quality of the content produced. 

 
 
Reported by: 
 
Jaymond Tan Jia Wen (Mr), Tan Wei Shuang (Ms) 
Project Directors 
Project We Are One (WAO) 
NUS Students’ Community Service Club 
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
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PROJECT THERE IS LOVE 
May 2020 – May 2021 

 
LEAP allows us to have the freedom and initiative to carry out a project of our interest with 
guidance from NUS CSC. 

    
OBJECTIVES 

 
To provide appropriate clothes for the underprivileged women to enter the workforce and 
dress confidently, as well as provide them with casual wear.  
 
To empower these women through giving them the autonomy of choice by granting them 
the ability to choose the clothes they want from TFP rather than relying solely on donations. 
 
To raise awareness of sustainable fashion, including reuse and donations of clothes, and 
clothing swap programs such as TFP. 
 

 
ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 

 
Project Director    Jelita Jade Jaimon 
Assistant Project Director  Kelsey Feng 
Secretary/Treasurer   Kelsey Feng 
Publicity IC    Jillian Shalini D/O Segaran 
Publicity IC    Ng Nian Zi 
Volunteer Management IC  Sharifah Khadijah binte Abdullah Alsagoff 
Volunteer Management IC   Loong Yixin 
Programmes IC    Valenzuela Alexandra Marie T. 
Programmes IC    Lye Hao Yu, Xanthia 
 Programmes IC    Chloe Sim Sihui 
 

 
PROJECT OVERVIEW 

 
Project There Is Love is a project endorsed under the National University of Singapore 
Community Service Club. It aims to empower the less-affluent women in Singapore through 
the concept of clothing swaps and the importance of choice when it comes to clothing 
donations. We will be partnering with The Fashion Pulpit (TFP), which is a slow fashion 
initiative that allows people to swap their used clothes for points, which in turn is used to 
redeem clothes at their store. We will collect clothing donations from people and donate 
the non-work wear to New2U Thrift Shop and other underprivileged women such as 
domestic workers (Centre for Domestic Employees) and KampungKakis, while the workwear 
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will be brought to TFP to exchange for points.  Unusable clothes will be donated to Green 
Square to be reused and recycled.  
 
At a minimum, we aim for 300 pieces of clothing to be collected, but we have already sent 
out a call for donation to NUS students and have already received interest to donate more 
than 300 bags (Each bag has 15-20 clothing) of clothing. We will be collecting the clothing 
from the donors in September by getting NUS volunteers to help us collect them. 
 
We will partner with Casa Raudha Women Home as the beneficiary for the TFP swap 
program and intend to work with at least 20 women from the Home as our beneficiaries. 
We will also recruit volunteers from NUS and tag these volunteers to each woman and their 
children. We will then bring our beneficiaries to TFP to use the points to choose the clothes 
that they want, as well as have weekly volunteer-beneficiary bonding sessions.  
 
Through our publicity efforts during this project, we will also be able to reach out the vast 
majority of the NUS student population to raise awareness of the low-income women group 
in Singapore, as well as the benefits of slow fashion and sustainability of fashion. 

 
Programmes/Events 

 
Name Events Timeline Venue 

Clothing 
donation drive 

Call for clothing donations and collection of 
donated clothes (split into non-workwear and 
workwear). 

Now – September 
2020 

Temasek Hall 

Donation of 
non-workwear 

Donate non-workwear, while unusable clothes will 
be donated to Green Square for reuse as textiles. 

September 2020 – 
December 2020 

New2U, 
KampungKakis, 
Centre for Domestic 
Employees 

Swap 
workwear at 
TFP 

Bring workwear to The Fashion Pulpit (TFP). Each 
clothing item can be exchanged for points which 
can be used to redeem other clothes at TFP. 

September 2020 – 
December 2020 

The Fashion Pulpit 

Casa Raudha 
Women Home 
event 
 

Weekly bonding activities between volunteers and 
beneficiaries from Casa Raudha Women Home. 
This is to allow both the volunteers and 
beneficiaries to get to know each other better and 
establish rapport and friendship, so that the 
beneficiaries do not feel like they are regarded 
solely as individuals gaining something from the 
project, but rather recognized for their 
individuality. The weekly activities will include 
educational events like workshops on fashion 
advice and how to dress for success by experts and 
leaders in the field.  
 

January 2021 
onwards 

Casa Raudha 
Women Home, 
external locations 
(TBC) 
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From Stage 3, we would have points accumulated 
from each piece of workwear we bring in to TFP. 
Volunteers will then bring the beneficiaries down 
to TFP to choose their clothing items and redeem 
them with the points we have accumulated from 
Stage 3.  
 
The activities will take place over a period of 
possibly 4-6 weeks, with about 4-6 weekly or 
biweekly activities along with 3 TFP swap sessions. 
This will allow the women to have a wider range of 
clothes to choose from as the clothes at TFP will be 
regularly updated and refreshed. 

 
Beneficiary Supported 

 

Beneficiary  Number 

Casa Raudha Women Home 20 

Kampungkakis 20 

Centre for domestic employees 50-100 

New2U Thrift shop 50-100 

  

 
Volunteer Statistics 

i.Breakdown of volunteer count for each event 
1. 116 volunteers for clothing collections 

ii.Breakdown of external & internal volunteer count (if necessary) 
iii.Total Volunteer count and unique count 

1. 116 volunteers so far 

 
Collaborations 

iv.Name of Organization worked with 
1. The Fashion Pulpit: A slow fashion initiative that allows people to swap their used clothes for points, 
which in turn is used to redeem clothes at their store. 

 
Sponsors and list of sponsor items 

 

Name Items 

AMP $350 
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Financial Statement 

 

Total Amount Allocated 500 

Total Sponsorship/Donation 350 

Total Expenditure 8578 (projected) 

Surplus/ (Deficit) (7728) 

 
Fundraising 

 
Fundraising activity Publicity method Amount 

raised 

NUS fastpay NUSSU blast, social 
media  

$10 

   

 
 

CHALLENGES FACED 
 
Delaying of plans as a result of COVID-19 

 
Elaboration: Due to COVID-19 and the safe distancing measures put in place, there 
was trouble meeting the entire main committee face-to-face, and a need to delay 
the entire timeline of the project, from the end date of Dec 2020, to Dec 2021. 
 
Solution: We conducted all our meetings online on Zoom, and decided to include a 
fund-raising portion, through the duration initially set aside for volunteer activities. 
As our timeline got extended, we decided to carry out the activities at a later date, 
with donation collections only beginning in Sem 1 (instead of during the summer 
holidays, and postpone our volunteer activities to 2021, when we would expect to 
see an improvement in the situation.  

 
Zoning restrictions that would impede the donation collection process 

 
Elaboration: As per NUS’ policy, students are not allowed to mingle with other 
students from other zones. This, in turn, raised the issue of donation collection 
across the different zones.  
 
Solution: We came up with a contactless way of collecting donations from the 
donors and scheduled different volunteers to oversee these donations at scheduled 
times (so as to make this donation process contactless between donors), as well as 
drivers to collect and deliver the donations to our storage sites at stipulated timings.  
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RECOMMENDED FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS  

 
Expand our reach to a wider group of beneficiaries 

 
Elaboration: We were limited by a rather narrow budget, and thus could only afford 
to extend our reach to 20 beneficiaries from Casa Raudha. This is because our 
budget only catered for activity sessions for 20 beneficiaries, and we were still 
limited to activities that were $20 each. We felt like this would not be adequate to 
fully get to know the volunteers. Moreover, due to budget constraints, we were not 
able to afford external storage space, and this limited us in the number of clothing 
items we could collect. As a result, with a greater budget, we would be able to 
collect and store more clothes, which would in turn benefit more people.  
 

Space the project out more evenly with a longer timeline 

 
Elaboration: If Project TIL becomes a Regular Volunteering Project or a Special 
Project, spanning over the entire year, each year, we would better be able to space 
out all our activities (i.e. bonding sessions with the beneficiaries over the course of a 
few months instead of mostly all at once, having a stipulated month for donation 
collection, spreading out donations to recipient organizations so as to not inundate 
them, etc.). 

 
 
 
Reported by: 
 
Jelita Jade Jaimon (Ms), Kelsey Feng Qiqi (Ms) 
Project Director, Assistant Project Director 
Project There Is Love 
NUS Students’ Community Service Club 
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
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PAWSITIVE LEAGUE 
[Project Time Period 26th Feb 2020 to 7th 

September 2020] 
 

Inspired by ACRES’s current campaign of ‘Live Cruelty-Free’, aimed at guiding 

individuals to make compassionate choices in their everyday lives to make a difference, 

Pawsitive League aims to play a pivotal role in helping ACRES promote this message 

further through our online activities. By adopting the theme ‘A Cruelty-Free Lifestyle’, we 

believe that we can motivate our audience  to make cruelty-free decisions and make a 

positive effect on animals. 

 
 

1. OBJECTIVES 

 
1. To promote a cruelty-free lifestyle and to encourage individuals to make a 

mindset and behavioural change to select cruelty-free choices in their 

everyday life, resulting in a positive effect on animals, themselves and the 

environment 

2. To raise awareness about animal exploitation that occurs in the wildlife 

trade 

3. To raise funds to support ACRES in achieving their goal in end animal 

cruelty 

 
2. ORGANIZING COMMITTEE 

 
Project Director Hun Shi Yu 
Assistant Project Director Jasmine Ong 
Secretary/Treasurer Hun Shi Yu 
Publicity Head 1 Dominique Ng (Jul-Aug) 
Publicity Head 2 Tan Ren Cie (Jul - 
Aug) Volunteer Management Head Denise Beh 
Programmes Head 1 Tan Jun Kiat 
Programmes Head 2 See Ee Teng 
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3. PROJECT OVERVIEW 
 

a. Programmes/Events 
 

Name Event Description Date/Time Venue 

Fundraising 
- Art fair 
sale 

Through the art fair, 
Pawsitive League will 
use online platforms to 
sell digital art pieces and 
physical art pieces 
(inclusive of mailing 
costs). We aim to raise 
enough funds for our 
objective in supporting 
ACRES in achieving their 
goal in ending animal 
cruelty. We also aim to 
raise awareness about 
the wildlife trade and get 
individuals to support 

wildlife repatriation too. 

9th July 2020 - 
16th August 
2020 

Online 

Fundraising 
- 
Merchandis
e sale 

Through t-shirts, 
Pawsitive League is 
then able to put forth 
their narrative and 
purpose — raising funds 
to advocate and 
physically support 
ACRES’s efforts in 
stopping wildlife trade, 
as 
well as wildlife repatriation. 

17th August 
2020 
- 21st August 
2020 

Online 

 
b. Beneficiary Supported 

 

Beneficiary Number 

ACRES Singapore N.A. 

 
 

c. Volunteer Statistics 
We had a total of 6 volunteer artists for our art fair fundraising sale. 
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d. Collaborations 
 

Collaboration with ACRES consists of 2 fundraisers and a social media 
campaign. For the fundraiser, the team managed to raise funds via an 
art fair and a merchandise sale. 

 
e. Sponsors and list of sponsor items 

 

Name Items 

N.A. N.A. 

  

 
f. Financial Statement 

 

Total Amount Allocated $500 

Total Sponsorship/Donation - 

Total Expenditure $450 

Surplus/ (Deficit) $50 

 
g. Fundraising 

 

Fundraising activity Publicity method Amount 
raised 

Art Fair sale Instagram 
outreach CSC 
channels 
NUSSU channels 

$218 

Merchandise Sale Instagram 
outreach CSC 
channels 
NUSSU channels 

$528 

 
4. CHALLENGES FACED 

 
a. Having members quit mid-way through the project 

i. Due to the change in the project objectives, there were 
members who felt that the project no longer aligned with 
their initial intention, thus deciding to leave mid way through 
the planning phase of the project. 

ii. The solution was to reassign roles within the committee and 
for everyone to truly pull their weight to make the fundraising 
a successful one. 
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b. Having to start, plan and execute a project remotely 

i. It is a first experience for most of us, especially going through 
a pandemic for the first time. As such, all of us had to work 
remotely and on that part, we really had to trust our members 
to be responsible to do their tasks and update us timely. 

ii. One issue is that they may discuss plans among themselves 
and not update us, however that was solved because we 
realised we were not updated and thus we adapted to 
asking them for timely updates instead. 

 
 

 
5. RECOMMENDED FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

 
a. Acceptance of new projects 

i. It would be good to have guidelines for new projects, lest there 
would be a misunderstanding of what can be accepted as a 

new project in NUS CSC. 

ii. Clear transparent commu 
iii. nication should be consistent between the student body, 

management committee and the staff advisor. This is to ensure 
a smooth onboarding of projects in CSC subsequently. 

 

 
Reported by: 

 
Hun Shi Yu (Ms), Jasmine Ong 
(Ms) Project Directors 
Pawsitive League 
NUS Students’ Community Service Club 
A Constituent Club of NUS Students’ Union 
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